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PREFACE
Ferrum ferro exacuitur,
et homo exacuit faciem amici sui.

(Proverbia 27 : 17, Vulgata)

My first acquaintance with Gheraert Appelmans actually dates from about two years
ago. At that time I was participating in a graduate course dealing with Middle Dutch
religious literature, partly devoted to the reading of some mystical texts of Hadewijch
and Jan van Ruusbroec. When studying the accompanying secondary literature, I
chanced upon the name of another Middle Dutch mystical author, supposedly living
after Hadewijch and before Ruusbroec: Gheraert Appelmans, whose Glose op den
Pater Noster is the only textual witness of his writing activities. Except for his name,
very little is known about the author of this mystical, high-quality text. That fact
really aroused my curiosity: who actually was Gheraert Appelmans, and what was his
text about? To cut a long story short, I started to read the Glose – time and again - and
in the shortest possible time I got entirely captivated by Appelmans’ fascinating
Middle Dutch text. In consultation with Prof. Dr. Paul Wackers, the teacher in
charge, I decided to write a first research paper on Appelmans’ Glose, in particular
centered on exploring the text’s specific place within the literary tradition of latemedieval Paternoster commentaries. In the following years, my fascination for
Appelmans’ Glose kept upright and actually marked the beginning of a more intensive
study on late-medieval mysticism in general, intended to increase both my knowledge
of and insight into the different aspects of medieval mystical literature. As a result, I
grew more and more keen on the idea to choose Appelmans’ Glose as the subject of
my thesis investigation. Fortunately, Paul Wackers not only lent his support to my
thesis proposition, but also acted as an inspiring guide during my months-long
struggling through the different pitfalls which are inextricably bound up with every
route to the top.
I wish to express my thanks to my prime supervisor, Prof. Dr. Paul Wackers, for
encouraging and challenging me to keep digging for hidden treasures in Appelmans’
mystical text. His expertise, detailed comments and critical remarks were really
constructive and I am most appreciative of his time and input. I am also particularly
grateful to my second supervisor, Dr. José van Aelst, for her cheerful readiness to
scrutinize my draft texts, for providing valuable suggestions and especially for
showing me how to improve some methodological lines of approach.
In addition, I am deeply indebted to those friends and acquaintances, who
gave me practical assistance in various ways, without which the final product of my
thesis would have been far more arduous. Last but not least, I wish to thank my
family for appreciating the fact that the time needed to complete my thesis often was
at the expense of a ‘normal’ family life.
Huis ter Heide,
December, 2008
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INTRODUCTION

I

n the history of Western Christian mysticism, the thirteenth century marks a
significant turning point in several respects. Various new forms of religious life
developed providing the impetus for a ‘new mysticism’, in the wake of which also
new forms of language and modes of representation of mystical consciousness were
explored. 1 Indeed, the vernacular languages that were then beginning to become
literate in the full sense of the word appeared to offer a remarkable potential for
creative innovation, at first especially applied by female mystics. In the Low
Countries, for example, the mystical writings of Beatrijs van Nazareth (1200 – 1268)
and Hadewijch (mid-thirteenth century) are among the earliest witnesses of mystical
teaching in Middle Dutch. In the current of time, however, also male mystics –
generally Latin-oriented – appeared to regard the vernacular as most appropriate for
describing their mystical teaching, judging by (among others) the vernacular treatises
of the Brabant mystic Jan van Ruusbroec (1291 – 1381), who particularly used the
Middle Dutch to introduce wider audiences to the intricacies of man’s inner relation

with God.
Attention to ‘minor’ mystical authors
There is a long tradition of scholarship on Hadewijch and Ruusbroec, generally with a
strong emphasis on the (indisputable) individual grandeur of both mystical authors. It
may be suggested, however, that the (still) growing scholarly interest in the Middle
Dutch corpus of these mystical ‘great masters’ has been slightly at the expense of the
texts of ‘minor’, less-known mystical authors. Indeed, that there has been another
mystical author in the fourteenth century Low Countries, Gheraert Appelmans, who
wrote a remarkable mystical text in Middle Dutch that qualitatively – both as regards
the use of vernacular and content – can measure up to those of Hadewijch and
Ruusbroec, is still rather unknown. Actually, that may be a plausible account for the
fact that Appelmans’ mystical text as such turns out to be far less object of scholarly
interest so far.
Therefore, one of the underlying motives of my thesis is primarily aimed at
completing the picture, believing that all mystical authors, also less-known authors
like Appelmans, are interesting enough to be placed on the literary investigation map
of medievalist research. In particular the broadening of research on ‘minor’, but
qualitatively no less important, mystical authors like Appelmans can contribute to get
a better, and more complete insight into the mystical landscape of the late-medieval
Low Countries.
Research text: Gheraert Appelmans’ Glose op den Pater Noster
Dat eerste wort sprect: vader. Hoe versta wi dat wort? By those words Gheraert
Appelmans opens the first part of a Middle Dutch Paternoster commentary, titled the
1

See McGinn 1998, p. 12 – 30.
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Glose op den Pater Noster. This text is part of a fourteenth century manuscript, held
in the Royal Library of Brussels under shelf mark 3067-73. According to the first
manuscript description 2 , this manuscript contains a miscellany of both mystical and
devout Middle Dutch texts, among which some (excerpts from) mystical treatises of
Ruusbroec and a couple of texts (in Middle Dutch) composed of parts of Meister
Eckhart’s sermons. In the tenth part of the manuscript, Appelmans’ Paternoster
commentary is included (f.143r – f.151r), and we know both the author’s name and
the title of his text only from additional information that is written by the scribe in
the upper margin of the opening page. 3 Hitherto, not any (other) text of Appelmans
was known, and it seems that the copy of the Glose in manuscript KB 3067-73 is the
only textual witness - at least for the time being - of Appelmans’ writing activities.
Nevertheless, according to the observations of the first Glose researcher,
Reypens (in 1927), the Glose turns out to be a high-quality, both scholastically
learned and mystic-theological Paternoster commentary, in which the author
incorporated specific personal ideas on questions concerning man’s inner relation
with God. 4
The Glose-research to date: a rather one-sided approach
In the scarce Glose research to date, the researchers involved are united in admiring
Appelmans’ profound line of thought as well as his stylistic competence to elucidate
complicated mystic-theological matters. At the same time, however, the principal
question from where Appelmans actually derived those qualities, was investigated,
but differently (and insufficiently) answered. Indeed, the few studies on the Glose
published in the past eighty years appear to approach Appelmans’ text mainly from
two points of view, i.e. from a purely theological-doctrinal perspective, and from the
question of dependence: which mystics was Appelmans indebted to?
Important as these studies may be, for the purpose of more clearly locating
both the Glose and its author within late-medieval mysticism, they should be
considered rather one-sided. As a matter of fact, so far scarcely attention is given to
the various literary aspects of the Glose (e.g. genre, structure, vocabulary). Such an
approach, however, in particular concentrating on the text itself, is not only vital in
all textual research but may also provide deeper insight into both the supposed
function of the text and the mystical circles Appelmans was involved in.
Research method
My thesis will be devoted to analyzing Gheraert Appelmans’ Glose op den Pater
Noster from another, mainly literary-contextual point of view. The principal purpose
of such a new approach is attempting to create a more distinct profile of both the
author and his text in context of his time. While not suggesting that this is
automatically the most fruitful way of looking at Appelmans’ Paternoster
commentary, I do think that this is a necessary, complementary approach anyway.
2
3
4

Provided by Jan Willem de Vreese (1869 – 1938); in De Vreese 1900-1902, hs Vv, p. 639-663.
In Appendix I a thorough manuscript description of KB 3067-73 (incl. the Glose) can be consulted.
Reypens 1927b, p. 122.
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Since any factual information or documentation about Appelmans is lacking – which
actually holds for most thirteenth and fourteenth century vernacular mystical authors
– a literary-contextual study may help to fill some black holes of our insight both into
the position of Appelmans within late-medieval mysticism and into the proper
function of his text. At the same time it may be clear, that the several observations
emerging from our Glose-research mostly are based on ‘combination possibilities’
rather than on sound evidence. Yet, in the concluding part of this study we hope to
demonstrate that our literary-contextual approach of the Glose created a coherent and
plausible pattern of observations that sheds new light on Appelmans’ position within
fourteenth century mysticism.
Line of research
After a thorough discussion of the Glose-research to date (chapter 1), chapters 2, 3
and partly chapter 4, are directed at illuminating the particular nature of Appelmans’
Glose within the literary context of medieval Paternoster commentaries.
Chapter 2 starts with providing a brief historical outline of the developing
process of Paternoster literature, especially concentrating on its course from tradition
to innovation. Subsequently, in preparation to the proper investigation of Appelmans’
Paternoster commentary, chapter 3 consists of a literary analysis of four late-medieval
Paternoster commentaries, namely two in Latin, and one in Middle High German and
Middle Dutch each. A comparison with the four Paternoster commentaries at issue
may reveal the specific way in which Appelmans used this traditional genre for
expounding his very personal mystical teaching. This will be discussed in the first part
of chapter 4. In addition, in the second part of chapter 4, ample attention will be paid
to an analysis of the literary features of the Glose itself, in particular as to its textual
structure, composition and literary presentation, as well as stylistic articulation. All
these aspects will be considered in relation with the intended function and the
intended audience of the Glose.
Besides a literary-contextual investigation of the Glose, regarding the text as a
textual entirety, in chapter 5 Appelmans’ Glose is considered from a second, in
particular lexical, point of view. It may be suggested that analyzing the nature of
Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary can help to establish in which mystical circles the
author was involved. Therefore, first a lexical comparison will be made with
Mengeldichten 25 – 29, five mystical poems the contents of which is considered to be
influenced by speculative mysticism rather than being close to the affective mysticism
of Hadewijch. 5 In addition, based on an interesting suggestion of Ruh, in that
Appelmans must have known Ruusbroecs writings (this will be discussed in detail in
chapter 1), Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary is compared with that of Ruusbroec’s
Brulocht in order to find out whether Appelmans really may be placed in the literary
and spiritual neighbourhood of Ruusbroec.

5

Mengeldichten: a late-thirteenth collection of mystical poems partly attributed to Hadewijch, partly to
an author living in Hadewijch’s spiritual neighbourhood. See Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 5.

5

Occasional glossaries
As an adequate tool for comparative research, two occasional glossaries were
composed of the mystical vocabulary of the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29. These
glossaries can be consulted in Appendices III en IV respectively. In addition,
Appendix VI consists of a thorough inventory of lexical similarities between the
mystical vocabularies of Appelmans and Ruusbroec.
Diplomatic transcription of Appelmans’ Glose
In the course of my investigation, the lack of a scholarly sound transcription of the
Glose frequently appeared to act prohibitively on my research activities. The only
Glose-edition available so far, a critical edition dating from 1927 6 , turned out to have
some textual inaccuracies as well as editorial emendations which are, to put it mildly,
disputable. 7 That fact made me decide to provide a revised, diplomatic transcription of
the Glose, executed according to the Richtlijnen voor de uitgave van Middeleeuwse
Verzamelhandschriften uit de Nederlanden. 8 This diplomatic transcription is
presented in Attachment II. Textual references will be given in accordance with the
numbering as applied in this revised diplomatic transcription.
Account of the pictures included
The pictures of three pages of the Glose included in the present study (f.143r, f.150r,
and f.151v respectively) are based on manuscript KB Brussel 3067-73, and published
with the permission of the Royal Library at Brussels.

6
7

8

Reypens 1927a.
Examples of textual inaccuracies are: wort (line 6, Reypens: wordt), ende hi es (line 82, Reypens; ende
es), heylegher (line 86, Reypens: heilegher). A disputable editorial emendation concerns, for instance:
sijns selfs nature een ander persoen, ende der persoen verlienden sone in vaderliker aert (lines 11-13);
according to Reypens: sijns selfs nature een ander persoen, ende (die an)der persoen verliende(n) sone,
in vaderliker aert (Reypens 1927a, p. 85).
Th. Mertens, Richtlijnen voor de uitgave van Middeleeuwse Verzamelhandschriften uit de
Nederlanden. Geredigeerd onder verantwoordelijkheid van de projectcommissie "Middeleeuwse
Verzamelhandschriften uit de Nederlanden". Hilversum, 1994.
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CHAPTER 1
RESEARCH STATUS OF GHERAERT APPELMANS’

GLOSE OP DEN PATER NOSTER

S

pecialists in medieval Christian mysticism may be familiar with Gheraert
Appelmans’ Glose op den Pater Noster, but research to date evidently shows that
this Middle Dutch mystical text so far received little attention, at least on the part of
Middle Dutch literary studies. It may be suggested, as Ruh argues, that the scarce
Glose-research in the Netherlands can be partly attributed to the absence of both a
sound scholarly text edition and an adequate glossary of the Glose. 9 More likely,
however, the (still) growing scholarly interest in the Middle Dutch texts of mystical
‘great masters’ like Hadewijch and Jan van Ruusbroec has been at the expense of
literary research on the texts of ‘minor’ (i.e. less-known) mystical authors like
Gheraert Appelmans.
May this be as it is, within the scope of the research under consideration a
(chronological) survey of the scarce Glose-research to date is still considered to
constitute an indispensable starting point of this thesis. Indeed, the presentation of a
research status may help both to get insight into the kind of research conducted on
the Glose in the past and to form a clearer image of the proper points of view, from
which the text has been investigated so far. The present chapter, then, will be entirely
devoted to a thorough discussion of the several Glose studies published as from 1927.
1.1 Leonce Reypens: pioneering work
In 1927 the well-known Flemish researcher Leonce Reypens - priest, theologian,
philologist as well as co-founder of the Ruusbroec Society at Antwerp – prepared a
first critical edition of a Middle Dutch mystical treatise: the Glose op den Pater
Noster, a Paternoster commentary written by Gheraert Appelmans. 10 Although
contemporary literary researchers of Middle Dutch literature might have been
familiar with the existence of the Glose 11 , by publishing an edition of the text in the
official organ of the Ruusbroec Society, Ons Geestelijk Erf (OGE), Reypens became
the very first researcher who actually recognized the special value of Appelmans’
Glose. The text in question is part of a fourteenth-century manuscript consisting of
mystical and devout Middle Dutch texts. 12 Based on certain palaeographic features of
the manuscript, Reypens assumed that the copy of the Glose-text – as it is included in
9

10
11

12

Cf. Ruh 1999, p. 145. Apparently, Ruh is not very convinced of the reliability of Reypens’ Gloseedition published in 1927. Besides, the existence of an elaborate Glose-glossary published by Edith
Provoost in 1967 seemingly has eluded Ruh’s notice.
Reypens 1927a, p. 80-127.
About twenty years earlier De Vreese had provided a first description of a Middle Dutch manuscript
hold in the Royal Library of Brussels (shelf mark KB 3067-3073). One of the texts included in this
manuscript is the Glose op den Pater Noster by Gheraert Appelmans (see De Vreese 1900-1902, hs
Vv, p. 639-663).
Reypens 1927a, p. 81.
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the Brussels manuscript – goes back to the first quarter of the fourteenth century.
Hence, as Reypens supposed, the original version of the text could be dated even
earlier, in the last quarter of the thirteenth century at the latest. 13 As will be
demonstrated below, however, that hypothesis would be refuted by Kurt Ruh (see
section 1.7).
In the same number of OGE another article of Reypens discusses at length the
probable background of the author of the Glose, Gheraert Appelmans, and closes with
an exploratory comment on the text itself. 14 In this article, Reypens amply expounds
his view as to why Appelmans should be considered an autonomous thinker, who
wrote his own personal mystical teaching prior to and independent of the mystical
thought of Meister Eckhart as well as of Ruusbroec’s. 15 Since the flourishing period of
both these mystical authors can be situated in the fourteenth century, Reypens
assumed that Appelmans lived between 1250 and 1325, somewhere in the eastern
area of the Southern Netherlands. 16
As to the proper text of the Glose, Reypens makes no secret of his great
admiration for both the text’s highly intellectual level and Appelmans’ mastery of the
Middle Dutch language. 17 The Glose should be regarded as a text, as Reypens argues,
in which Appelmans managed to create a harmonic connection between scholastic
synthesis and mystical drive. 18
Summarizing, it may be argued that in his pioneering work Reypens has been
primarily interested in tracing more factual information about Appelmans’ origin, life
and authorship. 19 Besides, Reypens obviously preferred to explore the Glose from a
theological-dogmatic point of view rather than discussing Appelmans’ Paternoster
commentary from contextual (literary-historical) perspectives. But, to conclude
positively, we owe to Reypens a first thorough interpretation of Appelmans’ personal
mystical thought and a substantial comparison of the Glose with other contemporary
mystical texts.
1.2 Desiderius Stracke: a high-quality text
By the publication of both the Glose-text and the additional comments on its content
in the official organ of the Ruusbroec Society, Reypens managed to draw the attention
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

Reypens 1927a, p. 82.
Reypens 1927b, p. 113-141.
Ibidem, p. 137: “Buiten de intellectualistische kleur door de sterke persoonlijkheid van
Appelmans er aan gegeven, openbaart zijn leer zich tegenover de uit de ziel naar God opgaande
mystiek van Hadewijch en Beatrijs, als een naar God-in-de-ziel inkeerende. Vooral Ruusbroec zal
deze opvatting in de Nederlanden definitief vastleggen gelijk vooral Eckhart het in Duitschland
schijnt gedaan te hebben. Maar, volgens al wat wij moeten besluiten, is Gheraert ze allebei vóór.”
Ibidem, p. 118
Ibidem, p. 124-125 and p. 139 respectively.
Ibidem, p. 141.
Judging by an In Memoriam on the occasion of Reypens’ death (in 1972) by A. Ampe. In this article
Ampe argues that Reypens often was troubled by the thought that he “het leven van deze
merkwaardige mysticus niet nader kon vastleggen”. See Jaarboek van de Maatschappij der
Nederlandse Letterkunde te Leiden, 1972-1973, p. 189-201.
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of contemporary researchers to Gheraert Appelmans and his mystical Paternoster
commentary. As a result, Appelmans is recorded – though on a modest scale – not
only in the literary histories of Van Mierlo (1933)20 , Tinbergen (1947) 21 and
Knuvelder (1948-1953) 22 , but also in Axters’ standard work on the history of devotion
in the Netherlands. 23 Whereas Reypens exercised some restraint with regard to
Appelmans’ position as a possible link in the mystical tradition from Hadewijch to
Ruusbroec 24 , both Van Mierlo and Tinbergen are convinced that such a link is
apparent. 25 This view will be discussed later on by Epiney-Burgart (see section 1.6)
With regard to the dating of the Glose, all authors seemingly adopt Reypens’ view
without question.
Apart from the positive developments noted above, it is really remarkable to
see that the research field – both in the Netherlands and in Flanders – passed over
Reypens’ edition of the Glose without comment or follow-up research. Not before
1936 a colleague of Reypens, Desiderius Stracke, picks up the Glose-thread by briefly
discussing Appelmans’ text, even though in a different context and from a point of
view mainly regarding its content. In this study 26 Stracke compares the content of the
Glose with another Middle Dutch Paternoster commentary dating from the
fourteenth century, the edition of which is titled Middeleeuwsche Glose op het Pater
en Ave (see section 2.4.4). Stracke points out that the absence of a translation of the
Glose into modern Dutch must be considered most regrettable, since Appelmans’
mystical Paternoster commentary should be regarded as a highly qualified and
valuable text. 27 Just like Reypens, Stracke judges the value of the Glose in particular
from its high-quality and mystical-theological content. On the other hand, to some
extent Stracke also calls attention to Appelmans’ use of language as well as to his
stylistic competence. Finally, Stracke argues that the little impact of the Glose on
later mystical literature may be attributed to the Glose’s highly abstract and
intellectual content. According to Stracke the Glose should be considered a text
appropriate to be studied by erudite theologians rather than by beginners in mystical
matters. 28

20
21
22
23
24

25

26
27

28

Van Mierlo 1933, I, 2, p. 267-271.
Tinbergen 1947, p. 39.
Knuvelder 1948-1953, I, p. 186-187.
Axters 1953, II, p. 132.
In this context it is interesting to notice, that Reypens in 1932 - as a co-author of a study on
Ruusbroec – apparently changed his mind, judging by the following passage: “Hem (i.e. Ruusbroec)
waren voorgegaan Geeraert Appelmans [ ] en Beatrijs van Tienen die rond het eerste kwart der
zelfde eeuw reeds letterkundig hoogstaande schriften hadden geleverd.” (See Stracke, D.A., Van
Mierlo, J. & Reypens, L., Ruusbroec De Wonderbare. Brussel 1932, p. 14).
See for instance Van Mierlo 1933, p. 269: “Deze mystiek is dan ook een voortzetting van die van
Hadewijch en voorbereiding op die van Ruusbroec.”
Stracke 1936.
Ibidem, p. 11-12: “Zoo diep aan inhoud, zoo pittig van vorm, zoo verheven in stijl is dit
meesterwerk, dat ermee in de XIIIe eeuw (waartoe zij behoort) wel geen tweede dietsche, of zelfs
Europeesche in de volkstaal, ja in het Latijn kan worden vergeleken.”
Ibidem, p. 12.
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1.3 Stephanus Axters: Meister Eckhart indebted to Appelmans?
Whereas previous research of the Glose was mainly conducted from a dogmatictheological point of view, especially focused on the mystical teaching of Appelmans,
Axters’ approach of Appelmans’ text may be defined as quite innovative. In 1937,
Axters prepared the publication of an extensive study on medieval scholastic texts,
titled Scholastiek Lexicon 29 . In this book Axters devotes some space to Appelmans’
Paternoster commentary. Within the scope of his study, Axters attempts to
demonstrate that the German mystic Meister Eckhart might have been indebted to his
contemporary Gheraert Appelmans. Compared with the research perspective from
which the Glose was studied so far, such a hypothesis was new and really daring.
Axters based his hypothesis on lexical similarities occurring in the texts of Eckhart
and Appelmans. In particular the scholastic terminology Appelmans uses can also be
found in Eckhart’s writings, as Axters argues. This fact led him to suppose that – at
least to some extent – Eckhart has been influenced by Appelmans. 30 Daring as this
hypothesis may be, for quite a long time an adequate reaction on the part of the
research field failed to occur.
In 1965 Axters published another study, i.e. a historical outline of Dutch
authors of mystical writings living between the twelfth and fifteenth century. In this
study, Axters tries to find out whether and to what extent the mystical texts of Dutch
authors were dispersed abroad. 31 Among others, Axters briefly pays attention to
Gheraert Appelmans, introducing him as the ‘auteur van de bekende (well-known)
Glose op den Pater Noster’. 32 Remarkably, in this context Axters does not refer to his
former hypothesis concerning a possible literary relationship between Eckhart and
Appelmans. Indeed, in discussing Appelmans’ Glose Axters apparently supported
some previous research findings as provided by Reypens, in that he mainly is
interested in discussing the possible origin of the Glose as well as the palaeographic
and codicological features of the Brussels manuscript in which the Glose is
incorporated. With regard to the mystical content as well as the mystical vocabulary
of Appelmans’ text, however, Axters remained rather reticent here.
1.4 International research on the Glose
Whereas scholarly interest in the Glose in the Netherlands was still simmering for a
long time, international literary research apparently had noticed the hypothesis
formulated by Axters in 1937 – i.e. that Meister Eckhart probably was indebted to
Gheraert Appelmans –, at least judging by a critical reaction in Finland in 1969. In
the Bulletin of the Modern Language Society of Helsinki, Neuphilologische
Mitteilungen, the German scholar and philologist Emil Öhmann enters the
dependence question in greater depth. 33 In the article at issue, titled ‘Gheraert
Appelmans und Meister Eckhart’, Öhmann expounds that Axters had tried to make
29
30
31
32
33

Axters 1937.
Ibidem 1937, p. 15.
Axters 1965.
Ibidem, p. 252-260.
Öhmann 1969, p. 351-353.
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Eckhart’s dependence on Appelmans plausible by basing his argumentation on certain
linguistic similarities (in particular regarding vocabulary) between Appelmans’ Glose
and Meister Eckhart’s vernacular texts. Axters’ argumentation, however, as Öhmann
argues, evidently lacks a solid basis for assuming that Eckhart was directly influenced
by Appelmans. 34 In order to prove the plausibility of such a relationship, as Öhmann
states, a far more extensive investigation would be required. 35
As a point of fact, after some time such an investigation partly was taken up
by two other foreign scholars. In 1972, Reiner Schürmann, professor of philosophy at
the New School for Social Research in New York, prepared a publication on Meister
Eckhart’s sermons. In this study Schürmann also paid attention to Meister Eckhart’s
mystical vocabulary in relation to that of contemporary mystical authors like
Appelmans. More interesting, however, is the contribution of a French literary
researcher (Georgette Epiney-Burgard) to the current dependence debate in 1994.
Epiney-Burgard’s research findings will be discussed in detail in section 1.6. Before
doing so, however, it is time to return to the Netherlands.
1.5 Project group Nijmegen: thematic analysis and terminological interpretation
After a long period of scholarly silence on the Glose in the Netherlands, Appelmans’
text was taken off the shelf for renewed research purposes at last. In 1976 a project
group of the then Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen investigated – under the
supervision of Herman Vekeman – several Middle Dutch mystical texts dating from
the thirteenth century. 36 In the introductory part of the study at issue – designated as
a critical anthology of Middle Dutch mystical texts dating from the period previous to
Ruusbroec 37 – Vekeman points out that the project group Nijmegen aimed at calling
anew attention to the mystical Middle Dutch texts of the very thirteenth century. 38
Among the mystical texts under discussion (hagiographical literature, visions, letters,
poems, as well as sermons) also ample attention is paid to Appelmans’ Glose. The
literary researcher in charge, Paul Wackers, started with providing a rough analysis of
the principal themes Appelmans is dealing with in the Glose. In addition, Wackers
discussed some features characteristic of Appelmans’ mystical thought. This part
actually constitutes a preparatory step to the reading of the text itself. Although the
addition of new annotations and marginal notes obviously contributed to elucidate
and interpret the mystical – often very complicated – terminology of Appelmans, the
34

35

36
37
38

Öhmann 1969, p. 353: “Das ein solcher Einfluss vom Standpunkt dieser Übereinstimmungen im
Wortschatz möglich erscheint, aber auch nichts mehr, ist ohne weiteres zuzugeben. Um aber ihn
wahrscheinlich zu machen, genügt, wie das oben Angeführte zeigen dürfte, das Wortmaterial von
Axters nicht.”
Ibidem, p. 353: “Die Beantwortung dieser Abhängigkeitsfragen verlangt, ausser einer eingehenden
vergleichenden Untersuchung des ganzen Wortschatzes und der Stilistik, eine umsichtige Analyse
aller relevanten geistesgeschichtlichen und literarischen Faktoren.”
Vekeman (e.a.) 1976.
Ibidem, p. 9.
Ibidem, p. 5: “Omdat zij in deze tijd opnieuw actueel zijn, door het licht dat zij werpen op de
conflicten van het hedendaagse bewustzijn en door de aandacht die zij wekken voor vragen die wij
vaak niet meer stellen, verdienen zij gelezen, bestudeerd en overwogen te worden.”
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absence of a contextual literary-historical approach of the Glose actually was felt all
the more. The initial impetus to such an approach, however, was given about twenty
years later by the French literary researcher, Georgette Epiney-Burgard.
1.6 Georgette Epiney-Burgard: Appelmans, mediator between Eckhart and Ruusbroec
Epiney-Burgard turns out to be one of the first researchers engaged to intensively
investigating the Glose both from a linguistic and contextual point of view. Just like
Axters and Öhmann, Epiney-Burgard primarily focuses on establishing a possible
relationship between Appelmans’ Glose and Meister Eckhart’s mystical texts. In 1994
Epiney-Burgard prepared a publication on this topic – together with a French
translation of the Glose text – as part of an extensive French collective study
consisting of historical essays, philosophical discussions as well as textual studies on
the writings of Meister Eckhart and his spiritual disciples. 39 The main perspective
from which Epiney-Burgard approaches the dependence matter at issue is directed at
questioning whether the Glose was to be defined as a text written before or after
Meister Eckhart’s. 40
In her interesting study Epiney-Burgard points out that Appelmans’ Glose
evidently shows to have themes analogous to Eckhart’s range of mystical thought. In
particular, the way in which Appelmans emphasizes God’s unknowable
transcendence, the soul’s sinking into the divine ground, the poverty of spirit in
connection with total abandonment of the human will in favour of becoming one
with God’s will only, and the teaching of the eternal Godbirthing process, all these
themes surely are to be found in Meister Eckhart’s texts as well. On the other hand, as
Epiney-Burgard argues, the Glose contains a couple of words which seem to be
Eckhartian, but actually are not. When using the term widergheboert (a rather
complicated mystical-theological term), for instance, Appelmans appears to give this
word a highly personal interpretation, quite different from Eckhart’s idea of
wiedergeburt. 41 Indeed, whereas Appelmans interprets widergheboert as knowing the
Father in the Son (as a result from receiving the Word into the inner self of the soul),
in his writings Eckhart develops another interpretation of wiedergeburt, namely the
‘re-birth’ of the soul from itself. 42
Although it may be considered premature, as Epiney-Burgard argues, to draw
a conclusion merely on the basis of a small-scaled comparison between the Glose and
just a few texts of Meister Eckhart 43 , the author closes her investigation of Appelmans’
Glose by carefully formulating the following assumptions. First, in spite of both
Appelmans’ very personal way of commenting on the Paternoster and his prudent
approach in condemning some provocative ideas of Meister Eckhart 44 , it may be
39
40
41
42
43
44

E. Zum Brunn (red.), 1994, Voici Maître Eckhart. Textes et études réunis. Grenoble (repr. 1998).
‘La Glose du ‘Paternoster’ de Gheraert Appelmans: texte pré- ou post eckhartien?’.
Epiney-Burgard 1994, p. 119.
Ibidem, p. 124.
Ibidem, p. 125.
One of Eckhart’s provocative sayings deals with the idea that salvation can be already achieved in
earthly life. In the Glose Eckhart’s idea is ‘corrected’ by Appelmans (Epiney-Burgard 1994, p. 125).
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evident that Appelmans is close to Meister Eckhart, at least as to the essential issues of
spiritual theology. Secondly – and in line with the previous remarks – Epiney-Burgard
argues that Appelmans may have known Meister Eckhart’s writings (although this is
hard to prove due to the absence of external data), but the opposite is hardly possible,
since just a single copy of the Glose has been preserved. Thirdly, on the basis of
similar lexical expressions occurring both in the Glose and in Meister Eckhart’s texts,
it may be suggested that Appelmans has been inspired by Meister Eckhart’s mystical
thought. 45
Although Epiney-Burgard does not question the dating of the Glose – thus still
accepting Reypens’ hypothesis (see section 1.1) – she appears to open up a new point
of view, in that she is the very first researcher who links Appelmans to Jan van
Ruusbroec. Indeed, by way of a final conclusion, based on the assumptions noted
above, Epiney-Burgard was inclined to assume, that Appelmans may be regarded as a
mediator between Meister Eckhart (and his intended audience, i.e. the beguines) and
Ruusbroec. It could be possible, as Epiney-Burgard argues, that it was Gheraert
Appelmans who indirectly provided Ruusbroec both with the mystical-theological
vocabulary and the mystical thought - in particular the mystical interpretation of the
Trinity doctrine - inspired by Meister Eckhart. 46
1.7 Kurt Ruh: a revised dating of Appelmans’ Glose
In 1999 the Swiss medievalist Kurt Ruh published the last volume 47 of a four-volume
series on the history of Western mysticism, Geschichte der abendländsichen Mystik.
The fourth volume is entirely devoted to the mysticism and mystical literature in the
Low Countries between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries. 48 Although it may be
surprising that a Swiss literary researcher fully involves the Dutch mystical tradition
into his investigation, Ruh himself evidently adhered to a different view, in that he
thought it quite self-evident because, as he argued, in the Middle Ages literary
frontiers did not coincide with regional boundaries. 49
In the fourth volume Ruh analyses numerous Middle Dutch mystical texts,
both from a historical and a literary point of view. Most mystical writings dating from
the fourteenth-century Low Countries are – directly or indirectly – to be related to
the ‘Groenendaaler Mystik’, as Ruh calls the kind of mysticism which came into being
under the influence of Ruusbroec (then living and working in the Abbey of
Groenendael in the neighbourhood of Brussels). After analyzing the most important
45
46
47

48
49

Epiney-Burgard 1994, p. 125.
Ibidem, p. 125.
Ruh died in 2002. In an article devoted to Ruh’s life and work, the authors Hogenelst & Scheepsma
write: “Hoeveel delen deze geschiedenis zou moeten gaan bevatten was niet duidelijk, maar zeker is
wel dat het er meer hadden moeten worden dan de vier die Ruh heeft kunnen publiceren.” (cf.
Hogenelst & Scheepsma 2003, p. 235)
Ruh 1999.
See Hogenelst & Scheepsma 2003, p. 239, quoting Ruh himself saying: “Muss ich begründen, warum
ich auch ndld. Texte im vollen Umfange herangezogen habe? Aus dem einfachen Grunde, weil die
Sprachgrenzen, die das Ndld. vom Ndd. und Mittelfränkischen scheiden, in mittelalterliche Zeit
keine literarischen Grenzen gewesen sind.”
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fourteenth-century mystical texts within the scope of the ‘Groenendaaler Mystik’,
Ruh proceeds to discuss the Glose of Gheraert Appelmans. 50 He points out that
according to the chronology to date of the Glose Appelmans should have been
discussed before the ‘Groenendaaler Mystik’. 51 Conversely, Ruh says to have special
reasons to treat the Glose within the very context of the ‘Groenendaaler Mystik’.
First, Ruh disputes Reypens’ former assumption that Appelmans’ Glose was to
date in the first quarter of the fourteenth century. On the basis of information
received from codicological and palaeographical investigation of the manuscript
concerned (KB Brussel 3067-73), Ruh assumes that the copy of Glose – as it is
included in the manuscript – more probably dates from the mid-fourteenth century at
the earliest. 52 Secondly, it may be clear, as Ruh argues, that Reypens – by postulating
Appelmans was independent of Meister Eckhart – was actually forced to situate
Appelmans in the first quarter of the fourteenth century at the latest, or in the last
quarter of the thirteenth century at the earliest. Although Reypens tried to sustain his
hypothesis with plausible arguments, Ruh judges these arguments rather
unconvincing. 53 After providing a revised, more faithful representation of the Glose in
German 54 , Ruh came to develop a kind of counter-hypothesis, the tenor of which can
be summarized as follows.
It may be argued, as Ruh stressed, that it is hard to prove which mystics or
mystical sources Appelmans was dependent on. Nevertheless, because of the kind of
mystical vocabulary Appelmans uses in the Glose, the author evidently is to be
situated within the linguistic tradition of the vernacular scholastic terminology,
originating from the mid-thirteenth century and still flourishing in the fourteenth
century, both in Germany and the Netherlands. 55 On the basis of a lot of similarities
between the Glose and Eckhart’s vernacular texts – in particular concerning the
scholastic way of approach, the use of scholastic terms, as well as the speculative
mystical terminology both authors apply – Ruh assumed that Appelmans, though not
directly indebted to Meister Eckhart, must have been – somehow or other - in the
literary neighbourhood of the German mystic. 56 On the other hand, as Ruh argued,
Appelmans also may be related close to Ruusbroec. By way of illustration, Ruh
adduces some striking thematic similarities he found in Appelmans’ Glose and
Ruusbroec’s Brulocht (dating from 1335). 57 On the basis of this fact Ruh supposes that
the Brulocht may have served as a model for the Glose. 58
50
51

52
53
54

55
56
57

Ruh 1999, p. 137-149.
Ruh 1999, p. 137: “Nach der bisherigen Chronologie der ‘Glose’ müsste Appelmans vor der
Groenendaaler Mystik behandelt werden.”
Ibidem 1999, p. 137.
Ibidem, p. 138.
Ibidem, p. 139: “Ich bemühe mich um eine genaue Wiedergabe des Textes. Reypens hat sie nicht
geleistet. Entweder zitiert er kommentarlos, oder er entnimmt dem Text das, was seiner betont
kirchlichen Auffassung entspricht. [ ] Man darf sagen: Appelmans’ Paternoster in der Forschung ist
geprägt nach Reypens Bilde.”
Ibidem, p. 145.
Ibidem, p. 146.
One of the themes being at the centre of Appelmans’ mystical teaching concerns the vrochtberecheit
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As to the idea, that Appelmans may be considered a link in the literary mystical
tradition between Hadewijch and Ruusbroec (see section 1.2), Ruh points out that
such an assertion actually is not tenable. The mystic vocabulary typical of the Glose
appears to be totally absent in the writings of Beatrijs and Hadewijch, and the scarce
scholastic terms used by both women are to be interpreted differently. This fact, as
Ruh stresses, actually excludes the possibility of a literary chain Hadewijch –
Appelmans – Ruusbroec. 59
All above observations of Ruh evidently implicate a remarkable change of view
regarding both the period Appelmans was supposed to live and write in, and – in line
with that - the dependence question. Although a tight argumentation is still lacking,
Ruh firmly holds to the idea that Gheraert Appelmans was familiar with Eckhart’s
mystical thought and with Ruusbroec’s Brulocht. Therefore, by proceeding both
deductively and interpretatively Ruh comes to conclude that Appelmans’ Glose
should be dated in the mid-fourteenth century rather than in the last quarter of the
thirteenth century. 60 This is the very reason why Ruh preferred to discuss the Glose
in the context of the ‘Groenendaaler Mystik’.
It is needless to say that Ruh’s new line of approach opened up new perspectives
in the present Glose research.
1.8 Evaluation
The present chapter was devoted to draw a (chronological) picture of the research
state to date on Appelmans’ Glose, especially directed at establishing the different
points of view from which the Glose was investigated so far. In a brief evaluation the
main findings resulting from the different observations described in sections 1.1 – 1.7
will be discussed below.
First of all, it may be argued that the Glose-research has been conducted
mainly from a doctrinal-theological 61 point of view. Indeed, researchers like Reypens
and Stracke (but also Axters) appeared to be primarily interested in interpreting
Appelmans’ mystical text both theologically and in relation with the text’s mystical
teaching rather than discussing the text from a literary perspective.
In the course of time, however, another dimension was added to the Gloseresearch by Axters. By comparing Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary with that of
Meister Eckhart, Axters gets the dependence question going. Axters’ innovative

58

59

60
61

(fecundity) of the divine nature. The similar way Ruusbroec deals with the Trinitarian
vrochtberecheit in the Brulocht leads Ruh to assume that Appelmans might have known Ruusbroec’s
Brulocht (see Ruh 1999, p. 146-149).
Ruh 1999, p. 146: “Die Nähe zu Appelmans ist unübersehbar, und ich zögere nicht, die ‘Brulocht’Stelle mit entschiedener Wahrscheinlichkeit als dessen Vorlage anzusprechen.”
Ruh 1999, p. 148. In this context Ruh says: “Dass Appelmans Schriften der grossen Frauen des 13.
Jahrhunderts gelesen hat, sei damit nicht bestritten. Es ist sogar, da sie um die Mitte des
14.Jahrhunderts zur Verfügung standen, wahrscheinlich.”
Ibidem, p. 148-149.
The Dutch term doctrinair-theologisch is derived from an article written by Thom Mertens dealing
with different ways of approaching medieval spiritual literature (see Mertens 1991, p. 133).
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approach, leading him to assume that Meister Eckhart might have been influenced by
Appelmans, apparently was interesting enough to (in particular foreign) researchers
for reopening the Glose-research. It should be emphasized, however, that most
(international) studies dealing with a possible relationship between Appelmans and
Eckhart have been set up from the perspective of Eckhart-research only.
Another point of interest concerns the dating of the Glose. As was
demonstrated above, Reypens thought to have solid arguments for hypothesizing that
Appelmans’ text was to date in the first quarter of the fourteenth century. It is really
remarkable to observe, that it took more than seventy years before Reypens’
hypothesis was challenged at last. All Glose-researchers in between seemingly have
been unconcerned with the question of whether Reypens’ hypothesis was faulty or
not. That a revised dating of the Glose also may lead to new research results, is all
thanks to Kurt Ruh. The Swiss medievalist made a reasonable case for assuming that
Gheraert Appelmans was to be situated close to Meister Eckhart, though not indebted
to him. As to both Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary and thematic approach, however,
Ruh managed to demonstrate that Appelmans has been even closer to Ruusbroec. This
is a new point of view which may be involved in our further investigation on the
Glose.
So far, it may be evident that the Glose-research to date developed by means
of three outlines: the doctrinal-theological line of approach, the lexical investigation
(especially related to Eckhart), and the dating research. Although all three research
aspects are to be regarded as very useful, they also demonstrate that the Gloseresearch as such has been rather one-sided, in that certain aspects were paid too little
attention to. Indeed, it would prove very helpful to the Glose-research as such to have
Appelmans’ text investigated from a literary-historical point of view. Both contextual
research directed to position the Glose within the medieval literary tradition of
Paternoster commentaries and an investigation of literary aspects (structure,
vocabulary, function, intended audience) may help to create a better profile of a
special Middle Dutch mystical text and its author, Gheraert Appelmans.
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CHAPTER 2
THE MEDIEVAL LITERARY TRADITION OF
PATERNOSTER COMMENTARIES 62

A

s was noticed in the introduction, one aspect of the present research on the Glose
will consist of investigating the text within the particular context of the medieval
literary tradition of Paternoster commentaries. In the framework of this investigation
aspect several questions will be discussed, mainly directed at attempting both to create
a more distinct profile of Appelmans’ Glose and to elucidate the text’s specific nature
in comparison with other Paternoster commentaries dating from about the same
period (thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries). This investigation aspect is
elaborated in chapters 2, 3 and partly chapter 4. The present chapter marks the
beginning of the investigation at issue.

2.1 Research design and chapter structure
First, an insight is required into the developing process of Paternoster literature,
especially concentrating on its course from tradition to innovation. Hence, a brief
historical outline of this process will constitute the proper starting point of the
present chapter, thus providing the basic information necessary for a better
understanding of the specific function of Paternoster texts in medieval religious
history. In particular, some new developments will be highlighted dealing with a
significant turn in the literary Paternoster tradition, i.e. the translation / adaptation of
Paternoster texts from Latin into the vernacular languages (section 2.2).
In addition, it is interesting to note that the impact of this important turning
point – i.e. the rise of Paternoster texts translated into the vernacular – apparently
effected some gradual innovations concerning both the content and the structural
nature of later Paternoster texts. Therefore, in section 2.3 special attention will be
paid to the question to what extent authors of thirteenth-century Paternoster
literature used such innovative elements in the actual practice of commenting on the
Paternoster.
Section 2.4 will be devoted to discuss a classification model of four types of
Paternoster commentaries. Finally, section 2.5 will conclude the present chapter with
a brief recapitulation and evaluation of the observations resulting from the several
points of discussion.

62

The term ‘commentary’ is used because of the explicative, instructional nature of this type of text,
although it might also be designated a paraphrase, as it extends in prayer from the original petitions
of the Paternoster.
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2.2 Paternoster texts between tradition and innovation 63
The Lord’s Prayer, in Latin known as the Paternoster 64 , is considered the most
important prayer of Christian faith for about two thousand years. This prayer is
referred to as ‘the Lord’s Prayer’ since it was Christ himself who taught it to his
disciples. 65 From the beginning of Christianity onward most Paternoster
commentaries emphasize, though in different ways, that the Lord’s Prayer has all
aspects required to strengthen the intimate relationship between God and his
creatures. The Paternoster is to be considered a condensed outline of Christian faith,
constituting a regular element within Christian liturgy for many centuries 66 .
From the beginning of Christianity onward the Paternoster has given rise to the
writing of many exegetic, theological comments. Indeed, most of the Church Fathers
used to write more than one Paternoster commentary intending both to clarify the
prayer’s inner meaning and to have it contextualized into every day practice of all
Christian believers. 67 The important influence of the Church Fathers continued to
stamp the theological contents of many new Latin Paternoster texts during the next
centuries. In the course of time, as Aarts argues, the rise of monastic orders obviously
contributed to integrating the Paternoster in liturgical settings, as praying was
considered to constitute the most important element of daily divine office. 68 Due to
the fact that the Paternoster used to be recited in Latin only, the increasing number
of lay brothers not well-educated in Latin evidently caused a growing need for more
explanation, in particular with regard to the content of the seven Paternoster
petitions. This fact then, as Aarts stresses, led to the emergence of new exegetic
material in different vernacular languages, though on a modest scale. In this respect,
the initiating role of monastic orders concerning the development of vernacular
Paternoster texts is certainly to be esteemed of high importance.
In his interesting study of late medieval Paternoster literature in the German
area, however, Adam appears to have a view differing from Aarts in two respects.
63

64

65
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Due to the absence of recent scholarly studies, most information dealt with in this section had to be
extracted from the introductory parts of rather dated publications, i.e. Aarts 1967 (p. XC-XCIX and
CII-CXII) and especially Adam 1976 (p. 1-24).
In scholarship practice the word ‘Paternoster’ appears to be written in different ways, like for
example ‘Pater Noster’ or ‘pater noster’. In the present study the word ‘Paternoster’ will be used as a
standard term, in accordance with the meaning of the word recorded in Van Dale’ s Groot
Woordenboek (Nederlands-Engels), 3rd edition, Utrecht/Antwerp 1999, p. 1579.
Cf. Matthew 6: 9-13, Luke 11: 2-4. The structure of the Paternoster, as commented on in most
medieval Paternoster commentaries, consists of an invocation, followed by the seven petitions: “Our
Father, who art in heaven / (1) hallowed be thy name / (2) thy kingdom come / (3) thy will be done
on earth as it is in heaven / (4) Give us this day our daily bread / (5) And forgive us our debts, as we
forgive our debtors / (6) And lead us not into temptation / (7) but deliver us from evil. Amen.” (cf.
King James Version).
For further information about the liturgical function of the Paternoster, see Jungmann 1966, p. 217229.
Dictionnaire de Spiritualité, art. Prière, t. 12, c. 2250-56 (les Traités sur la prière : Tertullien, Cyprien,
Origène) (A. Méhat).
Aarts 1967, p. XCL.
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First, Adam points out that it actually was the cooperative action of the Church
together with the secular authorities which effected a huge increase of vernacular
Paternoster commentaries. Secondly, Adam differs from Aarts in that he places the
above developments about two centuries earlier, namely as from the ninth century. 69
It was an ordinance passed by Charlemagne in 789 (Admonitio generalis), as Adam
argues, which actually marks the proper beginning of a more standard practice
concerning both the translation of the Paternoster into the vernacular languages and
the writing of vernacular Paternoster commentaries. 70 Through this ordinance, being
an integral part of Charlemagne’s nation-wide education program, priests were
admonished both to maintain order in their field of activity and to better discharge
their pastoral duties. Since the Paternoster was still considered a most essential and
fundamental part of Christian faith, every layman was expected to master both the
prayer’s words in the vernacular and its proper meaning for every day life, especially
with a view to the salvation of their souls (salus animarum) 71 . First, priests were
supposed to take care that every parson should know the words of the Paternoster by
heart as well as comprehend the prayer’s inner meaning. Subsequently, the parsons
for their part were considered to teach the Paternoster to their parishioners, in order
to have them understand that saying this prayer to God should go together with
understanding its proper meaning. 72
For the next centuries this ordinance appeared to remain valid, judging by an
increase of Paternoster texts being translated from Latin into the vernacular. Since the
concept intellegere orationem dominicam (emphasizing the claim of making the
paternoster comprehensible) was supposed to constitute the very foundation of
Paternoster commentaries for catechetic-instructive purposes, the authors involved
had to develop a deeper insight into the proper meaning of the different parts of the
Paternoster. This need for further interpretation actually led to a more sophisticated
practice of Paternoster exegesis, the result of which was expressed not only in
vernacular Paternoster commentaries but also in the practice of regularly delivering
vernacular sermons on the Paternoster. 73
Although rendering the Paternoster into the vernacular might be actually
considered a way of interpretation in itself, the proper purpose of explaining the
prayer’s meaning as clear as possible also started a process of significant linguistic
development in creating new words, formulas and terms. 74

69
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Adam 1976, p. 7.
Ibidem, p. 7-9.
Langer 2004, p. 288. See also Angenendt 2005, p. 471: “Die Forderung des Glaubensbekenntnis und
das Vaterunser in der eigenen Sprache beten zu können, ging durch das ganze Mittelalter [ ].”
Cf. Adam 1976, p. 7, quoting an extract from the CAPITULARIA REGUM FRANCORUM (Vol. 1, p.
59): Ut episcope diligenter discutiant per suas parrochias presbyteros [ ], ut et fidem rectam teneant
[ ], et dominicam orationem ipsi intellegant et omnibus preadicent intellegendam, ut quisque sciat

quid petat a Deo.
73

74

Adam 1976, p. 8. In this context Aarts points out, that every priest was considered to preach on the
Paternoster four times a year (Aarts 1967, p. CV).
Adam 1976, p. 10.
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In his study Adam shows that from the tenth century onward the nature of
vernacular Paternoster commentaries, though still mainly depending on Latin
examples, gradually turned into a more open, autonomous type of text, while
changing from purely catechetical basic material into more freely adapted and
sometimes greatly simplified versions. This fact might have been partly caused, as
Adam supposes, by incorporating new theological thought, which should be made
comprehensible to be passed on to a wider audience. 75
From the eleventh century onward Paternoster exegesis extended with new
forms of explanation and interpretation, the authors adding new elements (still
extracted from Latin examples) to the traditional way of Paternoster exegesis, like, for
instance, connecting the seven petitions with the seven deadly sins or / and the seven
gifts of the Holy Spirit. 76 Remarkably, at least in comparison with other eleventhcentury Paternoster commentaries, a very early testimony of a Paternoster
commentary partly mystically interpreted appears to be written by Notker Teutonicus
(950 – 1022), a monk living in the St. Gall Monastery. 77 With the exception of this
early example of mystical interpretation, however, most Paternoster texts dating from
this period were mainly written for catechetical and instructional purposes.
2.3 Late-medieval developments
During the late Middle Ages, as Adam shows, authors of Paternoster literature used to
write their exegetic texts in a more free-styled form, the nature of which is to be
interpreted as rather independent of earlier, more traditionally coloured versions. 78 A
novelty, frequently applied in the actual writing practice, concerns the introduction
of writing Paternoster commentaries in the style of a treatise, as can be demonstrated,
for example, in the Paternoster commentary of David of Augsburg (his Paternoster
text will be discussed below). In contrast with the traditional types of Paternoster
texts, mainly written in the form of a brief commentary or a sermon, texts written in
the style of a treatise actually did provide more room for both explanative digressions
and for presenting new lines of personal thought. This new way of literary expression
obviously led to the development of a rather personally interpreted type of
Paternoster commentary. 79 The development and use of the treatise form is to be
connected, as Adam argues, to the increase of monastic activities (especially through
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Adam 1976, p. 13.
By way of illustration Adam adduces Hugh of St. Victor (1096 – 1141), living at the Abbey of St.
Victor at Paris, who connected the seven petitions of the Paternoster both with the seven
Beatitudes and the seven cardinal sins (Adam 1976, p. 17, footnote 17). This information also can be
found in Stracke 1936, supplemented with the proper location of the example concerned: Hugh of
St. Victor, Opusculum de quinque septenis seu septenariis (Stracke 1936, p. 14).
Cf. Adam 1976, p. 12: “Erweitert ist die Auslegung der zweiten Bitte, in der die Auskunft des
Gottesreiches mit der Gottesschau gleichgesetzt wird“.
Ibidem, p. 13. Although Adam does not discuss this matter further, it may be plausible to suggest
that this new, more extended form of Paternoster commentary was primarily intended for study
purposes as well as for self-reading activities rather than for being read aloud in the refectory or in
the presence of a wider audience.
Ibidem, p. 20.
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the mendicant orders) concerning spiritual and pastoral care both of nuns and semireligious women like beguines (cura monialium). 80 Although this might have been a
plausible argument (see for instance the case of David of Augsburg), in this context
Adam actually left aside the increasing influence of thirteenth century scholastic
treatises, in which both the scholastic way of schematically thinking and extensive
theological digressions was reflected.
Among these treatises-commentaries also certain mystical interpretations
appear to come up, judging by an interesting example Adam adduces of a thirteenthcentury mystical Paternoster commentary. 81 A few characteristic features of this
mystical exemplary text will be indicated here briefly, especially in order to better
understand the particular nature of Appelman’s Glose later on. First, the author’s
particular method of interpretation can be defined in terms of offering abstract
considerations rather than traditionally connecting the Paternoster petitions to every
day moral practice. Considering both the text’s highly abstract nature and
complicated mystical contents, it probably must have made a clear understanding
rather difficult. In this context, then, the question arises for which audience the text
might have been intended. One should not forget, however, that in the late thirteenth
century, as Adam points out, the highly intellectual level of theologically welleducated nuns should be considered a valid argument for supposing them being fairly
well capable of understanding a more abstract, in this case mystical type of exegesis. 82
Secondly, even more remarkable is the total absence of any direct reference to
auctoritates 83 . Indeed, in contrast with most contemporary Paternoster commentaries,
still employing the sustaining use of authorities, the author of this mystically oriented
interpretation of the Paternoster seemingly does not cling to authoritative sayings
anywhere. Actually, the author wrote a personally coloured, rather closed and selfauthoritative text. As we will see later on, both characteristic features of this
exemplary text (i.e. it’s complex contents in relation to the question of the intended
audience, as well as the total absence of auctoritates) will be encountered in
Appelmans’ Glose.
In this context, Adam states that the rise of thirteenth-century mystical
interpretations of the Paternoster actually shows to be a final development of the
traditional, mainly catechetical type of Paternoster commentary. 84 That might be
true, in that the new, more mystically oriented exegesis was differing from earlier
interpretations both from a methodological point of view and with regard to content.
80
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Adam 1976, p. 21.
Ibidem, p. 18-19. As Adam argues, this Paternoster commentary was probably written by one
Heinrich of Krolewitz, an author about whom very little information is known. Quoting Adam’s
own words: “[ ] über ihn ist nicht mehr bekannt, als er selbst in der Vaterunserauslegung über sich
sagt. Mit Krolewitz ist wohl Kröllwitz südwestlich von Merseburg gemeint’ (p. 18, footnote 22).
Ibidem, p. 22.
Auctoritates : the usual term for authoritative sayings extracted from the Bible or from the writings
of the Church Fathers.
Cf. Adam 1976, p. 22: ‘Der vorgestellte Text des ausgehenden 13. Jahrhunderts mag den Abschluss
einer Entwicklung der Vaterunserauslegung markieren, die als katechetischer Typus ihre
Möglichkeit inhaltlich and methodisch abgeschritten hat’.
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That such a development has not been at the expense of a more traditional
(catechetical) Paternoster exegesis, however, will be demonstrated in the analysis of
the Paternoster commentaries selected for comparing research.
2.4 Adam’s classification model of types of Paternoster commentaries
In the final part of his study of late-medieval Paternoster commentaries in Germany,
Adam restates briefly his findings concerning the development of different types of
Paternoster commentaries, especially in medieval Germany. 85 Against the background
of the developments described in the previous sections, according to Adam medieval
Paternoster commentaries are to be roughly divided into four types of texts. Since
such a classification model is considered useful in the context of the present study as
well, in the present section briefly attention will be given to Adam’s model, in
particular in preparation to chapter 3, devoted to the analysis of four Paternoster
commentaries.
The development of different types of Paternoster commentaries through the ages can
be summarized as follows. The catechetical type corresponds with all texts primary
intending to clarify and to explain the Paternoster’s inner meaning, as to both the
proper words of the seven petitions and considered in combination with Christian
doctrine. The authors of this type of text obviously expend considerable effort on
making the Paternoster comprehensible, through inserting auctoritates as well as
providing examples from their own world of experience. Additionally, the
catechetical type is transparently organized, thus showing the authors´ sustained
attempts to offer their audience a logical structure of thought.
In the course of time a second type appears, the nature of which is to be
characterized as more speculative, while incorporating both scholastic thought and
mystical concepts. This type of text especially deals with reflecting on rather abstract,
complicated theological matters – like the Trinity and the spiritual relationship
human souls have with God –, the nature of which undoubtedly requires an audience
capable of understanding such theological points of discussion. Remarkably, as was
demonstrated earlier, in speculative Paternoster commentaries references to biblical
passages or quotations of the Church Fathers are most uncommon, as is the use of
septenarius-forms for explicative purposes.
A third group of Paternoster texts consists of treatises that are more edifying
oriented, taking the Paternoster as a proper starting point for providing meditative
material intended to be used by lay people. This type of Paternoster commentary
often is written is prayer form.
Finally, a fourth group of Paternoster texts actually shows to have no
intention of elucidating the prayer’s inner meaning, but texts of this group often are
part of manuscripts consisting only of different types of prayers, in which the
Paternoster-text functions as a steppingstone only. 86
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Adam 1976, p. 214-216.
Ibidem, p. 215: “Das Vaterunser als das einzige von Christus überlieferte Gebet wird als wichtiger
Text beibehalten, dient jedoch in dieser Gruppe nur als Aufhänger für Gebete, die der jeweiligen
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2.5 Recapitulation and evaluation
To conclude, the following may be stated. In the early Middle Ages patristic
Paternoster commentaries as well as later exegetic Paternoster literature in Latin
constitute a first sound base for simply translating Paternoster texts into the
vernacular. Although the purpose of catechetic instruction was maintained, during
the next centuries the nature of Paternoster texts was dropped in favour of a more
open, free-styled form. Since the beginning of the thirteenth century, the rise of new
mystic-theological thought together with scholastic influences actually led to an
increase of more abstract, mystically oriented Paternoster commentaries, which show
to include a rather personal way of exegesis. Despite of all differences, however, most
authors of Paternoster commentaries agree in emphasizing that the proper exegesis of
the Prayer’s meaning should be considered the most important and principal task in
spiritual education activities. Not until the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the
nature of Paternoster texts changed into a more didactical and meditatively oriented
type of commentary. 87
Supplied with the information obtained from the present chapter, it is time to proceed
to the proper analysis of the four late-medieval Paternoster commentaries selected for
research.

87

Situation des Beters angepasst sein können (z.B. Stunden- oder Sterbegebete).”
Adam 1976, p. 24.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF FOUR LATE-MEDIEVAL PATERNOSTER COMMENTARIES

W

hereas the previous chapter was primarily directed at presenting a historical
overview of the developmental process of Paternoster commentaries within
the literary tradition, the present chapter is to be regarded as a more practical,
illustrative continuation of it. Indeed, in order to find out to what extent the different
developments become manifest in the texts themselves, now a small corpus of four
different Paternoster commentaries will be analyzed, all dating from about the
thirteenth or mid-fourteenth centuries. It concerns a thirteenth-century Paternoster
commentary written by David of Augsburg in Middle High German (3.2), two
thirteenth-century Paternoster commentaries in Latin, written by Thomas Aquinas
and Hugh of Balma respectively (3.3 and 3.4), and, finally, an anonymous Middle
Dutch commentary probably dating from about the mid-fourteenth century (3.5).
The main reason why such an investigation is considered useful, is to possibly
answer the question whether and to what extent mystical interpretations of the
Paternoster, like Appelmans’ Glose, were the rule rather than the exception. Since the
Paternoster texts selected for analytical purposes reflect the spiritual thought of their
authors, first a thorough description of the separate reference texts is essential. In this
context particular attention will be paid to both the structure of the separate
commentaries, the presence of innovative elements, and the assumed function of the
texts in relation to the intended audience. In addition, by means of the classification
model as provided in the previous chapter (see section 2.4), each text will be ranged –
as far as possible – under one of the four groups of Paternoster texts. Once this part
has been completed, the findings concerned are supposed to constitute a proper point
of departure for comparison with the Glose of Appelmans.
Although a small corpus of only four texts should not be considered
representative enough to get final answers, a thorough analysis of the reference
material concerned might help to provide a better understanding of Appelmans’
position within the spiritual movements of his times.
3.1 Account of selection
Regarding the proper selection of the research corpus the following considerations
were taken into account. In general, a targeted search for Paternoster texts available
for comparing research made it absolutely clear that this investigation area is greatly
in want of a convenient classification system of both late-classical and medieval
Paternoster literature. Although a small number of partial studies to date (mostly
monographs) give some entrance to this special but rather disregarded field of
religious literary studies, the factual absence of both a recent outline study and a
rough inventory of medieval vernacular Paternoster texts 88 obviously does interfere
88

A dated, rather incomplete inventory of Latin Paternoster texts is included in Migne’s Patrologiae
Cursus completus, Vol. 220, Indices III (cf. Stracke 1936, p. 5). More recent is Bloomfield, M.W.,
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with adequately conducting research on this – considered from a literary point of
view – highly interesting group of spiritual texts. Therefore, in order to avoid an at
random approach some other courses were to be taken, fortunately leading to the
finding of a small number of Paternoster commentaries (in edition) appropriate for
the research to date. The proper selection of these texts has been made on the base of
the following three principal criteria.
First, the reference material should date from about the same period, at least
as far as possible. Indeed, as was noted above, an important research aspect concerns
to determine to what extent the interpolation of innovative elements is apparent in
late-medieval Paternoster texts. Therefore, some thirteenth and fourteenth-century
Paternoster commentaries were considered most eligible for comparing investigation
purposes. Secondly, in order to elucidate the particular mystical nature of the Glose,
the authors of the texts selected for comparing analysis should be authors who are
known (for example from other writings attributed to them) to be somehow
interested in or familiar with mystical thought. This criterion goes – more or less –
for David of Augsburg, Thomas Aquinas and Hugh of Balma. Conversely, the fourth
Paternoster text, an anonymous Middle Dutch commentary probably dating from the
mid-fourteenth century, seemingly does not meet any of the desired requirements.
The reason why this text was selected for investigation purposes anyway, will be
extensively discussed in section 3.4. Third, as to the final selection of two Paternoster
commentaries in Latin and two in the vernacular, it could be argued that such a
division might throw special light on the meaning of language use considered in the
context of both the functional purpose of the different texts and the respective
intended audiences.
In section 3.6 the different findings resulting from the respective analyses of the four
Paternoster commentaries will be evaluated, related to the research questions as
formulated in preceding passages.
3.2 David of Augsburg (d. 1272): Ein guet Pater Noster
David of Augsburg, supposed to be born at Augsburg in the early thirteenth century,
was probably schooled in theology at Magdeburg, where a study centre of the
Franciscan order was in existence for some time. After completing his studies, David
became a member of the Franciscans and filled the position of master of novices. In
addition to his duties as a novice master David also took a big part in frequently
visiting nunneries for the purpose of spiritual and pastoral care to nuns (cura

Incipits of Latin Works on the Virtues and Vices, 1100-1500, including a section of incipits of Works
on the Pater Noster, Cambridge, Medieval Academy of America, 1979. As to more broadly based
studies, in particular dealing with vernacular Paternoster commentaries, scholarly research must
content of outdated publications as well. For the German area a rather extensive bibliography of
additional studies was published in Schwab 1971, p. 213 – 221, and Adam 1976, p. 246-254. Apart
from a small number of individual text editions, in the Netherlands a more systematic, coherent
research of Middle Dutch Paternoster texts is still lacking.
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monialium), a responsibility mendicant orders actually were charged with for a long
time.
No less a number than thirty writings of David have been transmitted, both in
Latin and German. 89 For the benefit of his pupils, for instance, David wrote a threevolume Latin handbook, Profectus religiosorum 90 , a rational and progressive
introduction to monastic and mystical life. Several smaller works of David,
particularly sermons in the vernacular, are supposed to be written in the context of
the cura monialium, reflecting the author’s personal care for the spiritual welfare of
the nuns concerned. Among these smaller works is a Paternoster commentary in the
vernacular (Middle High German). In a rather dated, but still interesting study on
David’s Paternoster commentary, Schwab argues that especially David’s smaller works
are significant for their use of the vernacular in a field in which authors had formerly
employed mainly Latin. Moreover, as Schwab stresses, it is suggested that David
extensively contributed to the development of the German vocabulary ‘in his
endeavours to endow old words with new meanings’, in order to express new
theological thought. 91 This statement sounds very interesting and should be kept in
mind in the light of Appelmans’ creative use of the Middle Dutch, as we will see later
on.
As was noticed before, among David’s smaller writings – all of them being composed
in treatise style – is a Paternoster commentary, known as Ein guet Pater Noster. 92 At
first glance, both David’s way of explaining the seven petitions of the Paternoster and
the commentary’s structure can be described as rather traditional, in that the author
starts providing the Latin text of the respective petitions together with a verbatim
translation into the vernacular, followed by an explanation of the inner meaning of
the separate petitions. David concludes his commentary with a brief recapitulation of
the petitions. In spite of such a seemingly convential treatment, however, the text
unmistakably appears to bear some innovative elements.
First, it is interesting to note that the author couches the first part of his
commentary in the form of a prayer, thus directly addressing God in person. By way
of illustration the opening lines of David’s Paternoster commentary will be quoted
below.
Pater noster, qui es in celis. Herre got, himlischer vater,
dv bist ein lebentiger brvnne allez gvtes, von dem vns alle
gnade flivzzet, der wir zv der ewigen salicheit bedvrfen,
89
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Stooker en Verbeij 1993, p. 324.
The full title of David’s handbook is De exterioris et interioris hominis compositione secundum
triplicem statum incipientium, proficientium et perfectorum, better known as Profectus or
Profectus religiosorum according to the incipit of the third volume (cf. Stooker en Verbeij 1993, p.
324).
Schwab 1971, p. 6.
This Paternoster text is included in Ms München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, cgm. 176, a
manuscript consisting of several vernacular sermons and treatises both of David of Augsburg and
Bertold of Regensburg (cf. Schwab 1971, p. 11-17).
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zv der dv vns geschaffen hast, daz wir si an dich svchen.
(Edition Schwab 1971, p. 90, lines 1 – 5)

Although such a literary form appears to occur in later Paternoster commentaries as
well, David probably is one of the first thirteenth-century authors applying it to his
Paternoster commentary in its entirety. It may be suggested, that such a form of
directly addressing God was primarily intended to alert the readers to the fact that
they – in the act of prayer – actually were entering the private domain of God
himself. More probably, however, in contrast with the traditional treatment of the
Paternoster as a rather fixed text, this new form of presentation may have offered
more room for personal articulation, in that the devout praying person was able to
express his personal relationship with God in a new, and more detailed way. 93
Secondly, though principally emphasizing the fverdervnge zu der ewigen
94
freude (profectus virtutum, i.e. the proper way of proceeding in virtues aimed at
salvation 95 ), in his commentary David does not apply any complicated connection
between the seven prayers and other septenarius-forms, common property of many
earlier Paternoster texts (see section 2.2).
Third, in some passages signs of mystical speech are manifest, judging by the
following mystical terms David uses when explaining the first and third petition
respectively (italics mine):
Swie doch din gotlichev chraft himel vnd erde erfvlle
vnd dv allenthalben gegenwůrtig seist, so wonest dv

eiggenlicher doch in den geistlichen můren,
in den hiligen hertzen, die dem schonen himel sich
gelichent an der hohe der himelischen contemplacione
vnd an der weit der brinnenden minne [ ].
(Edition Schwab 1971, p. 91, lines 26 – 30).
“Hilich werde din nam”, himlischer vater, in vns vnd an vns
vnd von vns. In vns, daz vnser Hertze von diner bechantnvsse
also dvrstich werde vnd von diner minne also entzvndet werde,
daz wir [ ] diner vber sůzzen gůte also dvrich gozzen werden
mit einer nůhtern trvnchenheit daz vnser geist gantzlichen in
dinen hiligen geistes minnen ein geist werde [ ].
(Edition Schwab 1971, p. 91 – 92, lines 39 - 46).
Din wille, herre, himelischer vater, ist daz ewige grvnt reht,
von dem allev rehticheit and flivzzet als von dem ersten vrspringe

vnd ovch wider flivzzet als zv ir rehten zit.
(Edition Schwab 1971, p. 94, lines 116 – 118) 96
93
94
95
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See also Angenendt 2005, p. 532: “Erst in theistischen Regionen wird Gebet ‘persönlich’.”
Schwab 1971, p. 102, lines 344-345.
David’s concept of the profectus virtutum exercised a strong influence upon the Devotio Moderna
movement, particularly in the Low Countries of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
As Schwab has noted, this passage obviously reminds of Dionysius the Areopagite, concerning his
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Moreover, David’s intended audience - most probably nuns, as was indicated earlier
(see p. 25) - are called to lead a perfect holy life by following the example of Christ,
explicitly aimed at ‘reforming (reclaiming) other people’s life by serving as a
spiritually perfect model’. 97 This view touches on the particular idea that Gheraert
Appelmans is holding in his Paternoster commentary – as will be discussed later on –,
emphasizing the specific key role mystics that should have in relation to the salvation
of other people.
Finally, it should be noticed that David does not explicitly refer to
auctoritates, though his commentary is filled with implicit quotations from several
sources, especially biblical passages and Augustine, as Schwab has demonstrated. 98
Summing up, it may be suggested that David of Augsburg’s Paternoster commentary
turns out to be a rather original, in the sense of innovative, piece of work. Though
being generally regarded as one of the first German ‘mystics’, and despite of using
some mystical terminology in his Paternoster commentary, in the light of the above
Paternoster analysis it may not be amiss to suggest that David of Augsburg here is
mainly dealing with passing on the ascetical and ethical aspects of the spiritual life to
an audience of nuns. This conclusion seems to accord with Schwab’s, arguing that in
his Paternoster commentary David of Augsburg is ‘expressing himself more freely and
with greater originality than when treating of mysticism’. 99
Remarkably, on the base of both the textual features and the content of the
text, the nature of David’s treatise may be considered – at least partly – matching with
no less than three types of Paternoster texts. Indeed, undoubtedly David’s treatise
shows catechetical elements, but also can be ranged under the category of speculative
Paternoster commentaries, in that the author does not use explicit references to
auctoritates and avoids the application of explicative septenarius-forms. Finally, as to
the prayer form of the treatise, the text may be classified under the third group of
edifying texts. This observation leads to the suggestion, that a classification model as
elaborated by Adam, should be employed with proper flexibility.
3.3 Thomas Aquinas (1224-1274): In orationem dominicam
Thomas Aquinas, graduated as a sacrae theologiae magister (Master in Sacred
Theology) in Paris and appointed lecturer on theology both in Paris and Rome, must
have been a prolific writer, judging by his numerous works surviving in many
manuscripts. Among these scholarly writings Thomas’ Summa Theologiae is
considered one of the most highly qualified studies on medieval theological and
philosophical questions under discussion in the thirteenth century. In addition to his
primary activities as a scholar, Thomas – member of the Dominican order – also
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doctrine (in De divinibus nominibus) ‘that all things tend to God, in Whom all are emerged and
completed, just as the circle returns to itself’ (Schwab 1971, p. 111).
Schwab 1971, p. 92.
Ibidem, p. 106-122.
Ibidem, p. 180.
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remained fully dedicated to his task as a preacher 100 : interpreting the Bible and
passing on its divine message through sermons both to students in theology and
‘ordinary’ lay people. 101
As a preacher Thomas delivered a series of sermons on the Paternoster –
probably dating from 1273 –, treating the seven petitions in separate sermons. 102 This
series in Latin, known as In orationem dominicam, is prefaced by a prologue
expounding the Paternoster to be the most important prayer while having all
excellent prayer qualities required: Christ’s prayer is trustworthy, appropriate, wellordered, devoted and humble:
Inter alias orationes oratio dominica principalior invenitur.
Habet enim quinque excellentia, quae in oratione requiruntur.
Debet enim esse oratio secura, recta, ordinata, devota et humilis.
(Edition Leget 2000, p. 27)

Thomas apparently did prefer not to get beyond the more conventional way of
approach, in that he pursued his exegetic commentary by discussing the seven
petitions related to both the seven gifts (dona) of the Holy Spirit and the seven
Beatitudes (beatudines). 103 In principally emphasizing that Christian motives of
behaviour and action should be directed at ultimately realizing the coming of the
Kingdom of Heaven, Thomas’ commentary may be considered an amalgam of
spiritual, theological and ethical elements. Although the author’s scholastic
background becomes manifest in both the balanced structure of his composition and
in the enumerative way of description, he obviously intended to avoid the use of
specialist terminology, as can be illustrated through the next passage, dealing with the
Kingdom of Heaven:
Secundo regnum caelorum dicitur gloria paradise.
Nec mirum: nam regnum nihil aliud dicitur nisi regimen.
Ibi autem est optimum regimen ubi nihil invenitur
contra voluntuntatem regentis. Voluntas autem Dei est
salus hominum, quia vult homines salvos fieri [ ].
(Edition Leget 2000, p. 46)

There also is no textual evidence of any mystical interpretation. Though certain
mystical views are obviously present in Thomas’ other writings, the functional
purpose of his sermons on the Paternoster should be considered catechetical100
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Edition Leget 2000, p. 10: The teaching commitment of a Magister used to include three duties:
legere (Bible study), disputare (discussing theological questions) and predicare (preaching).
Ibidem, p. 10-11.
Ibidem, p. 12. According to Leget it actually was Thomas’ secretary saving this Paternoster series
from oblivion by recording the sermons as faithful as possible. On the base of a Latin edition from
1954 (Marietti) Leget published a new edition in 2000, collecting all separate sermons into one
volume. The Latin text is accompanied by a translation in Dutch in juxtaposition.
In accordance with Augustine’s Paternoster exegesis in De sermone Domini in monte (Edition Leget
2000, p. 23).
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instructive, directed at fully explaining the general importance of prayer in the
particular light of the Paternoster rather than adding any complicated form of
mystical thought. By way of illustration, the next passage may be considered
representative of Thomas’ primarily catechetical intention:
Debet etiam esse oratio ordinata sicut desiderium,
cum oratio sit desiderii interpres. Est autem hic debitus
ordo, ut spiritualia carnalibus, caelestia terrenis desiderando
et orando praeferamus, secundum illud Matth. VI, 33:

Primum qaerite regnum dei et iustitiam eius; et haec omnia
adiicientur vobis. Hoc Dominus in hac oratione servare docuit:
in quae primo petuntur caelestia, et postmodum terrena.
(Edition Leget 2000, p. 29).

Without going into detail, the following points may be observed. First, Thomas
obviously likes to identify with his audience through using the we-form (thus
probably reducing a certain distance?). Second, the author attempts to offer his
audience a logical structure of thought, in particular applying a kind of chain
structure of words (see for instance: desiderium (line 1) – desiderii (line 2) –
desiderando (line 3). Third, Thomas inserts an auctoritas in order to show that his
explanation fully depends on Holy Scripture. Finally, the author concludes by briefly
summarizing the order of prayer once more (primo and postmodum). It may be stated,
that these four observations obviously demonstrate the catechetical character of the
passage concerned.
Thomas’ commentary is concluded by a brief exposition of the entire
Paternoster, the contents of which is clearly meant to stress the author’s pedagogical
engagement with his audience:
Ut in summa exponatur, sciendum est, quod in oratione dominica
continentur omnia quae desiderantur, et omnia quae fugiuntur.
(Edition Leget 2000, p. 81).

Thomas explains, that this brief exposition of the Paternoster includes all things
people are longing for and all things people are flying from.
In comparing Thomas’ commentary with the classification model of Adam, it
may be suggested that this text – especially based on both the logical text structure
and the pedagogical way of exegesis – can be regarded as a catechetical type of text.
This observation is not that surprising since we know that Thomas wrote his
Paternoster commentary first of all as a series of sermons.
3.4 Hugh of Balma (? – 1305): Theologia Mystica
Hugh of Balma, prior of the Carthusian monastery of Meyrat (France) from 1289 –
1304, is the author of a Latin mystic treatise called De Theologia Mystica (also known
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as De Triplici Via, and - from its incipit - as Viae Sion lugent). 104 This book, probably
composed at the end of the thirteenth century and valued as a guide to contemplative
prayer, substantively reveals Hugo’s familiarity with the writings of contemporary
scholastic authors, e.g. Albert the Great (c. 1200-1280), Robert Grosseteste (c. 11751253) , Thomas Gallus (c. 1200-1246) and Thomas Aquinas (c. 1225-1274). 105 Both
Robert Grosseteste and Thomas Gallus wrote elaborate glosses on Pseudo-Dionysius
the Areopagite’s Theologia Mystica, and Hugh is said to have composed his own
treatise on mystical theology – probably intended as spiritual guide for his fellow
monks in Meyrat – with the help of these early thirteenth century Dionysian
commentaries. 106
The core of Hugh’s explanation of what mystical theology really means is
constituted in emphasizing the important role of affection above that of reason in the
process of the soul’s ascend to union with God. 107 In contrast with the philosophical
pathway to God, which proceeds by making inferences about God from an empirical
knowledge of the world, the via mystica approaches God primarily through the
affections, as Hugh expounds, although in its beginning stages some devout
meditation, devout reflection, and enhanced mental enlightenment accompany and
intensify the affections of love (affectiones amoris), directed toward God. 108
The literary structure of Hugh’s treatise on Theologia Mystica is based on the
traditional division of mystical ascend through three paths (viae): via purgativa (path
of purification), via illuminata (path of enlightenment), and via unitiva (path of
union). In order to attain the ultimate purpose of his desire (being one with God), the
human soul needs to become receptive to God’s grace, i.e. being prepared to receive –
immediatissime, without any mediation – the gift of true, divine wisdom lightening
the affection of love and enlightening the intellect. 109
When Hugh is discussing the illuminative way, in which the soul is drawn up
ever closer to the source of divine light, he explains that this light can be found in the
holy Scriptures. All divine rays concealed in God’s Word are waiting to be revealed,
thus enabling the soul to enter into the third stage, the way of union. 110 In this
context the Paternoster is coming on the screen. This prayer, as Hugh says, may serve
as a model as it shows the fulfilling of every word spoken in the Old and New
Testament, in the light of the ultimate relationship between the Bridegroom (God /
Christ) and his bride (the loving soul):
Et quod omnibus pateat quod in omni Scriptura iste
radius latitat, veluti lumen in testa, subditur exemplum
in uno, scilicet in oratione dominica, ut simile ex universo
104
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Edition Ruello 1995, p. 11.
Ibidem, p. 12.
Hopkins 2002, p. 9.
Edition Ruello 1995, p. 13.
Hopkins 2002, p. 11.
See Edition Ruello 1995, p. 128: Item ista (i.e. summa sapientia) adfectum inflammat et intellectum
illuminat.
Ibidem, p. 186.
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Veteri et Novo Testamento ab universis veritatis disciplinis
comprobetur, et ut non sit aliquod verbum quod non colloquio
sponsi et sponsae interius repleatur.
(Edition Ruello 1995, p. 186, lines 4 – 10)

By praying the petitions of the Paternoster, Hugh argues, the illuminative way can be
attained.
From a structural point of view it is most interesting to see, that in this treatise of
Hugh the Paternoster apparently constitutes an integrated part of his whole mystical
teaching, thus contrasting with other authors of Paternoster commentaries, who
discuss the Paternoster in itself, a discussion explicitly aimed at clarifying the prayer’s
inner meaning(s). At the same time, Hugh’s method of integrating the Paternoster in
his mystical thought might be considered a striking example of late thirteenth century
innovation. As demonstrated earlier, both the rise of thirteenth century speculative
mysticism and scholastic influences actually effected that some mystical authors
adapted a rather autonomous way of Paternoster exegesis. 111 This seems to be the
proper case here. Although Hugh’s theme (praying the seven petitions of the
Paternoster will give access to union with God) should not be regarded as innovative
in itself, 112 the way Hugh approaches this theme within the proper context of his
mystical De Triplice via program, however, is to be esteemed a rather autonomous
approach.
In thirty-three short sections, then, Hugh goes on to discuss the several parts of the
Paternoster in the light of the way of illumination. 113 These sections are prefaced by a
short prologue, the main purpose of which is to indicate that the proper explanation
will be given according to the anagogic method of interpreting (in anagogico). 114 This
anagogic interpretation of the Paternoster evidently shows Hugh’s great admiration
for several contemporary commentaries on the Cantica Canticorum, the authors of
which adapted the anagogic interpretation for clarifying the special relationship
between Christ (the Bridegroom) and the loving soul (the bride). Though influenced
by Dionysian mystical thought, in emphasizing the affectiones amoris the mystical
nature of Hugh’s Paternoster exegesis should be considered close to affective
mysticism rather than explicitly expressing abstract ideas of intellective or speculative
mystical thought.
Finally, the question arises as to what extent Hugh’s Paternoster commentary actually
does fit in Adam’s classification model of types of Paternoster texts. In this case, while
111
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See my section 2.3.
About fifty years earlier David of Augsburg wrote a treatise dealing with the seven degrees of prayer
by which men could reach union with God (Septem gradus orationis, in German translation Die
sieben Staffeln des Gebetes). See Schwab 1971, p.
126.
Edition Ruello 1995, p. 197-261 (section 13-46).
Ibidem, p. 197.
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dealing with an integrated form of Paternoster commentary, the text seems to be a
class of its own. With respect to the particularly mystical nature of Hugh’s treatise,
however, it could be argued that the text in question is to range best under the type of
speculative commentaries (group 2).
3.5 A Middle Dutch anonymous Paternoster commentary: Corte Glose opt pater
noster (c. 1350)
So far, three Paternoster commentaries were under discussion, all texts dating from
the thirteenth century and written in Middle High German and Latin. This invites the
question whether Middle Dutch literature of the thirteenth century shows the
presence of vernacular Paternoster commentaries as well. Indeed, it is interesting to
know to what extent Gheraert Appelmans should be regarded as a literary individual
in the vernacular Paternoster commentary tradition of the Low Countries, at least if
there was any tradition at all. Might Appelmans have been familiar with the existence
of earlier Middle Dutch Paternoster commentaries, and if so, to what extent does the
author of the Glose show to break with tradition in favour of a more independent way
of exegesis?
Apart from Appelmans’ Glose op den Pater Noster (though not abundantly
discussed), literary histories of Dutch literature generally do not record any individual
thirteenth-century Middle Dutch Paternoster commentary. It is known, however,
that the Dutch author Jacob van Maerlant (c. 1225 - c. 1300) wrote a Paternoster
commentary in the proper context of his Rijmbijbel (a rhymed version of biblical
history). 115 This commentary, the nature of which should be marked as catecheticinstructive, probably served as an example for later Middle Dutch Paternoster
commentaries, as we will see later on. Unfortunately, thirteenth-century textual
testimonies are lacking. Indeed, not until the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries an
increasing number of Middle Dutch Paternoster texts were making their appearance.
Moreover, the nature of later Paternoster texts evidently changed into a more
didactical and meditatively oriented type of commentary. In the first quart of the
fourteenth century, for example, Jan van Boendale wrote – in imitation of Jacob van
Maerlant – his Lekenspiegel (Laymen’s Mirror) 116 , a Middle Dutch didactic poem,
which is said to be written for the benefit of lay people who apparently were lacking
adequate knowledge of theological matters. In the second part of this book, ample
attention is called to the question what lay people should know and how they should
behave in view of their spiritual welfare (salvation). Just like Maerlant did before,
Boendale points out that a sound knowledge of the Paternoster, the Ave and the
Credo should be considered highly vital for one’s salvation. 117 Therefore, Boendale
inserts in his Lekenspiegel both a Middle Dutch translation and an extensive
explanation of liturgical components like the Paternoster. It goes without saying that
115
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Jacob van Maerlant, Rijmbijbel II cap. 133.
Jan van Boendale (1259 – c. 1350), a town clerk of the city of Antwerp, wrote a series of educational
works that presents themselves as Dutch counterparts tot the Latin tradition of encyclopaedic and
moral literature.
Edition Jongen en Piters 2003, p. 209-210.
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this type of commentary, in particular emphasizing human moral behaviour,
seemingly fits well into the religious and moralistic re-education program starting in
the Low Countries as from about the fourteenth century. 118
On the base of the observations noted above, and in absence of individual
Middle Dutch commentaries dated earlier 119 , this section will continue to explore a
Middle Dutch Paternoster text probably dating from about the mid-fourteenth
century.
In 1936, Stracke published a diplomatic edition of two Middle Dutch religious texts,
i.e. a commentary on the Paternoster and one on the Ave (see section 1.2). The editor
comes to the conclusion that both texts evidently were written by the same,
anonymous author and second, that the two texts – included in an early fifteenth
century manuscript 120 – probably were dating from about 1350. In the manuscript
concerned the Paternoster commentary is recorded as Corte glose opt pater noster, i.e.
a short explanation of the Paternoster. 121 Remarkably, in the introductory part of his
edition Stracke briefly refers to the Glose of Gheraert Appelmans, arguing that
Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary is to be considered a high-quality text. By
comparison with Appelmans’ text, Stracke says, the Corte glose appears to be far less
profound as well as more directed at practical application. 122 This may be true
concerning the latter part of his statement, the former part of it, however, seems to be
rather overstated, as will be demonstrated below.
As to its structure, the Corte glose seems to be composed in a rather traditional
way, in many respects similar to Thomas Aquinas’ In Orationem dominicam. An
extensive prologue prefaces the proper explanative text of the Paternoster petitions,
first emphasizing the importance of prayer in general, and subsequently stressing that
on behalf of its excellent qualities 123 the Paternoster is to be regarded as the alrevollencomenste ghebet. Yet, as Stracke shows, the author wrote a rather original,
even autonomous piece of work. The main arguments will be discussed in the next
passage.
First, the author does not employ any reference to sources or exemplars, as
Stracke argues, except from quoting three short sayings of the Church Fathers, though
in paraphrased version 124 . Secondly, this Paternoster commentary is written in the
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See for example Warnar 1993, p. 36-51.
As was demonstrated above, both Paternoster commentaries of Maerlant and Boendale are part of a
composite work.
It concerns a manuscript owned by the Ruusbroecgenootschap at Antwerp, dating from about
1400. Unfortunately Stracke did not provide any additional information about this manuscript.
Although the anonymous author (or the scribe) provided these texts with two short titles, i.e. corte
glose and corte bedudinghe, Stracke apparently preferred his edition to go with the title

Middeleeuwche Glose op het Pater en Ave (XIVe eeuw).
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Stracke 1936, p. 18.
By referring to the Prayer’s qualities (weerdicheit (dignity), kortheit (brevity) and vruchtbaerheit
(fecundity) the author of the Corte glose follows in Augustine’s footsteps, just like Thomas Aquinas
did (see footnote 32).
Except from three paraphrased sayings originating from the Church Fathers (e.g. of St. Augustine, St.
Ambrose and St. Paul) there actually appear to be a lot of (paraphrased) bible quotations in this
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form of a prayer (in forme eens ghebedes), e.g. composed in a form of directly
addressing God. 125 Although this form is not unique (David of Augsburg, for example,
did apply a similar form, as was demonstrated earlier), in the tradition of Middle
Dutch Paternoster commentaries the Corte glose possibly is the earliest example
showing this way of presentation. Third, in his Paternoster commentary the author
mentions the seven cardinal sins, but he does not directly connect them to the
separate petitions, a method frequently applied since Hugh of St. Victor, as was
demonstrated before. Finally, as far as known, this text is the only (Middle Dutch)
Paternoster commentary consisting of a twofold form of explanation. In the first part
of the text the author approaches the Paternoster from a theological point of view,
whereas in the second part all seven petitions are discussed once again, this time
explicitly stressing the Paternoster’s moral implications. At the end of his Paternoster
commentary the author says, that one may choose how to pray, following the first or
the second interpretation:
Nu verkiese een yeghelic, na wat sinne hi wil spreken syn
daghelix ghebet, woer na den iersten of na den anderen,
want die onderscheiden tijd schinen te eischen; sonder achterdeel 126 ,
of god, onse here, yemant wat hoghers of beters insprekende weer.
(Edition Stracke 1936, p. 37 – 38).

With regard to the intended audience, the author states that the two parts of his
Paternoster commentary are intended for ‘simple people’:
Want dese (i.e. two ways of praying) voor simpel menschen,
uut den synne der scrifte, onder verbeteringen, sin vergadert.
(Edition Stracke 1936, p. 138).

Such a qualification of ‘simple people’, however, is easily underestimated. Though in
this Middle Dutch commentary the use both of abstract concepts and mystical
thought is completely left out 127 , considering its profound contents, however, it may
be suggested that the Corte glose is almost comparable to the Glose of Gheraert
Appelmans.
Finally, on the base of certain structural features and exegesis as regards
content, it may be argued that on the one hand this Middle Dutch Paternoster
commentary shows to be both fitting in the catechetical and the edifying type of texts.
By way of illustration two passages of the Corte glose will be quoted in order to show
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Paternoster commentary.
In treating the first petition, for example, the author starts his explanation like this: O hemelsche

vader, wien achter te setten is alle vader. Want du mit meerren ende beteren rechte ghenoemt
werdste: vader. (Stracke 1936, p. 22.).
Sonder achterdeel: unhampered, free (cf. Stracke 1936, p. 37, footnote 169).
Strictly speaking this text does not show any form of explicit mystical interpretation. On the other
hand, in some passages the author’s profound exposition is to be considered an implicit reflection of
mystical truth.
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that both qualifications are present (though it practically appears to be very hard to
make a clear distinction). At first, the catechetical passage:
Hier to, ist dat dit, onses heren ghebet, noch vliteliker
doersocht wort, soe vint men daer in boete ende hulpe
tieghen soeven hoevet sunden: als men aenmerct,
hoe daer yn, beide: mit saligher lere en mit neerstigher
ghebede, tieghen die soeven sunden ghestreden wort.
(Edition Stracke 1936, p. 32).

In addition, in the next passage a certain edifying tenor might be discerned:
Voert meer, want broescheit onses vleisches dwingt ons
lichamelike spyse te zoeken, ende mit ghenoechten
des etens ons te vermaken, bi deser oerzake arbeit die viant,
mitter sunden der gulsicheit ons te stricken, ende
tot overmate in ghedaente, of veelheit der spyse, of in
manieren die te nemen, ons te verwinnen.
(Edition Stracke 1936, p. 35)

On the other hand, with respect to the special way of treating the Paternoster in a
twofold form of explanation (from a theological and an ethical point of view as
desired), it may be suggested that such a method actually shows a new approach that
developed from the fourteenth century onward, in that Paternoster commentaries
dating from this period mainly are didactical and meditatively oriented rather than
just catechetical, speculative or edifying. This observation seems to accord with
Adam’s statement, as was demonstrated in section 2.3.
3.6 Mid-term review
After completing the analyses of the four Paternoster commentaries in question, and
before proceeding to Appelmans’ Glose, it might be useful to examine the extent to
which the proper findings, resulting from the separate analyses, may contribute to
preliminary answering the main research questions as formulated in the preceding
sections of the present chapter. What actually did we learn from the analyses?
Generally speaking, it may be suggested that, from different points of view, the four
selected Paternoster commentaries do more or less reflect the emergence of exegetic
material, the interpretation of which is to be considered more personally coloured and
adequately adapted to changing circumstances. Whereas former interpretative
commentaries were mainly directed at briefly elucidating the prayer’s inner meaning
in a most comprehensible way, new thirteenth-century theological concepts
apparently enlarged the medieval horizon of religious thought, leading also to a
broadening of interpretative possibilities. This fact certainly can be traced back to the
four texts at issue, in that the respective authors appear to make room for a more
personal interpretation, though in different ways.
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With regard to the textual structure of the Paternoster commentaries in question it
may be argued that the texts do not differ too much, at least as far as their external
literary structure is concerned. Indeed, in all four texts the words of the seven
petitions immediately precede the explanative parts of the text, which may be
regarded as a traditional method. In two cases, e.g. in the Paternoster commentary of
Thomas Aquinas and in the Corte glose, the principal structure of the text is prefaced
by an extensive prologue, while both David of Augsburg and Thomas Aquinas are
concluding their respective commentaries with a brief recapitulation of the seven
petitions, probably meant for memorizing purposes. Considering both the textinternal structure, literary design and contextual positioning of the separate texts,
however, there are some significant differences to note. First, as was demonstrated in
section 3.4, an alternative method of integrally explaining the Paternoster within a
wider, mystical context was applied by Hugh of Balma. Moreover, Hugh apparently
preferred to apply an anagogic way of explaining the Paternoster above stressing the
prayer’s theological-ethical message, like the other three authors did. Second, new
openings for varying text-internal structure together with interpretative alternatives,
like providing a twofold explanation (theological and ethical alternately) or
composing the text in prayer form, are manifest in the Paternoster commentaries of
both David of Augsburg and the anonymous author of the Corte glose.
Another point of interest concerns the factual evidence that the authors, with the
exception of Thomas Aquinas, obviously avoid the use of making explicit references to
auctoritates, thus creating the impression of treating the Paternoster in a more
autonomous, self-authoritative way, rather independent of traditional thought. In
addition, it may be pointed out that the thirteenth-century increase of mystictheological thought is mirrored in a more abstract way of explaining the Paternoster,
just indicating both the growing need for a deepening of insight and, at the same time,
the increase of the intellectual level of the intended audience in itself.
In the third place, it may be suggested that there is a noticeable connection between
all elements used in the proper composition of the four Paternoster commentaries in
question. To be clear, differences both in structure, literary design and use of language
are to be related to differences in function in view of a different intended audience.
David of Augsburg’s Paternoster treatise was written in the vernacular, in the form of
a prayer, particularly stressing the ascetic-ethical meaning of the seven petitions for a
female audience of nuns the author was personally involved with. Thomas Aquinas’
sermons on the Paternoster, being recorded in Latin and primarily intended to a male
audience of students and lay people, obviously show a rather different image. Both the
extensive prologue, the clear structure of the explanative text, and the use of a brief
recapitulation at the end of his commentary appear to serve mainly a pedagogic,
catechetic-instructive purpose, as sermons are actually expected to do. In the case of
Hugh of Balma it may be stated, that the author used the Paternoster as a mystical
model to help his readers ascend through the seven petitions towards the ultimate
union with God. Finally, the fourteenth-century anonymous author of the Corte glose
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wrote his Paternoster commentary in the Middle Dutch, the text being presented in a
twofold form of explanation. This method of working apparently was intended both
to instruct an audience of ‘simple people’, i.e. people incapable of reading Latin but
highly interested in spiritual matters, about the substantial, theological contents of the
Paternoster, and to emphasize the prayer’s moral implications for every day life in
view of salvation.
Finally, with respect to the practicability of Adam’s classification model of types of
Paternoster texts, it may be argued that such a model is helpful in order to better
identify both the special nature and the intended function of Paternoster
commentaries. On the other hand, the findings elaborated above evidently show, that
– in the practice of Paternoster analysis – it should be considered rather ‘dangerous’ to
stick rigidly to fixed groups of texts.
Summarizing, it may be argued, that the respective analyses of the four Paternoster
commentaries in question do partly confirm Adam’s opinion, as was noted in section
2.3, in that thirteenth-century Paternoster literature actually shows a significant
broadening of both interpretative possibilities and alternative forms of literary
presentation, attuned to the special needs of a wider audience. On the other hand,
however, it may be evident that the traditional function of Paternoster exegesis, i.e.
making the petitions comprehensible (intellegere orationem dominicam) to Christian
believers, did not disappear at all, judging at least by the thirteenth-century
commentaries of David of Augsburg and Thomas Aquinas, as well as by the
fourteenth-century Corte glose.
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CHAPTER 4
APPELMANS’ GLOSE OP DEN PATER NOSTER. TEXT IN CONTEXT

T

he observations resulting from the separate analyses of the four Paternoster texts
discussed in chapter 3 apparently show, that late-medieval Paternoster
commentaries are at variance with commentaries dating from an earlier period, both
as regards to content and to literary presentation. Indeed, one would think that
authors of late-medieval Paternoster commentaries took greater latitude to treat the
Paternoster in a far more personal way, a phenomenon which in itself should be
regarded as a rather innovative development in the tradition of Paternoster
commentaries. At the same time, however, it may be clear that such a new approach
does not mean that the authors did just as they pleased. On the contrary, as was
demonstrated before, the interpolation of personal thought into Paternoster exegesis
must be related directly to altering theological views as well as to the changing needs
of a changing audience. 128
In this context, then, the question whether and to what extent Gheraert
Appelmans’ Glose op den Pater Noster fits in the outline described above, is to be
dealt with. To be more specific: what might have been, actually, the function of
Appelmans’ personal, mainly mystically coloured interpretation of the Paternoster,
and whom was it intended to? Was there an immediate cause for writing the Glose in
the way Appelmans did? Which literary form did the author regard as most
appropriate for both commenting on the Paternoster and inserting personal mystical
thought? Or, may Appelmans have seized upon the Paternoster as a textual frame, as
an instrument of transfer, which he thought very useful to help him express his own
personal mystical ideas? Is Appelmans’ Glose differing from contemporary Paternoster
commentaries exactly?
4.1 Research design and chapter structure
In order to get thorough answers to the questions above, however, we still are in need
of essential information both about the author of the Glose and the Glose-text itself.
Indeed, the information gathered so far in the previous chapters was primarily aimed
at creating a first contextual setting in the light of which the special nature of the
Glose could be brought out better. With exception of the brief description of the
Glose as provided in the introduction of the present study, the proper information
necessary to be able to start answering the above questions is still lacking. Therefore,
the first part of the present chapter will be primarily devoted to consider – as far as
possible – the information available both about Gheraert Appelmans personally and
about the proper text of his Paternoster commentary. Against the background of such
a contextual outline the questions above can be considered in more detail, as will be
demonstrated in the second part of the present chapter. It may be clear, then, that the
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In particular, see section 3.5 of the previous chapter.
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additional part of the present chapter title, i.e. Text in context, actually refers to
treating the Glose in the light of both the contextual information provided in the
previous chapters and of the information emerging from the first part of the present
chapter.
Due to the absence of any factual information about Appelmans (except for the scarce
notes in the heading and the margin of the manuscript) 129 , on first thoughts it seems
rather difficult to answer questions as to the possible function and the intended
audience of the Glose. Yet, it may be assumed that a beginning of a solution is to be
found in the literary features of the text itself. Indeed, as was demonstrated earlier,
previous research was directed at exploring the Glose from different points of view,
but mainly regarding the content of the text. Admittedly, these studies have greatly
extended our insight into the nature of Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary. An
investigation method, however, in particular intended to approach the Glose from a
purely literary perspective was not yet applied so far. Though realizing that such an
approach may not provide final answers either, it may be suggested that a study of the
literary aspects of a text always is fundamental to and should be considered an
inseparable part of every scholarly research dealing with literary texts. That it took
such a long time, then, before the Glose was explored from a literary perspective may
be considered a serious lacuna in the research to date.
The present chapter, which actually constitutes the proper centre piece of our study
on the Glose, will be largely devoted to make a literary analysis of the text (section
4.4), intended both to explore as to what extent the proper literary aspects (e.g.
composition and structure, form of presentation) might provide deeper insight into
the supposed function of the text and to possibly find out in which mystical circles
Appelmans was involved. Before proceeding to the proper analysis, however, it is
thought useful – as was indicated in the introductory part of the present chapter – to
discuss some information assembled about Appelmans so far, thus constituting an
information décor against the background of which the literary aspects of the Glose
may brighten up. 130 The structure of the present chapter, then, will be as follows.
First, section 4.2 starts with more closely discussing some of the data recorded
in the heading of the proper manuscript (4.2.1 and 4.2.2). In addition, in the same
section attention will be paid to Appelmans’ supposed intellectual and spiritual
schooling, since such background information may contribute to better clarify the
occurrence of certain stylistic (scholastic) elements Appelmans is applying in the
Glose (4.2.3 and 4.2.4). Subsequently, it may be clear that a literary analysis of the
Glose can not be made without briefly indicating some key points characteristic of
Appelmans’ mystical thought. Moreover, such a thematic survey is considered an
essential preparation for the investigation of Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary, which
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These notes will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.1.
It concerns both the factual information inserted into the manuscript and additional information
(observations) deriving for the greater part from former Glose investigations which were object of
study in chapter 1.
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will be object of study in chapter 5. Therefore, in section 4.3 attention will be given to
some principal themes Appelmans is bringing up in the Glose. Finally, after the
literary analysis of the Glose in section 4.4, the present chapter will be concluded
with a brief recapitulation and evaluation (section 4.5).
4.2 Background information
As was noted above, very little is known about Appelmans as to his origin,
background, authorship and working environment. Indeed, as regards factual
information about Appelmans one is entirely dependent on a sole source, the Glose op
den Pater Noster, the only textual witness of which – at least as far as we know – has
survived in a Middle Dutch manuscript dating from about the mid-fourteenth
century, KB Brussel 3076-3073. 131 In itself it is rather significant that a high-quality
text like the Glose apparently has been preserved in just one manuscript. This issue,
however, will not be involved in the present Glose investigation.
4.2.1 The heading
In context of the present chapter it is noteworthy, that Reypens starts from the idea
that the scribe of the Glose probably disposed of an exemplar of the original text of
Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary 132 , in which only the author’s name, Gheraert
Appelmans, was given. 133 It was the scribe himself, as Reypens supposes, who inserted
both the title of the text and some personal information about the author. Indeed, the
scribe / rubricator wrote by way of a heading:
Dit is de glose op den pater noster broeder gheraerts appelmans die leeg(t)
bi ere st(at) die rijc(…)ere heet (ende) doet daer sw(aer) penitentie (in een) wou(t). 134

This fact leads to the assumption that the scribe, who probably disposed of external
information 135 , had his reasons to add further details both about the author and the
place where he was said to stay. It may be suggested that the scribe inserted such
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Reypens 1927b, p. 114. On the basis of both Appelmans’ synthetic method of exposition, his
mastery of language, and the authoritative way Appelmans deals with the themes under discussion,
Reypens assumes that Appelmans might have written other writings, particularly in view of the
author’s concern with the ghemeinsamheit der heylegher kerstenheit (community of holy
Christianity). See Reypens 1927b, p. 124.
According to Reypens it may be assumed that the Glose text – as included in the manuscript – was
copied from an exemplar, given some clerical errors and faulty readings (misinterpretations) made
by the scribe (see Reypens 1927b, p. 114).
Reypens 1927b, p. 114: “Hij (i.e. the author’s name) werd, duidelijk genoeg, uit het voorbeeld
waarop ons handschrift teruggaat overgenomen. Want bij het kopieeren van het tractaat had onze
afschrijver, met het oog op het in rubriek bij te voegen opschrift, niet alleen het boveneind der
bladzijde, maar ook nog het eind van den eersten tekstregel vrijgelaten.”
Cf. Reypens 1927a, p. 83 . Textual emendations by De Vreese (see De Vreese 1900-1902, p. 657). In
the rest of the present study textual references will be given in accordance with the numbering as
applied in a revised (diplomatic) transcription of the Glose-text (proposed by me, NK). This
diplomatic transcription can be consulted in Attachment II.
Reypens 1927a, p. 115.
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additional information into the heading, in particular in favour of an audience which
was supposed to be either unfamiliar with the author or living far away from him.
More likely, however, the scribe added further details in order to emphasize
Appelmans’ authority as a hermit, since hermits used to be considered to serve as an
example of spiritual perfection to others. 136 Thus, by especially mentioning
Appelmans’ status as a hermit, the scribe probably intended to convince future readers
of the manuscript of the authority and reliability of Appelmans’ sayings in the Glose.
Be this as it may, by this heading we are informed of both the authors’ name
and his status of a hermit any way. It should be pointed out, however, that Appelmans
also is called a broeder. Since the latter term may help to better identify both
Appelmans’ spiritual background and the actual environment he was supposed to live
in, this matter will be briefly scrutinized below. 137
4.2.2 Broeder Gheraert Appelmans
Both Reypens and Ruh point out that the Middle Dutch word broeder used to have
different meanings, depending on the circumstances.
On the one hand, broeder is to relate to a member of a monastic order (in this
particular case the mendicant orders, i.e. the Franciscan and the Dominican orders).
Although any factual evidence is lacking, Ruh obviously lends support to Reypens’
view in that Appelmans probably has been a member of the Dominican order (rather
than being a Friar Minor). 138 This view will be discussed at greater length below.
On the other hand, broeder does not necessarily refer to a member of a
mendicant order, but may also indicate someone living as a hermit. 139 In this context
Reypens argues that the number of Dominicans switching to a solitary life in fact was
much smaller than that of the Friar Minors. Nevertheless, according to Reypens
Appelmans might be considered an exception, at least as long as new information fails
to appear. 140 New information on this topic, however, occurred in a recent study on
medieval hermits published by the British medieval historian Bottomley. 141 In this
study Bottomley points out that ‘the mendicant orders (both Dominicans and
Franciscans) appear to have encouraged their members to pursuit the solitary life.’‘
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In this context, scholarly researchers seem to interpret the connotation example quite differently.
De Grijs, for instance, argued that exemplum does not mean that hermits were supposed to induce
other people to live a similar holy, solitary life. Rather, hermits were exempla in that they show
features of Christ Himself (De Grijs 1983, p. 22). Bottomley, however, stressed that “the example of
hermits was intended to spread the idea of devout and committed life among those ‘still in the
world’” (Bottemley, p. 66).
Fascinating as it may be, a further quest for identifying the toponym rijc…ere will be no part of the
present investigation, since our study is primarily directed at investigating the Glose from a
contextual-literary point of view.
Ruh 1999, p. 138.
Reypens 1927b, p. 121; Ruh 1999, p. 138.
Ibidem, p. 121-122.
Prof. Frank Bottomley is a renowned Medieval Architecture scholar and author of numerous books.
His latest book (dealing with medieval hermits) was directly published at the internet. For further
information see http://ww.zurgy.org/medieval/hermits. Unfortunately, a date of publication is
lacking.
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Moreover, as Bottomley argues, it is not irrelevant to remind ‘that the motto of the
Dominicans was contemplata aliis tradere (passing on to others the fruits of
contemplation)’. 142 On the basis of the above information, then, it may be suggested
that Appelmans was not the exception to the rule, as Reypens argued. Rather, it is not
unlikely that Appelmans – encouraged by his Dominican friars – has been part of a
larger number of Dominicans who consciously chose to be a hermit as a higher type
of existence, by which they could grow closer to God (in particular through severe
asceticism and more or less continuous prayer) as well as help other people attain the
same goal by their exemplary life and their writings. If so, it may be argued that the
interpretation of the Middle Dutch term swaer penitentie doen refers to Appelmans’
exemplary, ascetic way of living as a hermit rather than indicating that Appelmans
did penance in the proper sense of the word (although naturally the one does exclude
the other).
In spite of these considerations, however, we still lack the proper information
when and in what capacity Appelmans actually wrote his Paternoster commentary,
either as an ‘active’ mendicant friar or as a hermit. Although Reypens apparently
takes the latter option for granted 143 , on the basis of the investigation aspects to be
discussed in the next sections, however, it will be clear that both options could be
arguable.
4.2.3 In search of Appelmans’ intellectual and spiritual schooling
As was demonstrated above, most researchers dealing with the Glose-investigation
agree that the odds are very high that Appelmans got a well-qualified schooling, most
probably within Dominican circles. Indeed, based on the fact that Appelmans appears
to be well educated in scholastic theology (as can be concluded from the Glose, see
section 4.2.4), Reypens assumes that Appelmans has not been self-taught, but
probably graduated in theology. 144 This actually raises the question where Appelmans
might have been skilled in theological studies. Was he a magister in theologia
educated at the Paris University which was considered to be most leading then as to
theological studies 145 ? Both Reypens and Ruh point out, however, that Appelmans is
not recorded in the Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis, a register containing the
names of academics enrolled in the Paris University. 146 By way of alternative it may
be suggested, at least according to some Glose-researchers, that Appelmans visited a
Dominican school, probably the Dominican Studium generale (‘general house of
142
143
144

145
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Bottomley, p. 83.
Reypens 1927b, p. 119.
Reypens 1927a, p. 118-119: “Wie over het Vaderons kan schrijven gelijk Appelmans, is zonder
twijfel een onderlegd theologant. En in de gewijde wetenschap is hij niet, gelijk Ruusbroec, een
autodidact: in de scherpe juistheid zijner begrippen, het methodologische zijner behandeling, de
klare en organische bouw van zijn stijl, komt een in merg en been doordrongen scholing aan de
dag.”
It is well-known, that (among others) Appelmans’ contemporary Meister Eckhart obtained the title
Magister in theologia in Paris. See for instance Langer 2004, p. 305: “1302/1303 wirkte er (i.e
Eckhart) als Magister der Theologie in Paris – das erste Pariser Magisterium.”
Reypens 1927b, p. 121; Ruh 1999, p. 138.
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studies’, a Dominican study centre organized by Albertus Magnus in 1248) at Cologne,
a place not far from the Low Countries. 147
Although the question above – i.e. whether Appelmans had an academic
education as a magister in theologia or not – is in itself less important in context of the
topic at issue, a few words will be devoted to discuss the possibility that Appelmans
has been a magister without using the proper title. That such a possibility is not
inconceivable may be deduced from a passage Stutvoet-Joanknecht wrote in her study
on Der Byen Boeck 148 when dealing with the spiritual schooling of its author, the
Dominican Thomas of Cantimpré (1201 – 1272). In this passage Stutvoet-Joanknecht
points out, that Dominicans used to avoid the use of titles, since they apparently felt it
improper to do so because of their preference to social equality. Therefore, as
Stutvoet-Joanknecht argues, ‘bleef men gewoon broeder’. 149 Be this as it may, more
important than the magister-question in itself is the conclusion that Appelmans
appears to be a mystic who obviously speaks with learned authority. 150 Indeed, both
Appelmans’ authoritative way of discussion, his rhetorical capacities and his
significant didactical qualities lead to the assumption that the author of the Glose was
quite experienced as an authoritative teacher. Moreover, the mere fact that
Appelmans does not use any form of auctoritates in the Glose seems to underline this
observation (compare with section 2.3).
4.2.4 Scholastic features in the Glose
One of the arguments for supposing that Appelmans has received a high-quality
schooling concerns the fact that the Glose-text shows to be written by an author who
evidently was tried and tested in scholastic methods. 151 Moreover, it should be noticed
that the Glose (as far as we know) appears to be one of the first Middle Dutch texts in
which scholastic elements – so far mostly incorporated in Latin writings – were
transferred into the vernacular. 152 This raises the question whether such a scholastic
manner of treatment may be an indication as to the constitution of the proper
audience for whom the Glose was intended. Therefore, it is considered useful now to
take a closer look at what is regarded as typical of scholastic methods of treatment.
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Ruh 1999, p. 138: “Aber es gab andere herausragende Bildungsstätten für Theologen: so das
niederland-nahe Studium generale in Köln.” See also Epiney-Burghard, who suggests that
Appelmans’ philosophical vocabulary should be related to his schooling at the “ecole dominicaine
allemande” (Epiney-Burgard 1993, p. 123).
Stutvoet-Joanknecht, C.M, Der Byen Boeck. De Middelnederlandse vertalingen van Bonum
universale de apibus van Thomas van Cantimpré en hun achtergrond. Amsterdam 1999.
Stutvoet-Joanknecht 1999, p. 22.
See also Reypens 1927b, p. 119: “Wij hebben blijkbaar te doen met iemand die het, zonder
aanmatiging, als natuurlijk voelt, met gezag een oordeel te vellen. Hij doet het trouwens met het
gebaar van den leraar die spontaan zijn bewijzen brengt [ ].”
See for instance Ruh 1999, p. 139: “Die Frage zu Beginn einer Auslegung ist in der Glose häufig; sie
gehört zu den scholastischen Formprinzipien“.
That fact actually goes for other regions too, as Angenendt argues: “Die Gattung der spezifisch
scholastisch-wissenschaftlichen Literatur, also die Texte der Schule und Universität, dringt kaum in
die deutsche Sprache ein [ ]” (Angenendt 2005, p. 448).
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It may be clear, that this is not the place to give a detailed account of medieval
scholasticism in itself, and therefore the following remarks must suffice to convey
only a very rough idea of what is meant by the proper term ‘scholastic methods’.
Among the numerous studies dealing with medieval scholasticism, two articles were
selected for consultation purposes mainly on the basis of their specific information on
scholastic methods. 153
The distinguishing mark of scholasticism (at least in the age of its highest
development), as Turner argues, is its use of the dialectical method, a manner of
treating questions by which thesis, objections, and solutions of objections stand out
distinctly in the discussion of each problem. Or, as Weijers explicates, a disputatio
concerns a question ‘die men bevestigend of ontkennend kan beantwoorden en
waarop men in een discussie het juiste antwoord probeert te vinden’. 154 Besides the
Quaestiones disputatae (special treatises on the more difficult topics, following the
method of debate) another (written) form of discussion used in scholastic circles is
presented in the Quodlibeta, miscellanies generally structured in the form of answers
to questions a teacher got presented with. Especially regarding our present research of
the Glose it is interesting to learn that – as Turner stresses in his encyclopaedic article
about scholasticism – such Quodlibet disputes consist of ‘answers to questions which
as soon as a teacher had attained a widespread renown, began to come to him, not
only from the academic world in which he lived, but from all classes of persons and
from every part of Christendom’. 155 This statement appears – more or less – to
correspond to Reypens’ assumption that the Glose includes several Quodlibetquestions presented to Appelmans by mystics in need of spiritual-mystical
guidance. 156
It may be suggested, that in the Glose Appelmans did not use the Quodlibet
technique as an intellectual purpose in itself, i.e. the author did not intend to write a
purely academic treatise on the Paternoster in the form of a Quodlibet. Admittedly,
Appelmans’ application of Qoudlibet questions in the Glose may be partly related to
his scholastic background, since it probably was the proper way Appelmans used to
treat complicated matters in order to get his teaching across with the audience as clear
as possible. More likely, however, the author of the Glose adapted the Quodlibet
technique as a literary reflection of some questions he got presented with by people
153
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First, it concerns an article about scholasticism published in 2008 on the internet side of The
Catholic Encyclopedia. Full citation address: William Turner, ‘Scholasticism’, in: The Catholic
Encyclopedia,Vol. 13. New York 1912. (http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/13548a.htm). In
addition, a second, more recently dated article was consulted, dealing with an analysis of medieval
research methods, written by Olga Weijers (Weijers 2002).
Weijers 2002, p. 8.
Reypens apparently had noticed certain Quodlibet features in Appelmans’ Glose as well, judging by
the following statement: “Het is ook het tijdperk van den vollen bloei der zoogenaamde Quodlibetdisputen, waar ook het bijvoegsel van ons tractaatje schijnt aan te herinneren, gelijk verder gezegd
wordt.”(Reypens 1927b, p. 118, footnote 9).
Reypens 1927b, p. 119: “[ ] een Quodlibet-vraag, ditmaal niet opgeworpen door [ ] magisters [ ],
maar voorgelegd door leiding zoekende mystieken voor wie Appelmans, naast het oude gezag van
leraar, het nog meer gewijde van den Godsman zal hebben verkregen.” See also Reypens 1927b, p.
127.
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who asked for his spiritual guidance. Last but not least, as was touched on earlier,
Appelmans’ way of presentation also may be regarded as an extra argument for his
authority in relation to others.
By way of illustration some of the scholastic ‘question-answer’ techniques occurring
in the Glose will be presented and discussed below (subdivision by me):
[ ]
Dat ander wort.
Verghef ons onse scout. Alsoe wi vergheuen
onsen schulderen. Wie heeft schulderen dan
die algheweldeghe god in sijnre gherechtich
eit : hem sijn sculdech alle sondaren. want
niemen en darf spreken van hem seluen na
enegher wareit dat hi sonder sonde si. alsoe
en darf hi oec spreken dat hi schuldere heb
be. (a) alsus en es nieman onsculdech noch en
heeft schuldare dan die enighe god. ende die hi
onschuldecht heeft met sinen reinen bloede.
(b) Alsoe dit waer es. soe eest waer oec dat wi
schuldare hebben. Nu merct (b1) hoe dat wise
hebben. (lines 283 - 296).
[ ]
Nu merct voertwaerts (b2) waer wi schuldaren
hebben (lines 313- 314).

It may be conceivable that the fifth petition of the Paternoster has given rise to a
general question as to the moral guilt (trespass) people have towards each other.
Instead of giving a straight answer, Appelmans attends to this question by posing a
counter question (to be characterized as a thesis), thus creating the idea of a dialogue
(dispute). The proper answer appears to be twofold and is on first thoughts
contradictory (it sounds like a paradox): a) no one has schuldere but God (lines 190 –
191), and b) everybody has schuldare (lines 192 – 193). Such a line of reasoning,
however, is principally aimed at demonstrating – by means of contrasting techniques
– that the truth lies in both parts of the twofold answer. Subsequently Appelmans
elaborates the second part (b) of his answer by entering the matter in greater depths;
the author indicates (b1) in what way people have schuldare (lines 192 – 193) and (b2)
the reason why people have schuldare (line 204).
Although such a subdivision may also be regarded as characteristic of the way
medieval preachers used to construct their sermons (as will be discussed later on), in
the context of the issue at stake it may be questioned whether Appelmans’ line of
reasoning – as illustrated in the above passage – is to be defined as purely scholastic.
Indeed, compared to the form Weijers describes as most usual for Quodlibet
questions 157 some elements appear to be lacking in the structure of Appelmans’
157

See Weijers 2002, p. 8-9: “De eenvoudigste vorm van de questio disputata is de volgende: na het
formuleren van de vraagstelling volgen een of meer argumenten voor een van beide mogelijke
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‘scholastic’ line of reasoning. The same goes, more or less, for a passage from chapter
XII (subdivision by me):
(a) [ ] Nu vraghe ic ochte enech mensche
daer toe comen mach in deser tijt dat hi des
pater nosters ledech staen mach in alre wise.
(b) Soe sprekic neen. (c) Ende dat beweric in marien
die in haerre moeder liue gheloesset wart
van den euele der erfsonden ende ghestedecht
wart van dien heileghen gheeste. soe dat si
nemmer sonde ane hare ghenemen en mochte:
ende si en stonds niet ledech in alre wise. Noch
oec die apostelen. (lines 405 - 414)

First, the author is recording the disputed question (thesis) in (a), followed by a
negative answer (b). The negation is substantiated by a solid argument (c), the nature
of which is elaborated by means of an authoritative example, in this case concerning
the Holy Mary and the apostles. Considered from the usual scholastic line of
reasoning, however, one would have expected the elaboration of an affirmative
answer as opposite to the negation. Remarkably, however, Appelmans appears to omit
the affirmative part of his answer. That fact may be an extra argument for our above
supposition, that Appelmans did not use the Quodlibet technique as a purpose in
itself, but that the author of the Glose adapted the question-answer technique as a
literary reflection of some questions he got presented with by people who asked for
his spiritual guidance.
4.3 Principal themes of Appelmans’ mystical teaching
As was argued before (see section 4.1), it may be clear that a literary analysis of the
Glose can not be made without briefly indicating some key points characteristic of
Appelmans’ mystical thought. Moreover, in particular given the inkling idea that the
author is emphasizing certain ideas in order to dispel existing misleading ideas, such
an overview may help find sub-answers as to the function and the intended audience
of the Glose. According to Wackers the following principal themes can be discerned
in the Glose: the Godhead, the emanations of the Godhead, the mystical experience,
and the practice of virtues. 158 In the present section a few themes will be discussed in
order to provide better insight into the particular mystical teaching of Appelmans.
4.3.1 Son by nature, son by grace

158

antwoorden, bijvoorbeeld het ontkennende antwoord, en vervolgens argumenten voor het
tegenovergestelde, in dit geval dus het bevestigende antwoord. Deze argumenten zijn niet zomaar
losse meningen: ze hebben vaak de vorm van een syllogisme dat de geldigheid van het argument
aantoont, of zij berusten op een gezaghebbende uitspraak van de algemeen aanvaarde autoriteiten
[ ] en soms [ ] op de experientia, de waarneming van de werkelijkheid.”
Wackers 1976, p. 174.
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Regarding the Godhead, dealt with in the context of the explanation of the opening
words of the Paternoster (Vader, Onse, Die daer es in den hemel), Appelmans
especially illuminates the relations within the divine Trinity, in particular focused at
elucidating the nature of the relationship between the Father and the Son. Although
this is not the place to discuss Appelmans’ Trinity concept in more detail, by
articulating a few passages of the Glose the tenor of Appelmans’ explication may be
better comprehended. When dealing with the word Vader, Appelmans stresses that
the Father is the basis, the generating principle so to say, who brings forth the Son
fully identical to Himself by speaking out the Word to Himself 159 :
[ ]

Dat eerste
wort sprect. vader. Hoe versta wi dat wort.
Die vader es hem seluen in vrochtberecheit
sijnre naturen. ende van vrochtberecheit sijn
re naturen sprekende dat woert gheberende den
sone in alre volcomenre ghelijcheit sijns selfs.
sijns selfs nature een ander persoen. ende
der persoen verlienden sone in vaderliker aert. (lines 5 - 13)

Thus, as Appelmans explicates, the Son is a second divine Person, as to his nature one
with the Father, and acknowledged by the Father as Son, being one with the Father as
to his nature. 160 In order to underline the full identity of the Father and the Son as to
nature once again, the author goes on to say that the Father’s name is the Son. Like
the Father is in the Son, the Son is in the Father, and the Holy Spirit is both in the
Father and the Son:
[ ]
Ghehey
lecht werde dijn name. Dies vaders name es
de sone. ende en ware die sone sone niet. soe en
hadde die vader sinen vaderliken name niet. Want
algader dat die vader es verliende. dat verlijt hi
in den sone. sone van vaderliker aert. Ende oec
en ware die vader vader niet : soe en hadde die
sone sinen soneliken name niet. Want algader dat die
sone es verliende dat verlijt hi in den vader : vader
van soneliker aert. Alsus es die vader in den sone. ende
die sone in den vader. Ende die heileghe
gheest es in hem beiden. ende die name es heilech
in hem seluen. (lines 106 – 118)

159
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See Wackers 1976, p. 175, where Wackers gives a paraphrase of the passage under consideration:
“Door aan en voor Zichzelf het Woord te spreken, in en vanuit de vruchtbaarheid die Zijn wezen is,
baart de Vader de Zoon in volledige gelijkheid aan Zichzelf.”
Ibidem, p. 175 (also paraphrased): “een tweede goddelijke Persoon, één in wezen met de Vader, en
de Vader belijdt die tweede Persoon als Zoon die één is in wezen met de Vader.”
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Like the Son is son of the Father, as Appelmans continues his exposition, man is son of
the Father as well, though he is not a son by nature – as is the Son of God – but a son
by grace. It is by Gods grace only that man can achieve his ultimate destination: being
one with God:
[ ]

Nu sijn wi van ghenaden gods alle so
nen gods ende name des vader. Sal nu die name
des vaders. die wi van ghenaden sijn, gheheilecht
werden : soe moet die naturlike heileghe name
des vaders in ons gheheilecht werden. heilech bekint
ende ghemint werden. soe werden wi gheenecht ende
gheheylecht in den name. dien name dies vader van
sire ghenaden. (lines 118 - 125)

In this context, it is significant to learn that the author keeps harping on the
difference between the nature of the Son of God – Son by nature – and the nature of
men, being named sons of God by His grace only. Together with Appelmans’
unmistakable enunciation that both angels and human creatures are totally
unidentical with the Father 161 such explicit sayings made some Glose researchers
point out that Appelmans repudiates by doing so any form of a pantheistical
conception of God. 162 This issue will be discussed in greater depth later on.
4.3.2 Gods’ transcendence
Another point of attention Appelmans dwells upon in the Glose concerns the true
essence (being) of God. This apparently is a concept which is hard to describe. Indeed,
the author noticeably takes much trouble to approximate to who and what God is.
Sometimes he defines God in hem seluen eengheweldech (line 129), een ommebevanc
ende een hemel aller hemele (lines 141 - 142), other times the author stresses that
God is an es (lines 258, 373). 163 Albeit that man is able to know God (bekinnen) by
intellect (rationally) as well as to deeply love God (minnen met minne), he never will
comprehend who and what God is in Himself, in His grondeloes ouerbliuen (line 75).
By doing so Appelmans obviously inserted a very principal theme into his Glose, in
that he keeps going on about God’s transcendence, surpassing all human creatures in
every respect. For this transcendence of God, as Appelmans argues, the only way
rational creatures may try to describe who God is in Himself, is stamelende gheraden
161

Nochtan en es sijnre substantien noch sijnre naturen niet een twint toten ingelen noch toten
menschen noch te negheenre creaturen (lines 24 - 26).
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Cf. Wackers, when referring to the passage in question: ‘bewuste uitsluiting van pantheïsme’
(Wackers 1976, p. 174). Compare with Reypens 1927b, p. 124, and Epiney-Burgard 1993, p. 122.
The term es may indicate that Appelmans was influenced by thomistic thought. In his writings
Thomas Aquinas extensively discusses the essence of God, calling God an esse, an est and an
ens. See for instance Thomas’ Summa Theologiae I Q. 2a, 1 arg. 2: Ergo Deum esse est per se notum.
And in Sententiae Thomas wrote: Sed Deus verissime est ens et est aliquid, quia bonus et sapiens et
huiusmodi (Sententiae I, Dist. 8, Q. 4, art.1.2.). In addition, also Meister Eckhart appears to discuss
the ens of God, primarily referring to Ex. 3 : 14, I am that I am (Bible, King James Version). See Ruh
1996, p. 299.
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wat god die vader is (line 77 – 78). And even then they must acknowledge: wi en
weten alle creaturen (line 106).
4.3.3 Mystical union with God
In context of his extensive discussion of God’s transcendence, as Reypens argues,
Appelmans connects the adoration of God (in the act of praying) to the mystical union
with God. 164 On the basis of the proper terminology Appelmans is using, Reypens says
to be rather convinced that the author speaks from personal experience, primarily
based on the following passage:
[ ]
Noch een luttel naerre
merct wat anebedene es. Alse de vader be
seten heeft alle de wide des vernuefts gheest. ende
ouernomen ende inghenomen heeft wesen ende
ewecheit des gheests. ende alle sine cracht in
die grondeloese godlijcheit dire heerscap sire
eeren. soe sinct die gheest van dien afgronde
in dat afgront. ende van den yete in een
niet. hier becomet god die vader sijn eighen
eighens in hem seluen in den gheest. Dit es een
ghewarech anebeden des gheests. (lines 32 - 42)

Although Reypens suggestion may be right, the terminology Appelmans is using in
the above passage might be too general to make sure that it reflects a personal
mystical experience. Indeed, it may be possible that Appelmans expresses his personal
view on mystical experiences in terms more generally current in his time.
In the mystical union with God, Appelmans stresses, the human intellect
(vernueft) plays an important part, judging by expressions like een vernueftech
innech lutter minnelec belien den vader (lines 30 - 31) and de wide des vernuefts
gheests (line 34). To achieve the union with God, however, it is even more important
to make the human will fully identical with the will of God. In other words, the most
important condition for becoming one with God concerns the soul’s passivity, i.e. its
complete submission to God’s will (lutterlike gode ghelaten, lines 147 - 148) 165 .
Finally, it should be noticed, as Wackers points out, that Appelmans
emphasizes that it is impossible to achieve full perfection here on earth; perfection
will only be achieved in the hereafter 166 :
[ ] Ende dit 167 gesciet hier, in der erden daer
die ziele es in der erden des lijfs. in enen deele ende
bi blicke : maar hier na alse ons lijf op verstaet
ende salecheit besit metten gheeste. daer besitte
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Reypens 1927b, p. 129.
Wackers 1976, p. 174: “Het is God de Vader die in de ziel, die leeft naar Zijn wil, Zijn eigen Wezen
verwezenlijkt.”
Ibidem, p. 175.
Namely, that the human will becomes totally one with the Father’s will (see lines 154 - 160).
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wi lutterlike des vader eighen in den sone sone
like [ ] (lines 160 - 165)

4.3.4 The social role of mystics
A third significant theme emerging from the Glose concerns Appelmans’ particular
view with regard to the special social role mystics play in Christian society. The
author primarily emphasizes the apostolic meaning of mystical experiences:
[ ]
Ghelijc
dat die sone alle sine crachte ghestrect heeft
in die ghehoersamheit sijns vaders. ende onse
bordene ende om onse schulde gheleden heeft
die bittere doet van minnen : alsoe sijn dese
ghewareghe navolgheren in dier seluer ghe
hoersamheit streckende al hare crachte den
vader teren. onder onse bordene. in al selker
soenliker minnen op dat moghelijc ware dat
si onse bordene ghedraghen mochten alsse die
sone ghedraghen heeft. dat sise gherne drue
ghen. Ende si draghense van buten ende van
binnen in haerre soneliker minnen. (lines 336 - 348)

To put it briefly, as Reypens argues, the core of the mystical experience according to
Appelmans is that of ‘de medeverlossing van de wereld ten koste van zichzelf’. 168
Thus, the mystical life is to be considered a continuation of the life of Christ. By
serving as a spiritual model for other people, mystics (ghewareghe navolgheren, line
341) actually create a situation, as Wackers stresses, ‘dat het voor mensen mogelijk is
deel te hebben aan de verlossing die Christus voor hen verwierf’. 169 In this context,
we also would go back to an earlier remark – as was discussed in section 3.1 – that
David of Augsburg too admonishes his audience to lead a perfect holy life by
following the example of Christ, explicitly aimed at reforming other people’s life by
serving as a perfect spiritual model. On first thoughts, David of Augsburg’s view seems
to corresponds to that of Appelmans, in that both authors emphasize the important
apostolic responsibility mystics are charged with in relation to other people in
particular regarding their salvation. 170 By directly connecting this responsibility to
mystical experiences, however, Appelmans’ idea seemingly differs from David of
Augsburg.
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Reypens 1927b, p. 136.
Wackers 1976, p. 174. Compare with Van Oostrom 2006, p. 423: When dealing with Hadewijch
Van Oostrom points out, that “voor Hadewijch het lijden (aan de mystieke ervaring) een
compromisloos en zelfverloochenend levensprogramma betekent, dat zij enkel kan volhouden in
persoonlijke navolging van Christus en in het perspectief van Zijn toekomstige beloning”. Although
in some respect Hadewijch’s view seems to accord with that of Appelmans, the latter appears to be
far more explicit in emphasizing the social interpretation of the imitation of Christ.
Angenendt too points out that the concept of co-redemption was not quite unusual in the later
Middle Ages (see Angenendt 2005, p. 367).
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In this context, it may be questioned whether Appelmans considers the
apostolic responsibility of mystics emerging from mystical blessings (in the form of
mystical experiences) or the other way round, i.e. whether mystical experiences are
the result of the mystics’ apostolic way of living. The author himself seemingly does
not pronounce upon that matter.
4.3.5 Virtues in the light of internal detachment
As to the practice of virtues, Appelmans stresses that meekness, humility, obedience
as well as spiritual poverty (Armoede des gheests es niet hebben ende des seluen niet
hebben, lines 330 - 332) are among the most principal virtues for men to exercise.
In his Paternoster commentary Appelmans shows, as Wackers argues, that the
cultivation of these proper virtues should be considered in the light of ledich staen,
i.e. personal disengagement, internal detachment from one’s own will, in order to be
entirely one with the will of the Father. 171 Thus, the specific virtues Appelmans is
dealing with in the Glose should be designated as ontological (i.e. realizing innate
perfection by ledich staen) rather than as moral virtues, as was often the case in other
contemporary Paternoster commentaries.
4.3.6 A stand against suspect mysticism?
As was briefly touched on earlier, a close reading of the Glose leads us to suspect that
Appelmans is emphasizing certain ideas in order to dispel existing misleading
conceptions. 172 Indeed, it may be suggested, that the very themes brought up by
Appelmans in context of his Paternoster commentary actually reflect the author’s
concern about certain fallacies occurring in his spiritual neighbourhood. In particular
the way in which Appelmans keeps harping on God’s transcendence versus human
‘nothingness’, the total submission to God’s will (in order to be one with His will), the
emphasis on human humility, spiritual poverty and self-detachment, the special social
task Appelmans assigns to mystics, as well as the author’s repudiation of any form of
pantheistical thought, may be considered too significant to be neglected. These
observations lead us to suppose, that Appelmans – just as Ruusbroec did, though more
indirectly – cautions his audience about the dangers of a suspect mysticism which
developed from the first quarter of the fourteenth century on (or indirectly resulting
from) the mystical teachings of mystics like Meister Eckhart and Marguerite Porete. 173
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Wackers 1976, p. 175.
Also Reypens showed that such a suspicion is not totally unfounded. When dealing with
Appelmans’ concluding question about the necessity of praying the Paternoster (chapter XII of the
Glose), Reypens already assumed that Appelmans has brought this question up “om niet
Denkbeeldige afwijkingen in bepaalde kringen te voorkomen”(Reypens 1927b, p. 119-120).
Against both mystics legal proceedings were taken on the basis of some statements occurring in
their respective writings. See for instance McGinn 1998, p. 246: “We must not forget the important
role of the growing fear of heresy, especially mystical heresy, at the time. [ ] Despite [ ] the fact
that Marguerite’s book was burned along with her, The Mirror of Simple Souls survives in no fewer
than six versions in fourteen languages [ ], making it among the more widely disseminated of the
vernacular mystical texts of the Middle Ages. But the book continued to provoke controversy”.
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In this context Scheepsma points to some developments within the beguine
‘movement’ which obviously encountered resistance on the part of both the regular
clergy and the mendicant orders. Indeed, as Scheepsma argues, on the basis of their
ecstatical experiences some beguines claimed that there was not any distinction
between them and God, so that they were able to reach the bottom of Gods’ divine
essence. 174 In his standard work on medieval religious movements Herbert
Grundmann had argued earlier, that mystically inspired heresies like that of the Free
Spirit were spreading doctrines of a ‘pantheist’ kind, which found a fruitful soil in the
mysticism of the mulieries religiosae, who were receptive to the doctrines of
deification. 175
Although this is not the place to deal with the above suggestion in greater
depth, there is no reason to leave it undiscussed either. On the contrary, in particular
the supposed resemblance to Ruusbroec – e.g. to Ruusbroec’s verbal fight against the
thought of the Free Spirit – tempts to take a closer look. Besides, it should be noticed
that the Dominicans (as Appelmans is supposed to be) contributed a great deal to
securing the orthodoxy of the beguines by combating every form of heresy.
Therefore, the proper issue will be discussed further in chapter 5, where (among
others) the question will be explored to what extent Appelmans and Ruusbroec are on
the same mystical-spiritual wavelength.
4.4 Literary analysis
Supplied with the preceding information necessary to get a clearer picture of the
special nature of Appelmans Glose, it is time to take a closer look at the text’s literary
features. As was indicated in section 4.1, the principal goal of the present chapter will
be to explore to what extent the proper literary aspects of Appelmans’ Paternoster
commentary (e.g. genre, composition, structure, form of presentation) might provide
deeper insight into the supposed function of the text and might help find out in which
mystical circles Appelmans was involved.
4.4.1 Composition and text structure
As to the literary composition of Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary, it is noticeable
that the Glose is divided into twelve parts (chapters) which constitute the principal
structure of the text. Due to the absence of further details we are not informed of
whether it was Appelmans himself who introduced this text structure, or the scribe in
charge of copying the text of the Glose within the manuscript context. 176
As Epiney-Burgard pointed out, the author presents his text as an expositio
(glose) on the Paternoster, using the method of a word-by-word explication. 177 All
chapters start by rendering the text of the several components of the Paternoster into
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Scheepsma 1997, p. 14.
Grundmann 1961, p. 373 – 438.
In the critical edition of Reypens (1927a) the proper twelve parts are reproduced in the form of
twelve chapters numbered in Roman numerals (I – XII).
Epiney-Burgard 1994, p. 121.
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Middle Dutch, sometimes directly followed by the explicative part, other times a
question precedes the proper explication:

[ ]
Ghe
werde de wille dijn alse in den hemel ende in der
erden. God de vader es een ommebevanc ende
een hemel alre hemele. ende die wille des vaders
es sijn bekinnen ende sijn minnen ende sijn weten
ende sijn werken. (lines139 - 144)
[ ]
Onse daghelijc broet
gheeft ons heden. Hoe verstaen wi dat dat broet
onse es : alst gods dies vaders eighen es van
adele sijnre alvolcomenheit dat hi gheeft ende
vergheeft : alsoe eest onse eyghen van sijnre
godliker ghenaden dat wi sine gaue ontfaen. (lines 170 – 175)

In chapters I – IV the author discusses the opening words of the Paternoster (captatio
benevolentiae), i.e. Vader (I), Onse (II), Die bist (III), Die daer es in den hemel (IV),
chapters V – XI are devoted to explain the seven petitions, and chapter XII may be
regarded as a kind of recapitulation. A brief introduction, containing a part of a
scriptural text from Jeremiah precedes the proper text. The Glose is concluded with a
brief postscriptum the nature of which will be discussed in more detail later on.
The division of this Paternoster commentary into twelve parts calls for a closer
examination. The general structure of similar treatises dealing with an explanation of
the Paternoster usually consists of eight till ten parts (i.e. the opening words as a
whole or separately, plus the seven petitions), not counting the optional presence of
an introductory or /and concluding part. By way of comparison, Appelmans appears to
apply a more refined text structure resulting in a ‘deviating’ number of chapters.
Admittedly, the way Appelmans discusses the seven petitions as a unit may be
regarded as traditional. It is noteworthy, however, as Ruh argues, that the author
does neither count the seven petitions separately (i.e. ‘the first petition’, ‘the second
petition’, etc.) nor connect the seven petitions to other septenarius-forms like the
seven gifts of the Holy Spirit or the seven beatitudes, which connection should be
considered usual in the tradition of Paternoster commentaries. 178 Although Ruh may
be right as to the non-counting of the seven petitions separately (though such a
method is not unusual), as to the second part of Ruh’s remark it may be pointed out,
as Adam argued, that septenarius-forms in later Paternoster commentaries – at least in
the German region – were mentioned, but often without being explicatively
178

See Ruh 1999, p. 139: “Diese Gliederung ist insofern die übliche, als sie die sieben Bitten enthält (VXI), jedoch ohne sie zu zählen und ohne Hinweis auf andere Siebenergruppen, die in der Tradition
den Bitten zugeordnet werden.“
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elaborated. 179 It may be suggested that the omission of any connection to septenariusforms in the Glose was a next step in the innovation process of a more personally
marked interpretation. In addition, as was demonstrated earlier (see section 2.4), in
speculative Paternoster commentaries (as the Glose is supposed to be) the use of
septenarius-forms for explicative purposes appears to be very unusual. Anyway, it
may be clear that both textual features may contribute to a better identification of the
function of the Glose in comparison with other contemporary Paternoster
commentaries.
As to the more refined textual structure Appelmans applies in the Glose, it
may be suggested that the author had a plausible reason for such a refinement. This
will become clear when treating the chapters of the Glose separately. First, however,
further attention will be given to the global composition of the text in relation to
literary genres 180 . Is the Glose to be regarded actually as a treatise? Or, are there
textual features indicating that the Glose originally might have functioned as a
sermon on the Paternoster?
4.4.2 Composition and literary genre
As was noticed in the previous chapters 181 , in the course of time many Paternoster
commentaries were written in the form of a treatise, thus providing more space for an
introductory part (prologue), digressions and a recapitulation or concluding part
(epilogue). By way of illustration, both Thomas Aquinas’ In orationem dominicam 182
and the anonymous Corte glose (see section 3.2 and 3.4 respectively) start with an
extensive prologue, followed by the proper explicative part, to be concluded with a
(kind of) epilogue.
In this context, then, it is considered useful to give the Glose’s literary form a
moment’s thought. Indeed, when comparing the general features of a certain text
presented in the form of a treatise with those of the Glose, it may be suggested that
the Glose apparently meets all the requirements to be regarded as a Paternostertreatise: a brief prologue, followed by the proper Paternoster explication and
concluded with a (kind of) epilogue. Yet, the notion ‘treatise’ can be regarded as a
broad notion under the colours of which a lot of medieval texts appear to fit. In the
case of the Glose, then, it may be wise to examine the textual features more closely,
since they might provide better insight into the intended (original) function of the
text.
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Adam 1976, p. 50: “Vom Beispiel der Väter sind viele Auslegungen in deutscher Sprache beeinflusst
worden; sie haben Septenare in wechselnder Zahl zur Erklärung des Vaterunsers herangezogen.
Jedoch haben sich die Septenare nicht in allen Auslegungen befruchtend ausgewirkt, gelegentlich ist
das Prinzip der Siebenketten zum leeren Schema geraten, das um seiner selbst willen erwähnt, aber
nicht in die Deutung des Vaterunsers integriert ist.”
It may be clear that medieval texts usually are determined and classified by means of modern genre
definitions.
See in particular chapter 2, section 2.3.
Although Thomas Aquinas originally hold his Paternoster exegesis in the form of a series of sermons,
the proper texts were passed down in the form of a treatise.
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4.4.2.1 The Glose : features of a treatise?
As was noticed above, a brief ‘introduction’ precedes the proper explicative part of
the Glose :
Iheremias sprect ghi selt mi heten
vader. sprect die here. Hier om leert ons
onse here ihesus christus tanebedene ende te bidde
ne den vader in den pater noster. (lines 2 – 5)

The scriptural text concerned (Jeremiah 3 : 19) is used as the proper starting point
from which Appelmans develops his explanation of the Paternoster. Whereas such a
method should not be considered exceptional for late-medieval spiritual and mystical
treatises 183 , as far as we know the use of a scriptural text as a starting point for
Paternoster commentaries is rather rare.
In this context an observation of Ruh should be involved. When dealing with
Meister Eckhart’s thematic text disposition in his (Latin) treatises on the basis of a
scriptural text, Ruh points out that ‘in der Disposition, Eckhart, scholastischer
Methode gemäss, dem Prinzip der Text-Gliederung (litteras punctare) folgt.’ 184
Returning to the Glose, it may be argued that Appelmans – in comparison with
Eckhart’s thematic division of a biblical text – uses a biblical text as a starting point,
but the proper method of litteras punctare is not elaborated anywhere in his
Paternoster commentary. Such a mode of treatment, however, appears not to be that
unusual. In this context it may be pointed out that Appelmans – as to leaving the
scriptural opening text unelaborated – is closer to another treatise of Ruusbroec, i.e.
Vanden geesteliken tabernakel. 185 Indeed, in the prologue of that treatise Ruusbroec
takes a biblical verse as a theme, namely Loept alsoe dat ghi begripen moegt (1 Cor. 9 :
24 Vulg). In the rest of the treatise, however, Ruusbroec does not elaborate this Bible
quotation anywhere, except from briefly mentioning it in the final part of his
treatise 186 . Actually, this treatise of Ruusbroec is entirely devoted to provide a
spiritual interpretation of the Old Testament Ark and tabernacle structure. 187
On the other hand, it should be pointed out, that most medieval preachers
used to hold their sermons directly related to a biblical text (either in a liturgical
setting or freely chosen). So, may we assume that the original function of Appelmans’
Glose was that of a sermon? Although Ruh regards the form of a sermon as
183
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In particular Jan van Ruusbroec used to apply this method into his mystical treatises. In his bestknown work Die Chierheit der Geesteliker Brulocht, for instance, Ruusbroec presents the theory of
mystical aspiration as an analysis of the text Siet, die brudegom comt, gaet ute hem te ontmoete
(Mathew 25 : 6). The four component parts of the text are analyzed three times in their relation to
the three levels of spiritual life, the highest of which is the contemplative life, attainable for only a
few. (cf. Meyer 1978, p. 29).
Ruh 1993, p. 299.
Thanks to Paul Wackers, who tipped me off about these similarities.
That fact may be considered another similarity to the Glose, as will be further discussed in section
4.4.3.2.
See for instance Faesen 2007, p. 83: “Het boek Exodus vermeldt dat aan Mozes duidelijk gemaakt
wordt hoe de ark gebouwd moet worden. Ruusbroec interpreteert dit in geestelijke zin: de mens is
ten diepste een heiligdom van Gods aanwezigheid, en een plek van Godsontmoeting.”
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characteristic of fourteenth-century treatises 188 , certain textual features of the Glose
actually give cause to pose the above question. Therefore, it may be useful to consider
now some textual features of the Glose in more detail in order to possibly answer the
question above.
4.4.2.2 The Glose: originally a sermon?
From theoretical studies on the literary structure of medieval sermons we learn that a
literary text ought to meet a number of characteristics (form principles) to be called a
sermon. Mertens, for instance, describes the sermon structure generally used in the
late Middle Ages as follows:
I.
II.
III.

Introduction (title and theme)
Corpus (divisio and dilatatio, eventually a further division
of the text into subdivisiones)
Conclusion (recapitulation or an exhorting remark,
closing formula). 189

Scheepsma – though in a different context – apparently accords with such an overall
structure, but he points out that it should be regarded as a general model, ‘dat in de
praktijk lang niet altijd in deze vorm gerealiseerd werd’. 190 Partly on the basis of the
structural model above, however, it is possible to explore as to what extent the Glose
may be regarded as a sermon.
First, Appelmans’ use of the biblical text from Jeremiah (ghi selt mi heten
vader, sprect die here) might be considered the theme of the ‘sermon’, followed by a
brief introduction of the principal meaning of the proper text. Subsequently, given
the principle of the litteras punctare one would have expected that Appelmans –
somehow or other – elaborates the theme in a divisio, for instance 1) ghi, 2) selt mi
heten, 3) vader. In contrast with Mertens’ model, however, the Corpus of Appelmans’
supposed sermon does not show any trace of a divisio of the theme nor a dilatatio, at
least not explicitly. It may be argued, however, – referring to Scheepsma’s remark
above – that the first eleven chapters of the Glose implicitly constitute the divisio of
the sermon, as each of them treats a certain aspect (component) of the Paternoster as a
whole. Moreover, most chapters end with a brief conclusion 191 , as can be
demonstrated by the next passage concluding chapter VI:
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“Die Glose hat wie eine Predigt ein Textwort. [ ] Diese Anlehnung an die Predigt wird im 14.
Jahrhundert ziemlich regelhaft.” (Ruh 1999, p. 139).
Mertens 2007, p. 2.
Scheepsma 2005, p. 31-32.
Remarkably, in the French translation of the Glose by Epiney-Burgard the concluding part of every
chapter is regarded as anticipating the next chapter, judging by, for instance, the change from
chapter VI to VII: “Et pour que ce règne vienne en nous et soit accompli comme le Père, dans sa
science et son amour a voulu qu’il soit accompli en nous par sa grâce divine, le Fils nous enseigne à
le demander et à prier le Père en ces mots: (VII) Ta volonté soit faite sur terre comme au ciel.”
(Epiney-Burgard 1993, p. 128).
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[ ]
Ende dat dit ons
toecome. ende volbracht werde alset die va
der ewelike bekint ende ghemint heeft. in ons te
volbringhene van sijnre godliker ghenaden. dat
leert ons de sone innerlike tanebedene ende te
bidden den vader in desen woerde. (lines 134 - 139)

Finally, to complete this picture of Appelmans’ supposed sermon, in conformity with
Mertens’ model chapter XII of the Glose might be considered the Conclusion of the
sermon, since in that chapter Appelmans seems to go back to the core text included in
the Introduction (i.e. Hier om leert ons onse here ihesus cristus tanebedene ende te
biddene den vader in den pater noster) 192 :
[ ]

Nu vraghe ic ochte enech mensche
daer toe comen mach in deser tijt. dat hi des
pater nosters ledech staen mach in alre wise.
Soe sprekic neen. (lines 405 - 408)

In this context the last passage of chapter XII might be regarded as a closing formula
typical of a sermon.
[ ] Dat wi gode den vader anebeden ende
bidden alsoet sijn eengheboerne sone be
kint ende mint den vader eerlijc ende ons salech
lijc : dies helpe hi ons dore sine ontfarmech
ede. Amen. (lines 423 - 427)

4.4.2.3 Absence and presence of sermon features
The above arguments actually are too poor to definitely designate the Glose as a
(originally written) sermon. Indeed, besides the form principles characteristic of a
sermon (as discussed above), the connotations ‘sermon’ and ‘sermon features’ as such
still have to be more accentuated in order to explore whether the Glose was originally
hold / written as a sermon (or not).
First, as Mertens stresses – following Zieleman 193 – it is important to
distinguish Middle Dutch sermons into two different types: predicatie and preek.
Whereas predicatie is to be regarded as a liturgical act (oral performance), the term
preek is exclusively reserved for the sermon as a text or literary genre (written
predicatie). 194 According to Mertens both types of sermons used to have their own
specific features, but in the practice of writing these features appear to merge into one
another. Moreover, what makes this matter even more complicated is the fact that
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This issue will be discussed at greater length in section 4.4.3.2.
See footnote 3 in Mertens 2007, p.1.: G.C. Zieleman, Middelnederlandse epistel- en
evangeliepreken. Leiden 1978, p. 9.
Mertens 2007, p. 1. Besides, as Mertens points out, Zieleman also uses the term prediking as a more
general indication of the preaching of the Gospel.
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many late-medieval treatises apparently are written in the form of a preek (i.e.
artificially using oral sermon features), and the other way round, that predicaties
appear to be recorded as treatises, thus lacking any form of features characteristic of
preken. 195 In this context, Mertens stresses that it is important to explicate the very
occurrence of sermon features in certain texts rather than accounting for their
absence. Indeed, the presence of sermon features in texts generally indicates that the
author (or editor) consciously applied such literary techniques, ‘als een weloverwogen
literaire strategie’. 196 By way of illustration Mertens refers to a study of Schwierer in
which the author concentrates on the oral features in (written) sermons ‘die volgens
hem de fictie van oraliteit willen bewerkstelligen ten dienste van een oraliteit nadat
de preek opgeschreven is. Volgens hem is de oraliteit het voornaamste verschil tussen
de preek en het geestelijk traktaat.’ 197
Based on the above remarks, then, we will explore whether Appelmans’
Paternoster commentary actually shows the presence of sermon features. If so, in
addition it will be necessary to consider to what extent the nature of these features
may be interpreted either as referring to an oral reality or as the conscious application
(afterwards) of a literary strategy.
As a matter of fact, in the Glose a lot of textual elements seemingly remind of
an orally communicative situation, in which the preacher (in casu Appelmans) is
supposed to be in close contact with his audience. First, Appelmans frequently poses
questions, sometimes indirectly (rhetorical) 198 , other times obviously directed at an
audience of listeners. Although the nature of some questions in the Glose can be
primarily related to Appelmans’ scholastic background (see section 4.2.3), it may be
clear that the one is not inconsistent with the other. Secondly, the author appears to
be familiar with the use of stylistic elements directly derived from the spoken
language: nu merct (lines 29, 184, 265, 313, 383), hier na seldi horen (line 28), nu
segghen wi (line 237), nu hebdi gehoert (line 264), nu vraghe ic (line 405). Moreover,
in line 43 Appelmans seems to address the audience in a most direct way:

Vernuefteghe creaturen, wie verstaen wi vernuefteghe creaturen, dat die vader onse
es? Finally, in the postscriptum the author (or someone else, as we will see later on)
uses the words dese redenen. It may be questioned, however, whether that use of
spoken language sufficiently indicates the reality of oral communication.
In this context, an interesting view of Scheepsma should be counted. When
discussing the function of oral elements (directly derived from spoken language)
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Mertens 2007, p. 20-22.
Ibidem 2007, p. 21. See also p. 22: “De afwezigheid van preekkenmerken is geen defect van preken
en behoeft geen specifieke verklaring. Als we preekkenmerken aantreffen, moeten we ze verklaren
hetzij als ongewilde resten van de predicatievorm die niet als storend ervaren werden, hetzij als een
gewilde strategie om iets te bewerkstelligen. Wat dat ‘iets’ is, moet per geval achterhaald worden”
Ibidem, p. 21, footnote 114.
Rhetorical questions encourage the listener to reflect on what the implied answer to the question
must be. An example of such a rhetorical question can be found in chapter IV of the Glose, in which
Appelmans, when dealing with the different divine residences of God, asks: Seluer du best? (see lines
105 – 106).
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present in the Limburgse sermoenen 199 , Scheepsma starts to suggest that such oral
elements were inserted into the Limburgse sermoenen in order to create the idea of
an oral situation. 200 So far, Scheepsma’s view seems to correspond to Mertens’s. Even
more interesting, however, is Scheepsma’s additional remark, in that he suggests that
the compiler of the Limburgse sermoenen inserted such oral elements mainly because
of the intended function of this Middle Dutch sermon collection, i.e. to be read aloud
(probably in refectories). 201 May we declare that suggestion (indirectly) applicable to
the Glose, i.e. was Appelmans’ texts intended to be read aloud?
Before drawing preliminary conclusions with respect to the Glose, however,
in context of the above discussion just one final point of attention has to be involved.
In line with the previous remarks concerning the supposed original nature of the
Glose, the possibility that Appelmans’ text – as a sermon – has been recorded by
(someone of) his audience should not be neglected as well. Indeed, it is remarkable
that in chapter IV, for instance, where the author deals with the words Die daer es in
den hemel, the proper explanation appears to be presented (recorded?) in a brief
‘point by point-form’, without using any verbal forms:
[ ]
Die daer es in den hemel.
In den naturliken sietliken hemel [ ]
Ende in dien vernuefteghen gheesteliken hemel [ ]
Ende in den vorbranden hemel [ ] (lines 88 - 105)

In comparison with, for instance, the opening words of chapter III and VIII the
difference may become clear:
Die bist. In desen woer
de verstommen alle gheschapene gheeste. ende
moeten lien wi en weten (lines 67 - 69 )
Onse daghelijc broet
gheeft ons heden. Hoe verstaen wi dat dat broet
onse es : (lines 170 – 171)

Both illustrations show a smooth syntactical change from the opening words of the
petition in question to the proper explication. In the case of chapter IV, however,
199
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Within the field of Dutch literature the Limburgse sermoenen constitute a unique collection of
sermons from the late thirteenth century. In addition to material translated from German it contains
a unique series of vernacular sermons on the Song of Songs, which reveal unsuspected connections
with the mystical authors Beatrijs van Nazareth and Hadewijch.
Scheepsma 2005, p. 183: “De orale elementen die in [ ] de Limburgse sermoenen zijn aangebracht,
hebben de bedoeling om de suggestie van een mondelinge vertelsituatie te wekken. Dat de
samensteller van de Limburgse sermoenen meer van deze effecten gebruikt, is goed te verbinden
met zijn streven om zijn teksten zoveel mogelijk ‘preekvorm’ te geven.”
Scheepsma 2005, p. 183: “Hij (i.e. the compiler) probeert zoveel mogelijk een mondelinge
voordrachtsituatie te benaderen in de Limburgse sermoenen, wat te begrijpen is vanuit een primaire
functie als voorleesboek.”
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such a smooth change is obviously lacking, although the explicative part in itself is
syntactically correct. Should this be attributed to someone, being among Appelmans’
audience, who quickly has recorded (point to point) Appelmans’ explication
(sermon)?
Based on the above observations, we now may balance the pros and cons of our
former hypothesis that the original text of the Glose has been a sermon, originated
from a direct contact between the author and his audience. First of all, it may not be
excluded that the Glose is the written form (preek) of a sermon (predicatie) held by
Appelmans when he took – as a Dominican priest – a part in preaching activities.
More likely, however, the Glose – in whichever form – originated when Appelmans
was living as a hermit. Indeed, as was discussed earlier (see section 4.2.4) hermits
often were consulted by people in need of spiritual-mystical guidance. Therefore, it
may be assumed that the Glose originated from oral contacts between author and
audience, which might explain the occurrence of oral elements in the Glose.
There is, however, another possibility. In comparison with the four
Paternoster commentaries discussed in chapter 3, it may be pointed out that any
suggestion of a situation of ‘direct communication’ between author and audience is
totally absent in all four Paternoster commentaries. 202 A possible answer may be, that
all four commentaries, though differing in elaboration, especially were intended to
make the seven petitions of the Paternoster most comprehensible for their different
audiences of readers. In the case of the Glose, however, it may be suggested that an
oral presentation to an audience of hearers actually constituted the proper basis of the
Glose-text (either written by the author or recorded by someone of the audience). In
addition, referring to Mertens’ and Scheepsma’s remarks concerning the specific
function of inserting (preserving) oral elements into certain texts, it is not unlikely
that such elements were consciously inserted (preserved) into the Glose-text as a
literary strategy in order to give the text a ‘sermon-like make-up’. Even though the
Glose – at least in the form in which the text is included in the manuscript – can be
designated as a treatise, the presence of oral elements surely could be intended to
enliven the Glose for an audience of hearers to whom the text was read (aloud).
4.4.3 Relation between structure, form and thought
Whereas the Middle Dutch grammatical structure of the opening words in the Glose
obviously reminds us of the corresponding Latin text (Pater noster qui es in caelis), it
is significant that Appelmans is splitting up the original phrase Die daer es in den
hemel into two supplementary components, e.g. Die bist (qui es) and Die daer es in
den hemel (qui es in caelis). In comparison with the four Paternoster commentaries
discussed earlier in chapter 3, all of them being confined to discuss the phrase qui es
in caelis as a whole, the extra partition Appelmans applies in the Glose should be
considered a conscious choice. By treating the phrase Die bist separately, i.e. apart
from the place where God thrones (in den hemel), Appelmans evidently wants to
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Even in Thomas Aquinas’ Paternoster commentary, which is based on a series of sermons on the
Paternoster, any trace of sermon features is lacking.
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stress Gods’ transcendental being, the essence He is in himself, i.e. incomprehensible
and inexpressible for human creatures, as the next passage will illustrate:

[ ]
Die bist. In desen woer
de verstommen alle ghescapene gheeste. ende
moeten lien wi en weten. ende dat es dat alre
ouerste dat dies menschen vernueft begripen
mach. dat wi vernueftelike bekinnen ende minneli
ke minnen dat wi gods niet entwint begripen
en moghen alsoe hi is in hem seluen. (lines 67 -73).
Although this way of handling the question of who God is in Himself is to be related
to the negative theology initiated by Pseudo-Dionysius the Aereopagite – i.e. the
denial of the possibility of speaking about God except in negatives – it may be
supposed that Appelmans inserts an extra partition (Die bist) to make stand against
the growing idea of deification, an old mystical concept which took root again from
the thirteenth century onward, culminating in the first half of the fourteenth
century. 203 According to McGinn, deification or divinization concerns the special idea
that certain people (most women) believed to have been in some way
transubstantiated from their physical existence to a higher divine body 204 . Deification
also suggests that human creatures were able to become god themselves, being so
much ‘one with God’ (without distinction) that ‘God might become human and
humans become God’ 205 , ‘one god with God, so that whatever He wills they will and
they can be united in complete union in no other way.’ 206 As was already noticed
above, by emphasizing God’s transcendence as completely distinct from human
‘nothingness’, as well as His fundamental incomprehensibility for human creatures, it
may be assumed that Appelmans thought it necessary to resist the idea of human
creatures being (or becoming) God, thus inserting an extra partition especially
devoted to denounce what he considered misleading.
4.4.3.1 Directly addressing God
In chapter IV of the Glose Appelmans continues his explanation of the words Die daer
es in den hemel. It is significant that this part of Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary
has been written in a literary form that is deviating from the other chapters. 207
Indeed, whereas chapters I – III and V – XII are presented in a literary form in which
the author directly addresses his audience in the we-form (thus including himself),
chapter IV has been written in a form in which God is directly addressed in person:
203
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See for instance McGinn 1998, p. 112.
Ibidem, p. 185.
Ibidem, p. 296.
Ibidem, p. 239.
In his comment on chapter IV of the Glose Ruh passes this question, only stressing that “Gottes
Existenz im Himmel Anlass ist (for Appelmans), an seine Proprietäten und Zuwendungen zu
erinnern.” (Ruh 1999, p. 141).
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[ ] ende in dien vernuefteghen
gheesteliken hemel. met dien grondeloesen
utevlotene dijnre ontfarmecheit ende dijnre
guede. ende met dien ordeninghen dijnre ewegher
wijsheit. ende met dien beelde dijnre heiligher
drieuoldicheit [ ] (lines 64-67)

As was demonstrated earlier in the previous chapter (see section 3.1), the form of
directly addressing God in person – at least within the framework of the proper
Paternoster explanation – was already used by David of Augsburg, who entirely wrote
the first part of his commentary in the form of a prayer 208 , just as the anonymous
author of the Middle Dutch Corte glose would do about hundred years later (see
section 3.4). The use of this literary form of presentation was, as we have suggested
earlier, innovative, while offering more room for personal articulation; the devout
praying person was enabled to express his personal relationship with God in a new,
more detailed way. From that point of view, Appelmans’ use of the ‘prayer-form’
should not be regarded as unusual. Yet, the question remains why the author actually
confined the adaptation of such a ‘prayer-form’ to just one chapter, and in particular
why to chapter IV? Although we should endorse the sigh Appelmans is heaving at the
end of chapter IV: wi en weten alle creaturen, at first it may be suggested that
Appelmans embroiders on the word es, which is in fact the second person singular of
the Middle Dutch verb sijn. More likely, however, Appelmans uses here another
literary mode to express that God, though far above all human creatures as to His
divine majesty and His transcendence, at the same time is so close to (or in the inner
self of) every devout praying person that there actually is no distance between them
in the act of praying. 209
Although the chapters V – XI are interesting with regard to their content, the literary
features in the text they appear to be – except from the frequent use of scholastic
formulas – not that significant. Therefore, finally briefly attention will be paid to
chapter XII of the Glose as well as to the postscriptum of the text, before concluding
the present chapter with an evaluation of the observations emerging from the
different points of discussion.
4.4.3.2 The Glose: based on a disputed question?
Some Glose-researchers appear to agree in assuming that the twelfth chapter of the
Glose is not only a recapitulation of the preceding chapters, as sometimes is the case
in other Paternoster commentaries (see chapter 3). Reypens, for instance, suggested
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It may be clear that the term ‘prayer’ does not only refer to ‘a petition to God’. It may also be
interpreted as worshipping God. For that matter, in the Glose Appelmans himself makes a
distinction between bidden and anebeden.
See also Angenendt 2005, p. 533: “Das Wesen allen Betens ist Zwiegespräch mit Gott als einem
Gegenüber”.
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that chapter XII of the Glose should be regarded as a kind of appendix, in which
Appelmans apparently pronounces upon a disputed question either raised by his
audience or by himself (see section 4.2.4). 210 For his part Ruh simply considers chapter
XII a concluding part of the Glose on a certain question; he paraphrases Appelmans’
own words, without discussing the proper question in more detail. 211 Wackers, finally,
does not discuss this matter either, except from giving an interpretation of the phrase
des pater nosters ledech staen which – at least in contextual perspective – may be
considered disputable. 212
As was already illustrated above (though in a different context, see section 4.4.2) the
question under consideration is formulated as follows:
[ ] Nu vraghe ic ochte enech mensche
daer toe come mach in deser tijt dat hi des
pater nosters ledech staen mach in alre wise.
Soe sprekic neen. (lines 405 - 408)

Among the research questions posed in the introductory part of the present chapter
one intriguing question particularly dealt with the suspicion whether there was an
immediate cause for writing the Glose in the proper way Appelmans did. In particular
the fact that Appelmans opens the above question with the word Nu asks for special
attention. In this case it may be suggested that Nu indicates a situation of insight
acquired from previous experiences or explications (i.e. now that) rather than
meaning now in the sense of at present. If this assessment is correct, we may agree
with Reypens’ suggestion that Appelmans’ question (and answer) in chapter XII of
the Glose is in fact to be regarded as an immediate cause for writing his Glose op den
Pater Noster. If so, what then might have been the reason?
Though entirely hypothetical, the following situation may have occurred.
Once upon a time, some people, acquainted with Appelmans’ authority in spiritual
affairs, came to visit him because of a burning question they liked to present to him:
‘Is it true, as we have recently learned, that the soul when unified with God no longer
has independent needs or desires? And if so, does that mean that a liberated soul does
not need to concern itself with masses, sermons, fasts, or prayers, since God is already
there without these intermediaries? Is there, then, any reason to pray the petitions of
the Paternoster any longer?’
In spite of its speculative character, it may be argued that such a question was
not inconceivable at all in Appelmans’ time. As was suggested earlier (see section 4.3),
210
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Reypens 1927b, p. 119: “Allereerst kan ons, in dezen zin, de beslistheid treffen waarmee de eremijt
[ ] uitspraak doet in een twistvraag die hij op het eind van zijn tractaat in een soort aanhangsel te
berde brengt.”
Ruh 1999, p. 144: “Das abschliessende Kapitel XII stellt die Frage, ob ein Mensch in dieser Zeit dazu
gelangen kann, des Vater unser in jeder Hinsicht nicht mehr zu bedürfen. Die Antwort ist: nein, und
begründet wird dieses Nein mit Maria [ ]”
Wackers 1976, p. 188: “des….staen: het op volledig zelfonthechte wijze beoefenen van de
voorschriften van het Onze Vader.”
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in the first quart of the fourteenth century a suspect mysticism developed on (or
indirectly resulted from) the mystical teachings of mystics like Meister Eckhart and
Marguerite Porete, together with the rise of a heretical ‘movement’ called the
Brethren of the Free Spirit. In his inspiring study on the heresy of the Free Spirits in
the later Middle Ages, Lerner points out, that Free Spirits believed that they could
attain full union with God on earth. For them identification between God and the
soul was so immediate and complete that there was no need for any mediation on the
part of the clergy or any need to seek counsel from learned men. “They saw no reason
to worship the saints and rejected prayers, fasting, and confession as useless and
unnecessary for the deified.” 213 Even more interesting in context of the hypothetical
passage above is a statement of Pace, pointing out that for people in such a state of
quietude ‘no preparation is required before Communion nor thanksgiving after other
than that the soul remains in its usual state of passive resignation; and the soul must
not endeavour to arouse in itself feelings of devotion. Interior souls resign themselves,
in silence, to God; and the more thorough their resignation the more do they realize
that they are unable to recite even the "Pater Noster"’ 214 . Finally, to quote a saying of
Marguerite Porete herself, as she wrote in her book The Mirror of Simple Souls, the
soul "does not seek God by penance, nor by any sacrament of the Holy Church, nor by
thoughts, words, or works, because it is saved by ‘faith without works’." 215
Although any evidence is lacking, it may be suggested, then, that the people
who supposedly visited Appelmans were rather worried about such ‘dangerous’
sayings. And it may be even more likely, that this was the proper reason why
Appelmans thought it necessary to explain to them what actually was the meaning of
tanebedene ende te biddene den vader in den pater noster.
Returning to the opening words of chapter XII, where Appelmans is suggested
to resume the key question about the necessity of praying the Paternoster, it may be
assumed that the author - by saying Soe sprekic neen - firmly rejects the idea of a
supposed uselessness of praying in general and of praying the Paternoster in
particular. In the previous eleven chapters Appelmans had done his utmost to explain
– step by step – the actual tenor of the different Paternoster petitions. Now, in the
twelfth chapter the author thinks he has explained enough to make his audience
understand why praying the Paternoster always remains necessary, even for mystics.
4.4.3.3 The postscriptum
Finally, briefly attention will be paid to the postscriptum by which the Glose is
concluded. After the closing formula by which Appelmans closes his Paternoster
commentary, the text of the Glose in the manuscript contains a brief postscriptum:
[ ]
Luter weten ende wa
nen es onghelijc. Weten es in den hemel:
213
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Lerner 1972, p. 205.
Pace, Edward. "Quietism." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 12. New York 1921.
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wanen es in der tijt. Dese redenen ver
sta ic alsus wanende. ende late ende beslute
algader mijn wanen ende dese redene in den
onwandelbaren wetene gods. ende in der ghe
meinsamheit sijnre heylegher kerstenheit. (lines 427 – 433)

Whereas Ruh does not involve this postscriptum in his discussion of the Glose at
all 216 , Reypens, Wackers and Epiney-Burgard refer to it, though obliquely. Reypens
stresses that Appelmans designates his exposition on the Paternoster as a wanen that
he submits to the Holy Church. 217 Wackers argues that ‘Appelmans eindigt met een
relativering van zijn denkbeelden’. 218 The same goes for Epiney-Burgard assuming
that the epilogue (postscriptum ) of the Glose was inspired by caution. 219 Apparently
all three researchers assume that this postscriptum was written by Appelmans himself.
Indeed, the use of similar terminology like in deser heiligher kerstenheit (line 233)
and in der ghemeinsamheit sijnre heylegher kerstenheit (postscriptum line 433)
makes such an assumption plausible. Moreover, the term beslute (line 430) seems to
indicate that it is Appelmans himself who closes his exposition.
In a brief manuscript description of the Glose, however, Kwakkel noticed that
the passage under consideration actually constitutes the opening lines of an excerpt of
another mystical treatise (following the Glose in the manuscript). 220 Although
Kwakkel may be right, the observations emerging from our own recent manuscript
investigation of the Glose actually could not confirm Kwakkel’s idea. As may be
evident from the enclosed pictures (f.150r and f.151v, the two last pages of the Glosemanuscript), the passage at issue starts on the same line as the final Glose-word Amen
(line 427) and obviously was written by the same hand as well as in the same colour
of ink. We realize, however, that this observation does not constitute a decisive
counter-argument against Kwakkel’s hypothesis. Therefore, it may be suggested that
further investigation is required to find a more convincing argumentation.
4.5 Recapitulation and evaluation
In the present chapter quite a lot of contextual questions were under discussion, and
now it may be asked whether and to what extent the findings resulting from those
different contextual investigations really did help enlarge our insight into the nature
and function of the Glose. Therefore, this final section will be devoted to
recapitulating the main points in question in order to formulate some preliminary
answers.
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Ruh 1999, p. 144: “Die Handschrift hat noch eine kurze Nachschrift. Sie kann hier unbehandelt
bleiben.”
Reypens 1927b, p. 119: “[ ] die, met den echten ootmoed der mystieken, heel zijn hooge
uiteenzetting als een ‘wanen’ bestempelt, dat hij aan de Kerk onderwerpt [ ].”
Wackers 1976, p. 189.
Epiney-Burgard 1993, p. 123.
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As to the question whether Appelmans’ Glose is differing exactly from other
contemporary Paternoster commentaries, it may be argued that there are both
similarities and differences between the Glose and the four Paternoster commentaries
discussed in chapter 3.
First, both Appelmans’ use of a word-by-word explanation of the Paternoster in the
Glose and the author’s treatment of the seven petitions as a unit (of seven) appears to
correspond with the form of presentation in most other Paternoster commentaries.
The Glose differs, however, in that Appelmans takes more latitude to explain God’s
‘being’, resulting in a more refined text structure. Moreover, in contrast with some
other Paternoster commentaries, Appelmans does neither apply any septenarius-form
nor auctoritates in the Glose. As was suggested earlier, this can be related to
Appelmans’ attitude as a learned authority. More important, however, is the
particularly mystical nature of the Glose, at least in comparison with the Paternoster
commentaries of David of Augsburg, Thomas Aquinas and the anonymous author of
the Corte glose. Whereas these commentaries primarily were intended to explain the
proper meaning of the seven petitions as clear as possible, the mystical, often
complicated nature of the Glose seems to serve a different goal. As was demonstrated
earlier, the interpolation of personal (mystical) thought into late-medieval Paternoster
commentaries can be related to changing theological views as well as to the needs of a
changing audience. In this case, it may be suggested that the latter, i.e. the needs
(questions of mystical nature, see section 4.4.3.2) of Appelmans’ audience, especially
gave rise to Appelmans’ personal teaching on mystical affairs in context of the
Paternoster. Or, to put it differently, whereas the authors of the four Paternoster
commentaries discussed earlier probably took the initiative themselves towards the
writing of a Paternoster commentary, it may be assumed that Appelmans wrote his
Glose on the basis of an external cause, e.g. of some special questions of his audience.
This point will be discussed in more detail below.
Another point of evaluation concerns a comparison between the Glose and
other late-medieval Paternoster commentaries as to some literary features. Whereas
the other commentaries were obviously written in the form of a treatise (among
others recognizable by the style of writing, directed at an audience of readers),
Appelmans’ Glose apparently contains a lot of elements directly originating from
spoken language. That fact led us to suppose that the Glose, though as to its form
presented in the manuscript as a treatise too, originated within a situation of oral
communication, in particular reflecting an audience of hearers. This point also will be
further explicated below.
In comparing, finally, the Glose with Adam’s classification model of four types
of Paternoster commentaries (see section 2.4) it may be argued that in the Glose
features are lacking to have the text designated as primarily catechetical. Indeed, on
the basis of the presence of explicit features like scholastic methods of reasoning and
abstract mystical thought as well as the absence of auctoritates and septenarius-forms,
the Glose evidently shows all characteristics of a speculative Paternoster commentary.
In one respect, however, namely as to the use of the ‘prayer-form’ in chapter IV, the
Glose may be classified in the group of edifying Paternoster commentaries.
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Besides discussing the Glose in context of other late-medieval Paternoster
commentaries, further contextual information was sorted out in order to constitute an
information décor against the background of which a first literary analysis of the
Glose-text could be made. On the basis of the main points of information, a
preliminary picture could be drawn both of the author of the Glose and of the text
itself.
From the several points discussed in the first part of the present chapter we
may derive that Appelmans was schooled in theology, supposedly within Dominican
circles. In particular Appelmans’ authoritative attitude in the Glose obviously mirrors
a learned background. Appelmans’ authority in theological-mystical affairs may also
be related to his then status of a hermit, while serving as a spiritual model to other
people. Moreover, the use of scholastic methods of reasoning in the Glose seems to
underline Appelmans’ erudition. It was suggested, however, that Appelmans did use
scholastic techniques as a literary reflection upon some public questions he got
presented with rather than as a purpose in itself.
As to the principal themes Appelmans is discussing in the Glose, the emphasizing of
some specific topics led us to suppose that the author implicitly takes a stand against
some misleading images occurring in his spiritual neighbourhood. In particular the
way Appelmans stresses God’s transcendence opposite to human nothingness may
implicitly refer to certain doctrines of deification taking roots in some mystical circles
in Appelmans’ time. Since such a suggestion needs a more solid basis to be workable,
however, it is considered useful to discuss this question in more detail within the
context of the next chapter, which will be devoted to investigate Appelmans’ mystical
vocabulary in relation with that of other mystical texts dating from about the same
period.
Finally, provided with the informative picture as discussed above, a literary analysis
was made by scrutinizing some literary features of the Glose-text. Apart from the
application of a more refined text structure in the Glose, which is supposed to directly
reflect the author’s main points of concern, in particular Appelmans’ use of spoken
language gave cause for ample considerations. The literary form of the Glose-text in
the manuscript apparently is the form of a treatise, primarily intended to be read
(aloud or in silence). On the basis of an analysis of some significant textual features in
the Glose, however, we suggested that the original form of the Glose has originated
from a situation of oral communication. Such an impression was endorsed by the
above information concerning Appelmans’ status as a hermit, in which position he
probably used to be faced with oral questions of visitors in need of spiritual-mystical
guidance. Adding the one (textual features) to the other (hermit status), then, we
assumed that this gives cause to interpret Appelmans’ use of a (supposed) dialogue as a
reflection of his oral contacts with his audience.
In addition, some of the textual features at issue led us to question whether
Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary originally might have been a predicatie, the
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written form of which was passed on (as a preek) in the Glose, recorded either by
Appelmans himself or by someone who was among Appelmans’ hearers. First, it was
established that the Glose does not meet all the requirements necessary to be called a
sermon (cf. Mertens’ model, see section 4.4.2.1), though the structural composition of
the text in combination with elements of spoken language does not entirely exclude
such a possibility either. Based on some important observations both of Mertens and
Scheepsma, however, in particular concerning the (function of the) presence of oral
elements into certain texts, it is not unlikely that such elements were consciously
inserted (preserved) into the Glose-text as a literary strategy. Although the literary
form of the Glose in the manuscript is that of a treatise, the presence of oral elements
may be explicated both referring to an original audience of hearers and intended to
enliven the Glose – thus conveying the idea of a sermon (predicatie) – for an audience
of later hearers to whom the text was read (aloud).
Although it is not impossible that Appelmans wrote his Paternoster commentary
before he became a hermit (seeing the main task of Dominicans: their preaching
activity), on the basis of the findings emerging from all literary features analyzed
above it may be more assumable that Appelmans wrote the Glose when living as a
hermit. As was suggested above, chapter XII of the Glose can be considered reflecting
a disputed question the hermit Appelmans got presented with by visitors, dealing
with the question of the necessity of praying the Paternoster (see section 4.4.3.2).
That might have been the very reason why Appelmans thought it useful to start with
providing a personal explanation – step by step – of the seven petitions of the
Paternoster in order to have his audience understand why humbly praying the
Paternoster is still vital, even for mystics.
So far, and on the basis of our above observations only, it may be suggested that the
function of Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary fits in the picture of innovation as
was described in the previous chapter. Indeed, Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary
entirely mirrors the author’s pursuit of adapting it to questions of the day.
As to the intended audience of Appelmans’ Glose we like to suggest that there
actually are two audiences. If, as we suggested earlier, the Glose has originated in a
situation of oral communication, the original audience may be designed as a small
circle of hearers who probably were well informed of topical mystical affairs.
Regarding the written form of the Glose, i.e. as it is included in the manuscript, it is
tentatively supposed that it was intended to a wider audience, to whom the text could
be read aloud.
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CHAPTER 5
THE MYSTICAL VOCABULARY OF THE GLOSE. A LEXICAL INVESTIGATION

I

n the previous chapters a prime investigation of Appelmans´ Glose was taken up by
examining the text from a contextual, mainly literary-historical point of view.
Among others a principal purpose of such a contextual approach was to elucidate the
particular nature and function of the Glose within the literary tradition of late
medieval Paternoster commentaries. In analyzing and comparing literary features of
the Glose with those of the other Paternoster commentaries under discussion,
emphasis was laid on approaching the Glose as a textual whole rather than exploring
the text from a linguistic (lexical or semantic) point of view. This latter aspect,
however, i.e. examining the particularity of the mystical vocabulary Appelmans is
using in his Glose, surely constitutes another interesting point of investigation.
Indeed, it may be questioned whether Appelmans, who is supposed to be educated in
a Latin-oriented environment, should be considered a linguistic pioneer in rendering
scholastic-theological thought and complicated mystical concepts into the Middle
Dutch language. Although it is possible that Appelmans’ teaching in the vernacular,
rather than the Latin, enabled him greater flexibility in expressing new mystical
concepts and allowed him to enter the world of his listeners, there still remain
questions to be answered like from where, actually, the author of the Glose got his
linguistic tools and how he managed to master and mould the Middle Dutch into a
language fit to communicate his mystical ideas. How original was Appelmans as to his
use of mystical vocabulary? Was Appelmans’ use of language possibly influenced by
certain contacts (orally and written) with beguines in the Flemish part of the Low
Countries? Or, may Appelmans have acquired his linguistic competence from
teaching /preaching activities? 221 Last but not least, is it possible that Appelmans
(partly) derived his mystical vocabulary from the reading of Jan van Ruusbroec’s
Brulocht (see chapter 1, section 1.7)?
The scarcity of factual information still keeps us far from adequately
answering these questions. Yet, a (small-scaled) linguistic comparison of Appelmans´
mystical vocabulary with that of other mystical Middle Dutch texts dating from about
the same period might help to increase our understanding of the author’s spiritual
environment. Therefore, it is worth trying to continue and expand the present quest
for positioning the Glose within late-medieval mysticism by examining the text from
a more linguistically coloured perspective.
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Indeed, as was noticed earlier, the smaller writings of David of Augsburg for instance (particularly
vernacular sermons) are considered significant for their use of the vernacular in a field wherein
authors had formerly employed mainly Latin. In this respect, authors like David of Augsburg are
supposed to have extensively contributed to the development of vernacular vocabulary in their
endeavours to endow old words with new meanings, in order to express new mystical thought (see
section 3.1).
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5.1 Research design and chapter structure
It may be clear, that – considering the small-scale scope of this part of research – a
comparison of the Glose´s mystical vocabulary with that of all existent Middle Dutch
mystical texts (dating from the mid-thirteenth up to the early fourteenth centuries) is
practically impossible. Therefore, just two mystical texts were selected, that were
considered most appropriate for comparative investigation in several respects. First, it
concerns a couple of poems from Mengeldichten, a poetry collection of twenty nine
Middle Dutch mystical poems partly attributed to Hadewijch and partly supposed to
be written by someone living in her spiritual neighbourhood. In the continuation of
this chapter a brief outline will be offered of the criteria laid down for the proper
selection of Mengeldichten. The second Middle Dutch text concerns the Brulocht of
Jan van Ruusbroec, since some Glose researchers, in particular Ruh, hold to the idea
that Appelmans might have been familiar with Ruusbroec’s writings, especially the
Brulocht.
Before proceeding to the comparing investigation itself, however, first a brief
historical outline will be given to provide information about some significant
developments occurring in the mystical landscape of the Low Countries in the late
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries (5.2). Such an outline may help to give a
more adequate interpretation of the mystical vocabulary of the Glose. Subsequently,
and in line with the background information exposed in section 5.2, section 5.3 will
be devoted to explain why Mengeldichten, in particular poems 25 – 29, are preferred
as reference material for comparing research with the mystical vocabulary of the
Glose. The comparing investigation itself, which will be object of section 5.4, will be
partly executed on the basis of two glossaries of both texts, which were specially
composed on the occasion of our investigation at issue (see Appendices III and IV).
In section 5.5 special attention will be given to Ruh’s assumption that
Ruusbroec’s Brulocht has served as a model for Appelmans’ Glose. By comparing our
occasional glossary of the Glose with the vocabulary of Ruusbroec’s Brulocht (see
Appendix V) – both by means of the CD-ROM Middelnederlands 222 and on the basis
of a selection of passages from the Brulocht-text itself – we may find out whether and
to what extent Ruh’s above hypothesis is tenable.
The present chapter will be concluded with an evaluation of the observations
emerging from the several points of investigation (section 5.6).
5.2 The rise of speculative mysticism
As some scholars of the history of Western Christian mysticism have pointed out,
from the late thirteenth century onward a rather significant turn in Christian mystical
thought appeared dealing with new mystical-theological views which obviously
deviated from mystical thought current in the twelfth and thirteenth century. In the
latter period, as McGinn argued, the monastic nuptial mysticism (employing the
language of the Song of Songs) was succeeded with a (primarily) female mysticism,
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Minnemystik, especially dealing with ‘the power of Minne’. 223 According to McGinn,
typical of the Minnemystik (in the Low Countries represented by Beatrijs van
Nazareth and Hadewijch) is the use of a courtly mode of mystical language, in
particular expressing the idea that longing for the absent Beloved (Christ) was more
important than possession. 224 In this context Ruh explicitly points out, that this form
of female mysticism should be considered exclusively Christological, in that these
women mystics believed that they could achieve union with Christ (as the highest
fulfilment of affectus) by imitatio and conformitas Christi as well as by contemplation
and visions. 225
As from the mid-thirteenth century onwards, however, things were changing
in that the primarily phenomenological nature of Minnemystik changed into a more
metaphysical oriented mysticism 226 , generally adopted as ‘speculative mysticism’.
Speculative mysticism may be interpreted, as Ruh explains, as a mystical theology
emphasizing the speculatio, i.e. the elevations of the human intellectus to achieve
unification with the divine. 227 Since we think Ruh’s explication of speculative
mysticism still rather complicated, the following description may be useful to get a
better understanding of the content of the proper term: “There are two general
tendencies in the speculation of mystics – to regard God as outside the soul, which
rises to its God by successive stages, or to regard God as dwelling within the soul and
to be found by delving deeper into one's own reality”. 228 As may be suggested, in
particular the latter meaning appears to express what Ruh actually attempted to make
clear. This latter meaning of speculative mysticism also is sustained by McGinn, who
argues that speculative mystics were ‘speculative’ in the sense that they emphasized
the role of the intellect in the return to God. 229
This new mystical theology then, expressing a far more metaphysically
interpreted search for the union with God, was grounded by late scholasticism,
especially reflecting the influence of Neoplatonism 230 , which contains elements that
were to form the core of much of the teaching of later mystics in the fourteenth
century, like for instance Meister Eckhart and, in the Low Countries, Jan van
Ruusbroec. Moreover, this conceptual turn in mystical theology also procured the
creation of new mystical vernacular language differing to a large extent from the
previous mystical discourse.
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Grundlage der Metaphysik” (Ruh 1993, p. 17).
Ruh 1993, p. 17.
The Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia, Sixth Edition. Columbia University Press, 2003. Entrance on

Mysticism.
229
230

McGinn 2005, p. 84.
Ruh 1993, p. 17 – 18: “Man wird unter Neuplatonismus das philosophische Denken verstehen
müssen, das von Plotin ausgeht und in Proklos den im Mittelalter einflussreichsten Vertreter
aufweist.”
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By way of illustration, in the later writings of Hadewijch (especially in her Brieven
and in (some of) Mengeldichten), as McGinn points out, a touch of change of mystical
discourse became manifest already. It concerns in particular forms of ‘abyss language’
(indicating the bottomlessness both of God and the loving soul) as well as a variety of
formulations indicating a change from conceiving the union with God as unitas
spiritus into a more daring treatment of this union as the unitas indistinctionis, also
found in Eckhard and other late-thirteenth and fourteenth century mystics. 231 Under
direct influence of speculative mysticism, however, a mystical terminology came into
vogue expressing new mystical concepts like ‘internalisation’ and ‘decreation’ 232
(creating new vernacular terms like for instance blootheit and ledicheit) as well as the
use of apophatic language 233 , traces of which – as we have seen in the previous
chapter – also can be found in the Glose.
5.3 Selection of Mengeldichten
A rough inventory of Middle Dutch mystical texts - dating from the mid-thirteenth
up to the early fourteenth centuries, thus preceding the literary period of Ruusbroec
cum suis - actually appears to be quickly drawn up. Whereas Beatrijs van Nazareth
(as far as we know) wrote just one mystical text, Van seven manieren van heiliger
minnen 234 (a mystical-didactical guideline about seven aspects of Minne), Hadewijch
is known as the author of a larger number of texts, both in prose and rhyme, in
particular emphasizing the perfect service to Minne : Visioenen, Strofische gedichten,
Brieven and – though partly – Mengeldichten. Finally, besides a couple of anonymous
mystical poems, the Limburgse sermoenen, a collection of mystical Middle Dutch
sermons, are also dating from the last quarter of the thirteenth century.
According to Scheepsma the above mystical writings actually indicate the
existence of mystical circles (or a mystical-literary network), the different participants
of which used to collect, read and write mystical texts. 235 What joins these texts
together, as Scheepsma argues, is the fact that they are all written in Middle Dutch
and can be located in the Brabant region. 236 Since Reypens assumed that the Glose
also originated from the eastern part of Brabant 237 , it may be useful to explore
whether Appelmans actually can be related to certain mystical circles 238 , in whichever
form, active in the then mystical landscape of Brabant.
231
232
233

234
235

236
237
238

McGinn 1998, p. 216 – 217.
McGinn 2005, p. 89.
Apophatic language is a specific form of mystical-theological language to demonstrate the
incapability of the mind to understand and express God (see for instance McGinn 2005, p. 21 – 22).
See also McGinn 1998, p. 257: “Apophatic language strives not to create systems or express
ontologies but rather to break down systems and to subvert ontologies that threaten to make God
another ‘reality’.”
Cf. the edition of Vekeman & Tersteeg (1971).
Scheepsma 2005, p. 254. In this context Scheepsma discusses a possible interaction between
Hadewijch’s Brieven and the Limburgse sermoenen (see p. 256).
Scheepsma 2005, p. 245.
Reypens 1927b, p. 116 – 117.
Setting the question aside whether such ‘mystical circles’ really have existed, it may be suggested
that their constitution probably was that of a loose connection, quite different from our (modern)
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Moreover, it may be pointed out, as McGinn argues, that innovative or personally
coloured as every ‘new’ mystical text may seem, ‘its novelty is constituted in terms of
its dialogue with the older tradition’. 239 In other words, the assumption that
Appelmans has operated – somehow or other – within the mystical frameworks of his
time tempts to further investigation. At the same time it may be questioned whether
Appelmans for his part constituted a vital link in the development of both mystical
thought and terminology within the literary cultural sphere of the early fourteenth
century Low Countries. Indeed, whereas some previous scholars assumed that
Appelmans constituted a possible (diachronic) link in the mystical tradition from
Hadewijch to Ruusbroec (see chapter 1, section 1.2), such a view was doubted by
Epiney-Burgard and especially by Ruh, arguing that Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary
is totally absent in the writings of Hadewijch (see section 1.6 and 1.7). An additional
goal of our present comparative investigation, then, will be to establish whether we
may agree to the earlier suggestion that there has been no literary chain (diachronic
link) Hadewijch – Appelmans – Ruusbroec.
From the small group of mystical texts mentioned above, Mengeldichten were
considered most fitting as reference material for comparing investigation with the
Glose, and that because of the following considerations. First, as Murk-Jansen stressed
in an interesting study on Mengeldichten 240 , that poetry collection 241 reveals some
aspects of the development from the affective mysticism to the speculative, scholastic
mysticism of the fourteenth century. 242 In addition, on the basis of some differences
both as to content and vocabulary Murk-Jansen suggests – in imitation of predecessors
like Van Mierlo – that the author(s) of Mengeldichten 25 – 29 did not belong to the
school of Hadewijch but, rather, to later mystical circles dealing with new concepts of
mystical theology typical of the end of the thirteenth and the early fourteenth
centuries. 243 In particular, the differences between the theology of the later
Mengeldichten and that of the work attributed to Hadewijch can be ascribed to the
influence of later mystical (speculative) thought. That consideration may constitute an
important link with the Glose because Appelmans, as Reypens has argued, obviously
represents a far more specifically theological direction of thought in comparison with

239
240
241

242
243

conception of literary circles.
McGinn 1998, p. 24.
Murk-Jansen 1991.
In her study on the Mengeldichten Murk-Jansen suggested that these mystical poems actually have
to be divided into three different groups. Whereas the first group, poems 1 – 16, nowadays is
definitively attributed to Hadewijch, the second group, poems 17 – 24, is supposed to be written
either by Hadewijch or by a contemporary author who probably was familiar with her writings.
This group, and even to a larger extent the third group (poems 25 – 29), appears to be rather
different from the first group, in that these poems are considered far more speculative and
contemplative in comparison with the ‘energetic’ mysticism that is perceived as being typical of
Hadewijch (Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 6 – 8).
Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 5.
Ibidem, p. 18. See also Van Mierlo 1952, p. XXIX: “Ik meen dat deze tweede reeks gedichten dateren
uit het einde der XIIIe eeuw, ten laatste uit het begin der XIVe.”
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the traditional Minnemystik of the thirteenth century. 244 The above considerations,
then, led us to select Mengeldichten 25 – 29 as most appropriate for the purpose of a
lexical comparison with the Glose.
5.4 Comparing investigation vocabulary Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29
Scholarly researchers have designated Mengeldichten 25 – 29 as a separate group of
mystical poems being remote from both Hadewijch’s mystical thought and mystical
vocabulary as well as originating from a later period. Van Mierlo, for instance,
supposed that poems 25 – 29 were influenced by Eckhartian thought, a hypothesis
that he would modify later. 245 Verdeyen also paid ample attention to Mengeldichten,
in particular to poems 17 – 24, suggesting that this group of poems was close to
Marguerite Porete’s school rather than originating from mystical followers of
Hadewijch. 246 Murk-Jansen, however, argues that Verdeyen’s observations in fact are
even far more applicable to poems 25 – 29, since this group of poems especially
touches on the teaching of the souls’ total absorption (annihilation) into God, a
central theme in Porete’s mystical thought. 247 Although our insight into the particular
mystical teaching of Porete is not adequate enough to judge whether Murk-Jansen’s
suggestion is right, it is useful to involve it in our comparative investigation at issue.
For a most complete picture, the vocabulary of the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 27
should have been investigated from as many points of view as possible, including for
instance an extensive word field investigation of both mystical texts. With a view to
the small-scaled purpose of this part of research, however, we think that the
investigation of two aspects must suffice to conclude whether there are linguistic
similarities in the vocabularies of the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29. Therefore, at
first in section 5.4.1 attention will be paid to the question to what extent both
mystical texts are differing or corresponding as to the particular nature of speculative
mystical terminology. Subsequently, section 5.4.2 will be especially devoted to
compare the use of abstract nouns occurring in both texts. By investigating these
aspects, we also may get better insight into what is distinctive in the mystical thought
of the authors of both texts.
5.4.1 Speculative mystical terminology in Mengeldichten 25 – 29 and the Glose
As was noticed above, under direct influence of speculative mysticism a mystical
terminology came into vogue expressing new mystical-theological concepts. McGinn
has pointed out, that the application of new mystical concepts like ‘ground’ (a new
way of expressing a direct encounter with God) also created “a new way of using a
variety of words and metaphors to express in concrete fashion what cannot be
captured in concepts.” 248 Besides a new terminology dealing with terms like ‘ground’,
244
245
246
247
248

Reypens 1927a, p. 82.
As recorded in Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 16.
Verdeijen 1982, p. 147-155.
Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 77.
McGinn 2005, p. 85.
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‘internalisation’, ‘decreation’, ‘total absorption’, ‘annihilation’ and ‘emptiness’, the use
of apophatic language became more and more prevalent. 249
A general comparison between the occasional glossaries of the Glose and
Mengeldichten 25 – 29 (see Appendices III and IV; an extensive account of selection is
given below) 250 shows that both glossaries appear to have 57 lexical terms in common,
out of a total number of 590 (Glose 350 and Mengeldichten 25 – 29 240). Expressed as
a percentage of the total of 590 selected terms this is less than 10%. In schedule 1 the
lexical terms analogously occurring in both texts are listed in alphabetical order:
(af)grond
altemale
arme(e)
beeld(e)
beghin(ne)
begri(j)pen
bekinnen
besluten
binnen
bliven
broet
buten
creature(n)
edel
enech
erd(e)rike
ewech / ewegh
ewecheit / ewicheyt
gheest

ghelove(n)
gheven
god
godlec / godlike
horen
inde
iet / yet
ledich / ledech
licht
lien
luttel
mensche(n)
merken
minne
minnen
naerre
niet
nuw(e)
rechte

reden(n)e
salicheyt /salecheit
segghen
selve
staerc / stark
stont / stonde
toeval
verborghen
verstaen
vlieten
vraghen
vrie
waereit / waerheyt
wesen
weten
wide
wille
wise
ziel(e)

Schedule 1: analogous lexical terms in the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 - 29

Apart from the relatively small percentage of analogy, it may be suggested that the
nature of the common lexical terms listed above can be considered for the greater part
249

250

See for instance McGinn 1998, p. 157: “New forms of apophatic language that express the mutual
infinity of God and the self were pioneered by women mystics. [ ] Many women seem to find the
traditional understanding of unio mystica (that of loving union of spirits) inadequate to describe
the kind of union they wish to attain – an indistinct identity with God in the No-self.”
Account of selection: in total, the Glose consists of about 3464 words (433 lines multiplied by an
average of 8 words per line), Mengeldichten 25 – 29 in total contain about 858 words (143 lines
multiplied by an average of 6 words per line). For comparison purposes, it was decided to leave
aside word classes like articles, pronouns, copulative verbs etc., and to select only the verbs,
(verbal) nouns, and adjectives that were supposed to fit into mystical language. Although both
occasional glossaries show that some of these words are used more than once, for the purpose of
our comparison we decided to count them as single words. The application of that selection
method finally resulted in a total number of 590 lexical terms considered appropriate and
practicable for comparative investigation, i.e. a number of 350 lexical terms in the Glose and 240
in Mengeldichten 25 – 29 respectively.
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belonging to religious / spiritual language rather than to mystical language. Just a few
words actually mirror a more speculative-mystical vocabulary: (af)grond, arme (van
gheest), bekinnen, edel, enech, iet, ledich, minne(n), niet, nuw(e), toeval, verborghen,
vlieten, vrie, wide, wise, wille. In itself, that observation – i.e. the small rate of
similarity as to mystical terms – may be considered a (first) counter-argument against
a supposed mystical affinity between the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29. Yet, it is
still necessary to take a closer look at the separate texts, especially in order to examine
the proper nature of the (kind of) mystical vocabulary both authors are employing.
As some researchers of Mengeldichten have pointed out, in particular poems 25 – 29
show the influence of a more metaphysically coloured mysticism, resulting in a more
abstract and intellectual use of language, as well as in a loftier style of articulation.
Following Van Mierlo, for instance, Murk-Jansen stresses that this new mystical
terminology shows the influence of the imagery and the teaching of the via negativa
of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite. 251 With regard to another thematic content of
the group of poems under consideration, Van Mierlo had argued that the emphasis in
this group of poems lays on the ‘Minne-leven als een strijd waarin de zinnelijke mens
moet ten ondergaan’. 252 Murk-Jansen’s suggestion (in addition to Verdeyen’s earlier
observations on Mengeldichten 17 – 24) appears to fit in Van Mierlo’s view, in that
she stresses that the third group of Mengeldichten especially touches on the teaching
of the souls’ total absorption in God as absolute unity. The frequent use of mystical
terms in context of the souls’ process of annihilation 253 like bloet, eenuoldegh, enech,
ledich, menechfoldegh, simpel, vrie, puer might be mainly attributed, as was
suggested earlier, to the influence of Marguerite Porete’s book about the annihilation
of the human (created) will. 254 It is interesting to explore to what extent the supposed
influence of both Pseudo-Dionysian thought and annihilation-mysticism actually is
apparent in the mystical vocabulary of Mengeldichten 25 – 29. 255
In poem 25, mainly expressing the soul’s bondage (captivity) to Minne, as well as
emphasizing the high cost of serving Minne, we read (italics by me):
Begheric iet dats mi oncont 256 ;
Want in onwetenne sonder gront 257
251
252
253

254

255
256
257

Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 87.
Van Mierlo 1952, p. XXVIII.
According to McGinn “annihilation is the process of interior stripping and decreation intended to
produce a situation in which the soul in some way no longer exists, but God himself becomes the
place from which divine action flows into the world” (McGinn 2005, p. 56).
See also McGinn 2005, p. 121, pointing out that the notion eenuoldegh (referring to indistinct
identity of God and human) also was frequently used by Eckhart (einvaltigez).
All quotations are conform edition Van Mierlo 1952.
Cont: kennis hebben van (Middelnederlandsch Handwoordenboek, p. 304).
The prefix on (see oncont and onwetenne) is considered typical of apophatic language. Compare
for instance McGinn 2005, p. 116: “Eckhart’s relentlessly apophatic discourse is found not only in
the larger structures of his discourse, but in his word formation, with its frequent use of negative
particles and prepositions (e.g. un-/ab-/ent-/über/-los/sunder).”
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Vendic mi gheuaen in alre stont.
Ic waent menschen sen nie en verstont,
So dat ghespreken mochte sijn mont
Waer hi grondet 258 die diepe slont. 259 (Van Mierlo, p. 133, lines 1 - 6)

It is noticeable, at least as a deviation from the first group of Mengeldichten attributed
to Hadewijch, that in this poem a new, more intellectually coloured concept of
mystical union is expressed, wherein mystical union is perceived as a state of
unknowing. The author lays considerable emphasis on the impossibility of
knowledge, on the absence of individual knowledge when the soul is united with
Minne. Minne, and union with Minne, is described as an abyss of unknowing
(onwetenne sonder gront). When dealing with the various kinds of illumination in
the stages of knowing (in context of German Dominican thought) McGinn also points
out, that unwizzen (the German equivalent of onwetenne) is employed ‘as Dionysian
language about the superiority of unknowing in the return to God’. 260
In addition, in the same poem the author describes the mystical union as a
state of total absorption (verslonden) in God :
Daer bleef ic in hare
Verslonden in eenen eenuoldighen stare.
(ibidem, p. 134, poem 25 lines 17 – 18)

A third aspect, closely connected to annihilation-mysticism, is the constant emphasis
on the need to turn from the external world of created beings and move into the inner
reality of the soul. This aspect receives ample attention in poems 26 and 27:
In bloeter minnen toeuerlaet
Moet sijn af der creaturen raet
Want si van hen alle vorme slaet
Die si in hare simpelheyt ontfaet
(ibidem, p. 136, poem 26 lines 9 – 12)
In dese weelde wide eenuldicheit
Wonen die arme van gheeste in enecheyt
Daer en vendense niet dan ledicheit
Die altoes antwerdet der ewicheyt
(ibidem, p. 137, poem 26 lines 25 – 28)
Ay, Deus, hoe grote edelheyt
Es dese vrie ledicheyt
258
259

Grondet: peilt (Middelnederlandsch Handwoordenboek, p. 231).
As Van Mierlo has pointed out, Jan van Ruusbroec appears to have known this poem, judging by a
rather similar strophe in his treatise Vanden XII beghinen: Begheric iet, dats mi oncont; / Want in
onwetene sonder gront / Heb ic my selven verloren; / Ic ben verswolghen in sinen mont, / In een
abys al sonder gront, / Ic en mach niet wedercomen. (Cf. Van Mierlo 1952, p. 133).

260

McGinn2005, p. 89.
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Daer van minnen minne al ontseyt
Ende niet en soect buten haers seluesheyt
Heuet besloten in hare enicheit
(ibidem, p. 140, poem 27 lines 37 -41)

In particular the use of mystical terms expressing total freedom (of all created forms
and images), emptiness (ledicheit) and nakedness (blootheit) of the dispossessed soul
in order to receive God 261 , indicates the idea that none activity of the soul is required
to achieve union with God. By doing nothing (Ende niet en soect buten haers
seluesheyt, poem 27 line 40) the soul annihilates itself and returns to its source, the
essence of God, in which it is transformed and divinized, and then God abides in it.
Or, as Murk-Jansen argues, terms like vrie ledicheit and wide eenuldicheit –
describing the expanse of the simplicity and unity of God – do not urge the reader to
any activity. 262 In these poems ‘the relationship between God and the soul is not
reciprocal’. 263 In this context, Van Mierlo has noticed that the vocabulary used to
describe such a state of total absorption in God (without any form of activity on the
part of the soul) looks rather quietistic. 264
On the basis of the above remarks one may question in which mystical circles this
kind of vocabulary actually was used. According to Van Mierlo, Mengeldichten 17 –
24 can be connected to beguines (living in the spiritual neighbourhood of Hadewijch),
and – in spite of the application of a new mystical register rather different from earlier
use of mystical language – no doubt, as Van Mierlo stresses, the group of poems 25 –
29 also originate from the same circles of beguines. 265 That conclusion, however, lacks
a solid underpinning. Rather, it may be questioned whether the specific nature of
Mengeldichten 25 – 29 must be related to specific circles of mulieres religiosae within
the beguine movement, being influenced by ‘quietistic’ thought of contemporary
heretical ‘movements’ (like the Free Spirits). In chapter 4 (see in particular sections
4.3.6 and 4.4.3.2), already briefly attention was given to the rise of a suspect mysticism
in the first quarter of the fourteenth century, which might have induced Appelmans
to make his audience understand why (actively) praying the Paternoster always
remains necessary. So, does ‘quietism’ as such constitute an indirect connection
between the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 - 29? A study of the mystical vocabulary
Appelmans is using in the Glose may provide better insight into to that question.
First, it is noticeable that ‘emptying language’ as used in Mengeldichten 25 - 29,
directed at expressing a state of annihilation, is hardly present in the Glose. In some
passages, especially those in which Appelmans emphasizes the need to make the
261
262
263
264
265

According to McGinn: ‘emptying language’ (McGinn 2005, p. 90).
Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 63.
Ibidem, p. 18.
Van Mierlo 1952, p. XXXIII
Ibidem, p. XXIX, where Van Mierlo points out that mystical notions like eenuoldich did not occur
in earlier mystical poetry and thus can be connected to later developments in mystical thought. “Zij
stammen echter wel uit dezelfde kringen als de vorige.”
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human will fully identical to the will of God, we may discern a certain
correspondence with Mengeldichten 25 – 29, but the author’s vocabulary is different:
[ ]
Alsoe nu die wille des vaders
in den hemel in hem seluen es bekint ende ghe
worden. ende in ons te ghewerdene : alsoe ghe
werde hi. Sal dit gescien soe moeten wi lut
terlike gode ghelaten en ghestoruen zijn alga
der dat wi sijn. Ende dat onse vernueft bekinnen mach
beide van ghenaden ende van naturen in gode ende in
creaturen. (lines 144 – 151)

And even more illustrating is the next passage:
[ ]

Dies moete wi lutterlike arme des
willen staen. lutterlike ghesinken. ende ghelaten
in den verborghenen onbekinden bekinden wille
des vaders also hi in den hemel is. Ende dan es onse
vrie wille ons ontworden. ende es in den wille des
vaders die wille des vaders worden. also hi in
den hemel es. want wi ghenen anderen wille en
willen noch en minnen. (lines 151 – 158)

In other words, the most important condition for becoming one with God concerns
the soul’s passivity, i.e. its complete submission to God’s will (lutterlike gode ghelaten,
line 147 – 148, and ontworden, line 155) rather than a total annihilation (verslonden)
of the created will as in Mengeldichten 25 – 29 is meant.
In addition, although Appelmans also uses terms like enech, ledech, toeval,
vrie, wide and wise, the nature of this terminology largely differs from that used in
Mengeldichten 25 – 29, judging by the following passages (italics by me):
[ ]
Nu en hanghet oec dat euel niet
an ons als een toeval die wi van gode ont
fanghen hebben [ ] (lines 390 – 392)
[ ]
Nu vraghic ochte enech mensche
daer toe comen mach in deser tijt dat hi des
pater nosters ledech staen mach in alre wise
Soe sprekic neen [ ] (lines 405 – 408)

In the first passage the term toeval can be considered equivalent to the Latin accidens,
a scholastic term (frequently used by Thomas Aquinas), originating from the Latin
verb accidere : to happen what happens to be in a subject; any contingent, or
nonessential attribute. 266 In Mengeldichten 25 – 29 the term toeval occurs four
266

Cf. Siegfried, Francis. "Accident." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 1. New York 1907. Via

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/01096c.htm
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times 267 , but is to relate to menichfuldicheit, i.e. the soul’s inner dissension versus
eenuoldicheit (the soul’s striving to indistinct oneness with God). In general, it
should be noticed that Appelmans – in contrast with the author of Mengeldichten 25
– 29 – does not employ any mystical term in the range of ‘annihilation language’.
Rather, it seems that Appelmans deliberately avoids the use of mystical notions that
might throw his audience into confusion. That observation may constitute another
counter-argument against a possible mystical affinity between the Glose and
Mengeldichten 25 – 29.
Another point of attention touches upon a general problem, in that comparable word
forms may have different meanings. As a matter of fact, that phenomenon also
becomes apparent when comparing the Glose with Mengeldichten 25 - 29 as to the
use of Pseudo-Dionysian language. Several passages in the Glose appear to be inspired
by apophatic language, demonstrating the incapability of the mind to understand and
express God. The following passages may serve as an adequate illustration:
[ ]

Die bist. In desen woer
de verstommen alle ghescapene gheeste. ende
moeten lien wi en weten. ende dat alre
ouerste dat dies menschen vernueft begripen
mach. dat wi vernueftelike bekinnen ende minneli
ke minnen dat wi gods niet entwint begripen
en moghen alsoe hi es in hem seluen (lines 67 – 73)
[ ]
Seluer
Du best. Wi en weten alle creaturen [ ] (lines 105 – 106)

It may be pointed out that Appelmans does not use terms like onweten and oncont in
order to describe the absolute unknowability of the divine nature. Moreover, in
comparison with Mengeldichten 25 – 29 it may be suggested that the author of these
poems explicitly reserves these terms for the absence of individual knowledge in the
mystical union with God rather than expressing the unknowability of God himself, as
Appelmans does in the Glose.
So far, the above (general) comparison of the mystical vocabulary of the Glose with
that of Mengeldichten 25 – 29 leads to a first assumption, that – although some
mystical terms are analogously occurring in both texts – the proper meaning of these
terms largely differs, at least considered in context of the different mysticaltheological teachings that both authors are propagating.
5.4.2 The use of abstracta in Mengeldichten 25 – 29 and the Glose
As to the mystical vocabulary, another investigation aspect may help to determine the
presence or absence of a relationship (mystical affinity) between the Glose and the
267

In lines 26.7, 27.13, 27.26, 29.5.
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Mengeldichten 25 - 29: the occurrence of abstracta, i.e. in particular abstract nouns
ending in –heit.
In the course of time some researchers 268 have pointed out that the use of abstracta in
mystical texts had been proliferating under the influence of more speculative
thought. 269 When discussing Mengeldichten, Axters, for instance, has noticed that
abstracta like leuelicheyt, ouerstheyt, persoenlecheit and seluesheyt actually belong to
a type of mystical thought that was not current before the end of the thirteenth
century. 270 In the introduction to his edition of the Mengeldichten Van Mierlo
especially comments on the number of abstract nouns ending in –heit in the
Mengeldichten 17-29. 271 In general it has been suggested, that the use of abstracta
reflects the impossibility of putting the mystical experience into words. 272 This
information gave cause to examine the range of abstracta occurring both in
Mengeldichten 25 - 29 and in the Glose. Therefore, first all different abstracta
occurring in both texts were listed in schedule 2 273 :

GLOSE

algheweldecheit (84,85,99)
alvolcomenheit (173)
bescedenheit (301)
driuoldicheit (83,86,96)
ewecheit (26,223)
ghehoersamheit (338,342)
ghelijcheit (10,48)
ghemeinsamheit (433)
gherechtecheit (286,307)
gheweldecheit (18)
godheit (18,79,81,84,88,99,103,131,
253,257,382)
godlijcheit (37)
heilecheit (102,218,252,256)
kerstenheit (233,433)
>>

268
269
270
271
272

273

MENGELDICHTEN 25 - 29

claerheit (27.17)
demsterheit (27.16,27.18)
edelheyt (27.37)
eenuoldicheit (26.20,26.25,27.14,
27.28,29.9)
enecheyt (26.26,27.42,29.6)
ewicheyt (26.28,29.10)
ledicheit (26.27,29.8)
leuelicheyt (27.4,27.38)
menichfuldicheit (27.13)
salecheyt (27.41)
seluesheyt (27.40)
simpelheyt (26.12)
waerheyt (29.6)

Among others Van Mierlo, Axters and Murk-Jansen.
Van Mierlo 1952, p. XVII.
Axters 1953, I, p. 337.
Van Mierlo 1952, p. XXVIII.
See Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 17. In this context Murk-Jansen also refers to a remark of Frank Willaert,
who argued that “[ ] deze procédés (i.e. the use of abstracta in some of Hadewijch’s writings) lijken
allemaal te verwijzen naar de centrale bekommernis van de mystieke auteur: hoe te spreken over
datgene wat niet in taal te vatten is?”(see Murk-Jansen 1991, footnote 33, p. 17).
In this schedule the abstracta occurring in both texts also are in alphabetical order. In addition,
corresponding abstracta are rendered into bold type.
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GLOSE

(continuation)

MENGELDICHTEN 25 - 29

moghenlecheit (254)
oedmoedicheit (182,192,369,415)
onbescedenheit (299,300)
onbesittelecheit (195)
ontfankelecheit (227)
persoenlijcheit (56,60)
salecheit (163,249,250)
vereenbarecheit (322)
vrochtberecheit (7,8,15,46,47,273,275)
waereit (212,231,289)
wijsheit (62,91,95)
Schedule 2 : abstracta ending in - heit in the Glose and in Mengeldichten 25 – 29

In the first place it may be suggested that Appelmans’ use of abstracta in the Glose is
not that significant, at least considered quantitatively. Indeed, whereas the Glose-text
as a whole consists of about 3464 words, in only 64 cases an abstract noun ending in
-heit occurs in the Glose (less than 2%). The same conclusion apparently goes for
Mengeldichten 25 – 29: in these poems only a total of 23 abstracta is provable out of
about 858 words (about 2,5%).
Second, on the basis of a close comparison between both lists of abstracta, we
may suggest that there are very little similarities between the abstracta used in the
Glose and those occurring in poems 25 – 29 of Mengeldichten. In only three cases
analogous abstract nouns are used: ewecheit, salecheit, waereit. As a matter of fact, it
may be suggested that the proper abstracta both texts are sharing can be regarded as
rather ‘traditional’, in particular expressing a formulation of a doctrinal certainty
rendered from Latin into the vernacular (eternitas, beatitudo, veritas respectively),
thus belonging to a rather current use of religious language.
Third, as to the rest of the abstracta used in both texts it may be argued that
there are remarkable differences. As was noticed earlier, in the Glose the absence of
‘emptying language’ is significant. That seemingly goes for the use of related abstracta
as well. Mystical terms characteristic of ‘emptying language’ like eenuoldicheit,
enecheyt, menichfuldicheit, ledicheit, seluesheit and simpelheyt are obviously absent
in the Glose. In contrast, Appelmans apparently uses abstracta closely related to a
more scholastic-theological mode of expression, like algheweldecheit (Lat.
omnipotentia), godheid (Lat. divinitas) and wijsheid (Lat. sapientia).
Concerning some specific abstracta occurring in the Glose, like
ontfankelecheit, persoenlijcheit, vereenbarecheit, and vrochtberecheit, it may be
suggested that Appelmans has borrowed the original terms from Meister Eckhart and
translated them into Middle Dutch. 274
274

See for instance a passage from Eckhart’s Predigt 2 (Intravit in quod castellum): “Daz der mensche
got enpfæhet in im, daz ist guot, und in der enpfenclichkeit ist er maget. Daz aber got vruhtbærlich
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As a final remark in context of the use of abstracta in the Glose and Mengeldichten 25
29, we like to call attention for a stylistic phenomenon that both texts are sharing: the
method of piling up abstract nouns. This piling technique, as Murk-Jansen argues,
actually illustrates the meaning of abstracta by the effect they create. 275 In other
words, a concentration of abstracta within a relatively small part of the text is meant
to increase the effect of incomprehensibility and inexpressibility for human reason. In
poem 26 of Mengeldichten, for instance, the occurrence of four abstracta in the space
of four lines (concentration), is significant (italics by me):
In dese weelde wide eenuldicheit
Wonen die arme van gheeste in enecheyt
Daer en vendense niet dan ledicheit
Die altoes antwerdet der ewicheyt
(Van Mierlo 1952, p. 136-137, lines 25 – 28)

Although one may argue that the abstracta used probably were the only appropiate
rhyming words available, this application may also be regarded as intensifying the
effect, serving to illustrate the inability of human reason to understand the mystical
union with God. 276 In the Glose a similar phenomenon appears to occur. While
attempting to (stamelende) describe what God the Father actually is, Appelmans
writes (italics by me) :
[ ]
Hi es een grondeloes
borne der vrochtberer naturen alre dier gotheit
invloyende ouervlietende vrocht gheberende
der vrochtberer naturen alre der gotheit ende
es een grondeloes vtespronc dier heiligher
driuoldecheit. ende ene wortele ende een stam der
algheweldecheit alre gotheit, vterichten
de die wondere sijnre algheweldecheit. doer die
eerste heyleghe drieuoldecheit. wonderende
in den crachten der hemele. Ende es een ansichte
dies wesens alre der godheit. (lines 78 – 88)

The concentration of abstract nouns ending in –heit is part of the way in which both
authors describe that which is essentially ‘inexpressible’. The frequent use of such
words (in the above Glose-passage: gotheit (4x), driuoldecheit (2x), algheweldecheit
(2x)) in close proximity intensifies the effect of the meaning of the words. It may be
clear, however, that – comparing the abstracta in poem 26 to those used in the above
Glose-passage – the nature of the abstracta in question is (again) quite different. That

275
276

in im werde, daz is bezzer; wan vruhtbærkeit der gâbe daz ist aleine dankbærkeit der gâbe, und dâ ist
der geist ein wîp in der widerbernden dankbærkeit , dâ er gote widergebirt Jêsum in daz veterlîche
herze.“ (See Josef Quint 1963, p. 24 – 45). Via http://www.eckhart.de/
Murk-Jansen 1991, p. 71.
Ibidem, p. 36.
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observation actually constitutes a third counter-argument against a supposed mystical
affinity between the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29.
To sum up – on the basis of the observations emerging from the two investigation
aspects concerning the mystical vocabularies of the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29
– we suggest that there is very little mystical affinity (both lexically and as regards
mystical teaching) between both texts. Although some lexical terms are analogously
occurring in both texts, their meaning appears to be quite different, at least in
contextual perspective. That fact leads to the assumption that Appelmans did not
derive his mystical vocabulary from the mystical circles of beguines. That does not
influence our earlier suggestion that Appelmans was well-informed about the
developments on new, heretical ideas taking root within those mystical circles. He
preferred, however, as we supposed above, to use a mystical vocabulary that was clear
enough to dispel any impression of commitment.
5.5 Comparative vocabulary investigation of Appelman’s Glose and Ruusbroec’s

Brulocht
As was noticed in chapter 1 of our Glose study, Ruh argued that it is hard to prove
which mystics or mystical sources Appelmans was dependent on. Although there is
no factual evidence, it was assumed that Appelmans must have been in the literary
neighbourhood of Meister Eckhart, in particular given a lot of similarities in the
speculative mystical terminology which both authors apply. On the other hand,
Appelmans may be related closely to Ruusbroec, and that on the basis of some striking
similarities in Appelman’s Glose and Ruusbroec’s Brulocht. That fact led Ruh to
suppose that the Brulocht may have served as a model for the Glose (see section 1.7,
especially footnotes 48 and 49).
In this part of our investigation of the mystical vocabulary of the Glose we
will make an attempt to find out whether and to what extent Ruh’s above hypothesis
is tenable. We will make a thorough comparison between the vocabularies of the
Glose and the Brulocht by comparing our glossary of the Glose (Appendix III) with
the vocabulary of Ruusbroec’s Brulocht (investigated both by means of the CD-ROM
Middelnederlands and on the basis of a selection of passages from the Brulocht-text
itself). The lexical checklist concerned is presented in Appendix V. 277
Considered from a quantitative point of view, the counting of words analogously
present in the Glose and the Brulocht shows the occurrence of 218 lexical terms in
common out of a total of 350, which is, expressed as a percentage, about 62%. The
total number of checklist-words, absent in the Brulocht but occurring in other
treatises of Ruusbroec is 76 words out of 350, about 22%.
What is more, as an additional result we found that to a large extent the
Glose-terms absent in the Brulocht actually are present in Ruusbroec’s Gheestelike

277

For the composition of this checklist we took advantage of the glossary of the Glose (Appendix III),
consisting of a number of 350 lexical terms.
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Tabernakel. That fact certainly requires further investigation. Anyhow, in this
context the question arises whether Appelmans might have been familiar with this
treatise of Ruusbroec as well. Given the revised dating of Appelmans’ Glose - i.e. of
the copy of the text as it is included in the manuscript - in the mid-fourteenth
century, however, it is not very likely that Appelmans has known the Gheestelike
Tabernakel. Although the precise dating of this treatise of Ruusbroec is still under
discussion, it is assumed to be written about 1350. These two things, i.e. the dating of
the Glose (mid-fourteenth century) and the dating of the Gheestelike Tabernakel
(about 1350) seemingly exclude the possibility that Appelmans has known
Ruusbroec’s treatise. The other way round, i.e. that Ruusbroec borrowed some
mystical terms from Appelmans’ Glose and used them in his Gheestelike Tabernakel,
is considered more plausible.
In addition, it should be pointed out that from the remaining 16% (56 lexical terms
out of 350), i.e. words absent both in the Brulocht and in other treatises of
Ruusbroec, some appear to occur (only) in Limburgse sermoenen 278 , others in the
Amsterdams Lectionarium and in some Middle Dutch Bible translations (the ZuidNederlandse – as well as the Noord-Nederlandse Bijbelvertaling), and especially in the
Bijbelvertaling van 1360. 279 This observation may be interesting for further
investigation.
Finally, it may be considered that Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary also – though
partly – was inspired by Eckhartian thought. Apart from the example presented on
page 82 (illustrated in footnote 247), Appelmans apparently uses some Middle Dutch
terms which can be traced back to Meister Eckhart, like, for instance, vernueft
(vernunft), eighen eighens (einig ein), ontworden (entwerden), ghelaten (gelassen),
onbekinden bekinden (unbekannte bekantnisse). 280
Besides the above quantitative result, it may be useful to explore the extent to which
the proper mystical terminology analogously present in the Glose and the Brulocht
actually reflects thematic similarities. As Ruh has pointed out, one of the themes
being at the centre of Appelmans’ mystical teaching concerns the vrochtberecheit
(fecundity) of the divine nature. The similar way Ruusbroec deals with the Trinitarian
vrochtberecheit in the Brulocht leads Ruh to assume that Appelmans might have
known Ruusbroec’s Brulocht. 281 Moreover, there are other striking similarities in both
texts which may support Ruh’s above assumption. By way of illustration, a small
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280
281

By way of illustration, it concerns words like borne, becomen, innechlike, lien, lutter, nutten,
om(me)bevanc, ont hebben, ordeninghen.
After consultation of the texts of Limburgse sermoenen and Middle Dutch Bible translations, as
recorded on the CD-ROM Middelnederlands.
For more examples of Eckhartian use of language, see McGinn 2005, p. 83 – 98.
See Ruh 199, p. 146.
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number of passages from the Brulocht 282 are presented below (a), together with the
‘corresponding’ passages in the Glose (b).
(a)

Ende God wert des menschen gheweldich na alle sinen wille;
ende des menschen wille wert met Gods wille soe een, dat hi
niet anders ghewillen en can noch begheren.
(Brulocht, p. 1, 125)

(b)

[ ]
Ende dan es onse
vrie wille ons ontworden. ende es in den wille des
vaders die wille des vaders worden. also hi in
den hemel es. want wi ghenen anderen wille en
willen noch minnen. (Glose, lines 154 – 158)

(a)

Dat es dat hoochste kinnisse Gods dat de mensche hebben mach
in werkende levene: dat hi dat bekinne in lichte dies gheloofs, dat
God ombegripelijc is ende ombekinlijc.
(Brulocht, p. 1, 142)

(b)

[ ]
ende dat es dat alre
ouerste dat dies menschen vernueft begripen
mach. dat wi vernueftelike bekinnen ende minneli
ke minnen dat wi gods niet entwint begripen
en moghen alsoe hi es in hem seluen.
(Glose, lines 69 – 73)

(a)

Die eerste ende die hoochste eenicheit es in Gode; want alle
creatueren hanghen in deser eenicheit met wesene met
levene ende met onthoude [ ] Dese eenicheit besitten wi in
ons selven ende doch boven ons selven, als een beghin ende
een onthout ons wesens ende ons levens.
(Brulocht, p. 1, 144 and 145)

(b)

[ ]
In deser seluer ghe
boerten. es de vader hem seluen in alre ghe
weldecheit sijnre godheit. sceppende allen cre
aturen leuen ende wesen ghevende allen cre
aturen. een onderstaen. een oponthouden van
sijnre godliker vaderliker ghewout alles dies
dat leuen ende wesen heeft in creaturliker aert.
(Glose, lines 16 – 22)

(a)

Ende hier en es anders niet dan en eewich scouwen ende
staren dat Licht metten Lichte ende inden Lichte. [ ] Want
sijn comen besteet, sonder tijt, in eenen eewighen nu [ ] (Brulocht p. 1, 243)

282

Quotation of the Brulocht-passages is conform the edition of Poukens & Reypens via www.dbnl.org
(2002).
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(b)

[ ]
Ende
alsoe werde wi ontfaende van dien lichte dat licht
met dien lichte dat licht. in dien lichte dat
licht des lichten lichts. in desen eweghen nv
wen nv des ewechs daeghs. heden.
(Glose, lines 259 – 263)

(a)

[ ] want al dat in God es, dat es God
(Brulocht, p. 1, 244)

(b)

[ ] want waer gods yet es daer es
hi altemale. (Glose, lines 103 – 104) 283

Although the presentation of a small number of ‘corresponding’ passages does not give
the final answer, it may be clear that the rate of similarity in the passages above –
both from a lexical perspective and as regards content – is striking enough to suggest
that Appelmans must have been close to Ruusbroec anyway. Whether Appelmans
should have used the Brulocht as a model for his Paternoster commentary, as Ruh
argues, actually requires a more detailed comparison between both texts. Our
observations so far, however, actually give cause to suggest that, besides Ruh’s
assumption about a literary one-way-traffic from Ruusbroec to Appelmans, another
possibility should not be excluded, e.g. that of the other way round: Ruusbroec might
have been familiar with / read Appelmans’ Glose.
In the context of the present Glose research, however, one aspect still needs to
be briefly discussed: the supposed resemblance between the Glose and the Brulocht
as to the stand both authors make against certain misleading ideas taking root in the
mystical landscape of the early fourteenth century.
As was noticed in chapter 4, Appelmans (indirectly) makes a stand in the Glose
against misleading ideas reflecting the dangerous thought of certain contemporary
heretical ‘movements’ like the Free Spirit. We also indicated earlier that such a
suggestion invited us to take a closer look at possible corresponding passages in
Ruusbroec’s Brulocht, since we know that Ruusbroec in some of his treatises firmly
hits out at (among others) the heretical thought of the Free Spirit. Was Appelmans’
specific exposition on the Paternoster possibly inspired by / based on the reading of
some fitting passages in Ruusbroec’s Brulocht ?
Besides discussing a lot of mystical themes, in the Brulocht Ruusbroec
284
amply pays attention to both the danger of valse ledicheit and to people who – by
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Recently I hit upon a striking similarity in Hadewijch, recorded by Murk-Jansen (see Murk-Jansen
1991, p. 71): In Brieven 22 the following phrase occurs: [ ] yet van gode es god altemale.
Subsequently, as Murk-Jansen shows, in Brieven 28 Hadewijch writes: Jet van gode, dat es god. Ende
daer omme roert god in siere menster gauen alle sine crachte. Ja yet van gode, dat es god selue. These
observations may create an additional possibility, in that either Appelmans and Ruusbroec both
read Hadewijch’s Brieven, or that all three authors used a similar source.
In the Brulocht Ruusbroec’s verbal fight against the Free Spirit actually fills pp. 1, 228 – 1, 238.
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practising such a valse ledicheit – ongherecht leven, vol gheestelijcker dolinghen ende
alre verkeertheit (p. 1, 232). An extended presentation of Ruusbroec’s verbal fight
against such verkeerden menschen might be very useful to get the quintessence of his
argument apparent. Within the scope of our comparing investigation at issue,
however, the presentation of a few Brulocht-passages may suffice to suggest that
Ruusbroec’s concern about the pernicious influence of the Free Spirit thought is
indirectly reflected in Appelmans’ treatment of the Paternoster.
Overmits die natuerlijcke raste die si ghevoelen ende besitten
in hem seluen in ledicheiden, so houden si dit, dat si vri sijn, ende
met Gode sonder middel vereenicht, ende dat si verhaven sijn
boven alle oefeninghe der heiligher kerken, en boven die gebode
Gods, ende boven die wet, ende boven alle doechdelijc werken
diesmen pleghen mach in eenigher wijs. (p. 1, 233)
Ende hier omme sijn si ledech alre doechde, ende also ledech, dat
si niet willen dancken noch loven Gode, ende si en hebben bekinnen
noch minnen noch willen noch bidden noch begeren. (p. 1, 233)
Ende si lyen wel dat God Sceppere ende Heere es alre creaturen,
nochtan en willen si Hem noch danken noch loven; ende dat Hi
sonder inde es mechtich ende rike es, nochtan segghen si: Hi en mach
hem noch gheven noch nemen. (p. 1, 236)

In contrast with Ruusbroec’s overt indictment of heretical ideas, Appelmans, as was
stressed earlier in chapter 4 (see sections 4.3.6, 4.4.3.2, 4.5), just implicitly cautions his
audience about the dangers of a suspect mysticism. That fact makes a direct textual
comparison rather difficult. Yet, we may (again) refer to Appelmans’ pronouncement
upon a disputed question concerning the necessity to hold on praying the Paternoster
(see section 4.4.3.2):
[ ] Nu vraghe ic ochte enech mensche
daer toe come mach in deser tijt dat hi des
pater nosters ledech staen mach in alre wise.
Soe sprekic neen. (lines 405 - 408)

By comparing Appelmans’ pronouncement with the above passages of Ruusbroec, in
particular as regards content, it may be suggested that Appelmans touches here the
essence of the same problem that Ruusbroec was concerned about.
5.6 Recapitulation and evaluation
Whereas in the previous chapters Appelmans’ positioning was mainly investigated
from a literary-historical perspective, in this final chapter emphasis was laid on
primarily investigating the Glose from a lexical point of view. In order to find out
whether there is mystical affinity between the Glose and contemporary mystical texts,
the mystical vocabulary of Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary was compared with
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that of Mengeldichten 25 – 29, a group of Middle Dutch mystical poems apparently
influenced by speculative mysticism. The texts under consideration were compared as
to the use and meaning of speculative-mystical vocabulary, especially in relation with
the underlying mystical teaching that both authors are propagating. Subsequently, a
comparing lexical investigation was made between the Glose and Ruusbroec’s
Brulocht. The principal purpose of such a lexical comparison was to examine whether
Ruh’s hypothesis was tenable, in that he supposed that Appelmans must have been
familiar with Ruusbroec’s Brulocht, mainly given the occurrence of some striking
thematic similarities in both texts.
It may be clear, that all investigated aspects were expected to contribute to a
better understanding of Appelmans’ position within the mystical landscape of the
early fourteenth century. On the basis of the observations emerging from the several
points of investigation above, we now may proceed to evaluate these observations and
draw some preliminary conclusions.
In sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 two comparing investigation aspects were discussed
concerning the mystical vocabularies of the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29, e.g.
comparing the nature of the mystical terminology used in both texts as well as the use
of abstracta. Based on the respective observations, we started to suggest that there
apparently is very little mystical affinity (both lexically and as regards mystical
teaching) between the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29. Although some lexical terms
are analogously occurring in both texts, their meaning appeared to be quite different,
at least in contextual perspective. Indeed, whereas Mengeldichten 25 – 29 lexically
mirror the influence of annihilation-mysticism, the nature of Appelmans’ mystical
vocabulary appears to be far from reflecting such mystical thought. Rather, as we
suggested, it looks like Appelmans consciously avoids the use of mystical terms that
might throw his audience into confusion. The author of the Glose apparently aims at
putting the deepest relation between God and man in a clear light.
In addition, the use of Pseudo-Dionysian language partly marking both texts
seems to cover different overtones as well. Contrary to Mengeldichten 25 – 29, it was
supposed that Appelmans apparently focuses in the Glose on the unknowability of
God Himself, stressing that all that the human intellect may ‘understand’ of who (and
what) God is, actually is admitting that he cannot ‘understand’ God at all.
Summarizing, the respective results emerging from comparing the mystical
vocabulary of the Glose with that of Mengeldichten 25 – 29 leads us to assume that
Appelmans was not closely related to mystical circles of mulieres religiosae, neither in
the spiritual neighbourhood of Hadewijch nor in that of Marguerite Porete. That is to
say, Appelmans’ mystical terminology obviously is distinct from that of both women
mystics. As to our suggestion, however, that Appelmans has been familiar with some
dangerous aspects (and consequences) of contemporary annihilation-mystical
thought, we think this patently demonstrable – though indirectly – in the way
Appelmans illuminates and emphasizes certain themes in the Glose in order to protect
his audience against current misleading ideas.
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In section 5.5 ample attention was given to Ruh’s suggestion that Appelmans must
have known Ruusbroec’s Brulocht, thus indicating that Appelmans may be related
close to the ‘Groenendaler Mystik’. Whereas Ruh sustained his suggestion by
presenting some Brulocht-passages that appear to correspond thematically to
Appelmans’ exposition of thought in the Glose, we decided to choose another line of
approach in order to find out whether Ruh’s hypothesis is tenable. By comparing the
mystical vocabulary of the Glose with that of Ruusbroec’s Brulocht, a high rate of
analogous terms appear to occur in both texts. Together with the frequent occurrence
of similar combinations of thematic content and mystical vocabulary we may consider
these observations a plausible argument to corroborate Ruh’s hypothesis that
Appelmans must have read Ruusbroec’s Brulocht. In addition, especially in the light
of our above observations, we can also suggest now that that the other way round Ruusbroec has known Appelmans’ Glose – is defensible.

Returning to the principal question of the present chapter: where actually did
Appelmans derive his Middle Dutch mystical vocabulary from?, the following
conclusions may be drawn. First, Appelmans is not a direct link in the literary chain
Hadewijch - Ruusbroec. Although the author of the Glose is supposed to have known
both thought and writings of contemporary women mystics, his mystical vocabulary
largely differs from that of women authors active in mystical circles of beguines.
Second, it was suggested that Appelmans partly must have derived his mystical
vocabulary from writings of Meister Eckhart, which indicates – at least to some extent
– Appelmans’ closeness to the German mystic, either literally or in spiritual-mystical
respect. Third, the large rate of analogous terms in the Glose and Ruusbroec’s
Brulocht confirms the idea that Appelmans also should be located in the
neighbourhood of Ruusbroec. Whether Appelmans borrowed his mystical
terminology from Ruusbroec’s Brulocht or the other way round, as a result of our
vocabulary investigation both possibilities seem equally arguable now. In any case,
that suggestion tempts to further investigation. Moreover, in the event that
supplemental studies would show that Ruusbroec – somehow or other – must have
known Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary, another possibility will come in sight, in
that Appelmans then could have been one of the intermediaries between Eckhart and
Ruusbroec. For the time being, however, the information available so far does not
suffice to furnish a clear proof for the existence of a literary chain Eckhart –
Appelmans - Ruusbroec.
Besides the observations discussed above, there still rest many lexical terms in
the Glose that could not be definitely identified. Some lexical terms appear to occur –
outside the Glose - in the Limburgse sermoenen only, others are also traceable in
some Middle Dutch Bible translations. The question, however, whether these texts
may have served as a lexical source to Appelmans or not, should be object of further
research.
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CONCLUSION

T

he aim of this study on the Glose op den Pater Noster of Gheraert Appelmans
actually was twofold. By investigating the Glose primarily from a literarycontextual point of view, a method lacking in previous Glose-research, it was
expected to elucidate both the intended function of Appelmans’ Paternoster
commentary and the mystical environment of the author. As an additional goal, it was
considered useful (and necessary) to show that mystical texts of quantitatively ‘minor’
mystical authors like Appelmans can still constitute a valuable, complementary source
of information needed to get a clearer insight into the literary relationships within the
mystical discourse of the late-thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
A detailed discussion of the Glose-research to date obviously contributed to conclude
that Appelmans’ text was investigated so far from rather one-sided points of view.
Over the years, most studies dealing with (aspects of) the Glose were directed at
interpreting the text both doctrinal-theologically and in relation with Appelmans’
mystical teaching rather than discussing the Glose from a literary perspective. Even
when Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary was object of discussion, it appeared to be
treated only in the light of demonstrating a certain rate of influence (dependence) of
mystical thought from other contemporary mystics, in particular from Meister
Eckhart. It would last about seventy years before some Glose-researchers, especially
Ruh, started to consider the Glose from other perspectives. In particular the
occurrence of some significant thematic similarities in the Glose and Ruusbroec’s
Brulocht led Ruh to suggest that the prior dating of the Glose should be revised into a
later period, thus placing Appelmans closer to the ‘Groenendaler Mystik’. That
suggestion of Ruh actually constituted one of the most important points of departure
for further investigation of the Glose primarily within a later, fourteenth-century
literary context. The prospect, that applying such a revised dating of the Glose might
lead to new research findings, was substantiated in more than one respect.
In order to examine the Glose in a literary framework as broad as possible, first
Appelmans’ Paternoster commentary was considered in context of the literary
medieval tradition of Paternoster literature, especially intended to illuminate the
text’s particular nature. A comparison with four contemporary Paternoster
commentaries – both as regards structure and literary presentation – revealed that on
the whole Appelmans holds on to present his comments on the Paternoster in
accordance with traditionally used literary structures. In contrast, in the Glose
Appelmans appears to interweave a profound explanation with personal mystical
ideas, while articulating specific issues and mystical themes that may be related to
certain (controversial) questions of the day. Moreover, the occurrence of a disputed
question at the end of the Glose-text, dealing with the necessity of praying the
Paternoster, even for mystics, strengthened the impression that the Glose implicitly
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mirrors Appelmans’ concern about misleading ideas taking roots in his time.
Therefore, it may be suggested that Appelmans, within the specific context of the
Paternoster, cautions his audience about the dangers of a suspect mysticism, just like
Ruusbroec frequently did – though more explicitly – in his mystical treatises.
Summarizing, the observations resulting from this part of our Gloseinvestigation gave cause to formulate the following suppositions. First, the function of
Glose may be considered rather different from the other four Paternoster
commentaries, in that Appelmans primarily used the Paternoster petitions as a textual
frame, as an instrument of transfer considered most appropriate to show the vital
necessity of tenaciously invoking God as Father in prayer. Second, the observation
that Appelmans seems to share with Ruusbroec his concern about heretical
misleading images in his time, may be regarded as partly corroborating Ruh’s
hypothesis to place the author of the Glose – both in time and in spiritual respect –
more closely in the neighbourhood of Ruusbroec.
Besides a literary-contextual investigation of the Glose, regarding the text as a textual
entirety, Appelmans’ Glose was considered from a second, in particular lexical point
of view. It was suggested that analyzing the nature of Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary
could help to establish in which mystical circles the author was involved and from
which circles he did derive his Middle Dutch mystical vocabulary.
At first, a lexical comparison was made with Mengeldichten 25 – 29, since
those mystical poems are supposed to be written in a later period and under the
influence of a later, more speculative coloured mysticism, typical features of which
also can be found in Appelmans’ Glose. It has been possible to define more exactly
the nature of the differences between the Glose and Mengeldichten 25 – 29, and to
bring to light that Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary to some extent seems to be
analogous to that of Mengeldichten 25 – 29, but actually has a mystical overtone that
fully differs from that of those poems. Whereas the author of Mengeldichten 25 – 29
obviously shows to be influenced by ‘annihilation’-mysticism, Appelmans mystical
terminology can be related to a different underlying mystical line of thought. The
observations emerging from the comparison between both mystical vocabularies lead
to conclude, that it is most unlikely to regard Appelmans as a literary intermediary
between Hadewijch and Ruusbroec.
A second lexical comparison, this time between the mystical vocabulary of
Appelmans’ Glose and that of Ruusbroec’s Brulocht, was aimed at investigating Ruh’s
hypothesis that Appelmans must have read Ruusbroec’s Brulocht. As this hypothesis
was based mainly on the occurrence of some thematically corresponding passages in
both texts, it was considered useful to apply another method of investigation, i.e. a
lexical comparison, in order to find out whether and to what extent Ruh’s hypothesis
was tenable.
As a matter of fact, this complementary research aspect brought to light that a
high rate of similarities (thematic analogy as well as analogous terms) occurring in
both texts apparently confirms the idea that Appelmans should be placed in the
literary and spiritual neighbourhood of Ruusbroec. That does not automatically imply,
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however, that Appelmans borrowed his mystical terminology from Ruusbroec’s
Brulocht, let alone the idea that the Brulocht served as a model to the Glose, as Ruh
suggests. Based on an additional observation, i.e. the relatively high rate of lexical
analogy between the Glose and other treatises of Ruusbroec (in particular the
Gheesteliken Tabernakel) it is an equally arguable point of view to suggest that
Ruusbroec must have read Appelmans. 285 In the event that supplemental studies
would confirm that suggestion, another possibility will come in sight, in that
Appelmans then could have been one of the intermediaries between Eckhart and
Ruusbroec. For the time being, however, the information available so far suggests but
does not suffice to furnish a clear proof for the existence of a literary chain Eckhart –
Appelmans – Ruusbroec.
Finally, in our present Glose study some issues were briefly indicated that might be of
interest for future, supplementary investigation on Appelmans’ mystical text. First, in
general a sound scholarly text edition together with a translation of the Glose-text
into modern Dutch must be regarded as most desirable seeing it is vital for further
investigation purposes. Second, the assumption made by researchers like EpineyBurgard and Ruh, in that Appelmans must have been in the literary neighbourhood of
Meister Eckhart, is still rather vague and should be made more explicit by closely
comparing Appelmans’ mystical vocabulary with that of Meister Eckhart (in
particular concentrating on Eckhart’s vernacular sermons). Third, considering the
occurrence of analogous lexical terms in the Glose and in some Middle Dutch Bible
translations, further research may elucidate whether and to what extent those texts
are to be related to each other. Fourth, by extending the comparative investigation
between (the vocabulary of) the Glose and other treatises of Ruusbroec, the
suggestion that Ruusbroec must have read Appelmans may become more convincing.
Last, as to Kwakkels’ hypothesis that the postscriptum of the Glose actually
constitutes the opening lines of another mystical treatise (see section 4.4.3.3),
complementary manuscript research is considered desirable.

285

The other way round, i.e. that Appelmans has known Ruusbroec’s Gheesteliken Tabernakel, is not
very likely, as was discussed in section 5.5, p. 85.
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APPENDIX I
MANUSCRIPT DESCRIPTION 1

Signature of the manuscript: Ms Brussel, KB 3067-73 (olim KB, Cat. III 2362)
Contents: mystical and devotional writings in Middle Dutch
Material: parchment
Cover: cardboard, 19th c.
Measurements: 130 x 90 mm (a portable format)
Number of pages: 182 fol.
Provenance: unknown (Brabant) / Brussels / Rooklooster
Date: ca. 1350, 1361, 1350 – 1400 and ca. 1400
Ms Brussel KB 3067-73 consists of twelve separate parts, which supposedly had
functioned as individual texts in an earlier stage.
Table of contents:
Mystical treatise (f.2r-9v, incipit Sente Dionysius sprect), mystical
treatise (f.9v-13r, incipit Dat ongeborne wesen), sermon of Meister
Eckhart (f.13r-14r)
II (f.15-41):
Tekene eens vernueftechs gronts (f.15r-18v), Meister Eggaert sprect
( f.19r-19v), mystical treatise (f.19v-22r, incipit Die stat daer boven),
mystical treatise (f.22r-24r, incipit Sinte Johan sprect), mystical poem
(f.24r-24v, Ay edele minne), Beatrijs van Nazareth, Seven manieren
van heiliger minnen (f.24v-40v), Dicta Augustinus (f.40v-41v).
III (f.42-49): Sermon of Meister Eckhart (f.42r-45v), compilation two sermons of
Meister Eckhart (f.46r-49r)
IV (f.50-55): Men mochte vragen wat die eygenste sake ware (f.50r-51r), devout
treatise(f.51r-53v, incipit XVI poente), Te Deum (Lat., 53v-54r),
prayer ( 54r-55r)
V (f.56-79):
Jan van Ruusbroec, Boecsken der verclaringhe (56r-79r)
VI (f.80-133): treatise Ten Commandments (f.80r-95v), treatise Ten Commandments
(f.95v-103), treatise seven cardinal sins (f.103v-105v), list seven
sacraments / works of mercy (f.105v-106r), prayers (f.106r-108r),
meditation (f.108v-112v), Nikolaas van Straatsburg, Preek op de
gulden berg (f.113r-117r), Salve regina (f.117r-117v), confession
manual (f.117v-119v), Abstract from Ruusbroec, Vanden blinckenden
steen (f.119v-123r), exemplum (f.124r-125v), Dicta patrum (f.125v127v), XXX poente der volcomener oetmoedecheit (f.127v-129v),
exemplum from Schwester Katrei (f.129v-131r), Middle Dutch
I (f.1-14):

1

This manuscript description is based on two earlier manuscript descriptions of KB 3067-73, i.e. De
Vreese 1900-1902 (hs Vv), p. 639-663 and Kwakkel 2002, p. 227 - 233.

translation of Guyard van Laon, Sermo de duodecim fructibus
sacramenti (f.131r-133v)
VII (f.134-142): Limburgs sermoen nr. 3 (f.134r-142v)
VIII (f.143-154): Gheraert Appelmans, Glose op den pater noster (f.143r-151v),
Meister Eckharts Wirtschaft (f.151v-154v)
IX (f.155-158): Three mystical poems (f.155r-158v)
X (f.159-163): Meister Eckharts Wirtschaft (f.159r-163r), list of Ten
Commandments (f.163r)
XI (f.164-171): Legend of St. Alexius (f.164r-171v)
XII (f.172-176): Legend of St. Marinen (f.172r-176r), abstract from Ruusbroec, Van
seven trappen (f.176r-178v)
Additional details part VIII (including the Glose)
Scribe: ‘Kopiist van Brussel’.
Absence of catchwords, quire signatures, leave signatures; pricking visible, rules
drawn with ink. Written in one column, 25 lines.
Presence of some German equivalents for Middle Dutch words.
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APPENDIX II
DIPLOMATIC TRANSCRIPTION
GHERAERT APPELMANS’ GLOSE OP DEN PATER NOSTER
f143r

I

8

Dit es de glose op den pater noster broeder gheraerts
appelmans die leeg[t]
heremias sprect. ghi selt mi heten
vader. sprect die here. Hier om leert ons
bi ere st[at]
onse here ihesus christus tanebedene ende te bidde die rijcs[..]
ne den vader in den pater noster ; Dat eerste
re heet [ende]
wort sprect. vader . Hoe versta wi dat wort. doet daer sw[aer]
Die vader es hem seluen in vrochtberecheit penitentie [in een]
sijnre naturen. ende van vrochtberecheit sijn
wou[t]
re naturen sprekende dat wort gheberende den
sone in alre volcomenre ghelijcheit sijns selfs.
sijns selfs nature een ander persoen. ende
der persoen verlienden sone in vaderliker
aert. die nature ghebert niet noch en werdt
gheboren. maer de vader die richtet ute ghe
berende die vrochtbericheit sijnre naturen
in macht sijns wesens. In deser seluer ghe
boerten. es de vader hem seluen in alre ghe
weldecheit sijnre godheit. sceppende allen cre
aturen leuen ende wesen ghevende allen cre
aturen. een onderstaen. een oponthouden van
sijnre godliker vaderliker ghewout alles dies
dat leuen ende wesen heeft in creaturliker aert.
Alsus es die vader een vader aller creaturen.
nochtan en es sijnre substantien noch sijnre
naturen niet een twint toten ingelen noch to
ten menschen noch te negheenre creaturen.
Die dit woert aldus versteet. die anebeedt den
vader in desen woerde. Hier na seldi horen
wat anebeden es. Nu merct wat anebeden
es den vader. een vernueftech. innech. lutter
minnelec belien den vader sijnre godliker va
derliker eighenscap. Noch een luttel naerre
merct wat anebedene es. Alse de vader be

f143r2
f143r5
f143r6
f143r12
f143r25

Initial I in red fills three lines, including the first line of the title.
pater noster: underlined in red.
vader: underlined in red.
verlienden: ver written in the erasure of ver ghe.
een twint toten: in the lower margin a German translation is written: nütznüt zuo den.
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f143v9
f143v18
f143v25
f144r7
f144r14
f144r14
f144r17
f144r19

seten heeft alle de wide des vernuefts gheests. ende
ouernomen ende inghenomen heeft wesen ende
ewecheit des gheests. ende alle sine cracht in
die grondeloese godlijcheit dire heerscap sire
eren. soe sinct die gheest van dien afgronde
in dat afgront. ende van den yete in een
niet. hier becomet god die vader sijn eighen
eighens in hem seluen in den gheest. Dit es een
ghewarech anebeden des gheests. ¶ Dat
ander woert sprect. Onse . Vernuefteghe crea
turen. wie verstaen wi. vernueftighe creaturen dat
die vader onse es. Die vader es hem seluen in
vrochtberecheit sijnre naturen ende van vrochtbe
recheit sijnre naturen sprekende dat woert ende
gheberende den sone in alre volcomende ghelijcheit
sijns selfs. sijns selfs nature een ander persoen.
die ander persoen beliende sone. naturlike in va
derliken aert. Van anebeghinne die natur
like soen des vaders es hem seluen beliende
gheboren van den vader. beliende den vader
in soenliker aert. In deser wider gheboerten
des ewechs woerds. es begripende dat eweghe
woert sine persoenlijcheit van den vader.
Niet en es dat eweghe woert hem mede
ghebarende van den vader. maer mede begri
pende in sijnre wedergheboerten sine persoen
lijcheit. in der gheboerten des vader alles
dat die vader bekint in sire grondeloeser
ewegher wijsheit vtevlietende metten sone
ende wedergheboren in den sone metten so
ne sonelike bekinnen. de vader die lie den
vaderliken sone van sijnre ghenaden in va
derliker aert. Hier sijn wi sijn sone ende
hi onse vader. ¶ Die bist. In desen woer
de verstommen alle ghescapene gheeste. ende
moeten lien wi en weten. ende dat es dat alre

36

40

44

48

52

56

60

64

68

heeft: originally missing in the text between seten and alle; added into the margin (by
the scribe or the rubricator), with a reference mark after seten.
Onse: underlined in red.
beliende: in the lower margin a German translation is written: verlehend(?).
hem: in the manuscript another final e is still visible (heme)?
The n after de has been erased
The t after lie has been erased.
Die bist: underlined in red.
In superscript another hand added verlehen(?), a German translation of lien.
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ouerste dat dies menschen vernueft begripen
mach. dat wi vernueftelike bekinnen ende minneli
ke minnen dat wi gods niet entwint begripen
en moghen alsoe hi es in hem seluen. Aldus
leert hi ons in desen woerde tanebedene. ende te
beliene dat grondelose ouerbliuen dat god in
hem seluen es ouerbliuende allen ghescepenen
gheesten. Doch moghen wi stamelende gheraden
wat god die vader es. Hi es een grondeloes
borne der vrochtberer naturen alre dier gotheit
invloyende ouervlietende vrocht gheberende
der vrochtberer naturen alre der gotheit ende
hi es een grondeloes vtespronc dier heilegher
driuoldecheit. ende ene wortele ende een stam der
algheweldecheit alre der godheit. vterichten
de die wondere sijnre algheweldecheit. doer die
eerste heylegher drieuoldecheit. wonderende
in den crachten der hemele. Ende es een ansichte
dies wesens alre der godheit. ¶ Die daer es
in den hemel . in den naturliken sietliken he
mel. met dier ordeninghen dijnre alghewel
degher ewegher wijsheit. ende in dien vernuefteghen
gheesteliken hemel. met dien grondeloesen
utevlotene dijnre ontfarmecheit ende dijnre
guede. ende met dien ordeninghen dijnre ewegher
wijsheit. ende met dien beelde dijnre heilegher
drieuoldecheit. ende met dire vrochtbere redenen
dijns vaderleker herten. ende met dien minnelike
claren inbrande dijns heilechs gheests. ende met
dier algheweldecheit alre dijnre godheit. ende
met dier wonnebere vrochtbere vrocht dijnre
vrochtbere naturen. ende met dien starken gloriosen
heilecheit dijns wesens ende dijnre naturen ende alre
dijnre godheit. want waer gods yet es daer es
hi altemale. Ende in den vorbranden hemel ene
luttere substantie ende ene stille ruste. Seluer
Du best. Wi en weten alle creaturen. ¶ Ghehey
lecht werde dijn name . Dies vaders name es
de sone. ende en ware die sone sone niet. soe en
hadde die vader sinen vaderliken name niet. Want
algader dat die vader es verliende. dat verlijt hi

f144vr13-14 Die daer es in den hemel: underlined in red.
f145r5
Seluer: in the manuscript: ruow (?) in erasure of (..l..r).
f145r6-7
Gheheylecht werde dijn name: underlined in red.
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in den sone. sone van vaderliker aert. Ende oec
en ware die vader vader niet: soe en hadde die
sone sinen soneliken name niet. Want algader dat die
sone es verliende dat verlijt hi in den vader: vader van
soneliker aert. Alsus es die vader in den sone. ende
die sone in den vader. Ende die heileghe
gheest es in hem beiden. ende die name es heilech
in hem seluen. Nu sijn wi van ghenaden gods alle so
nen gods ende name des vader. Sal nu die name
des vaders. die wi van ghenaden sijn gheheilecht
werden: soe moet die naturlike heileghe name
des vaders in ons gheheilecht werden. heilech bekint
ende ghemint werden. soe werden wi gheenecht ende
gheheylecht in den name. dien name dies vader van
sire ghenaden. Ende dat dit in ons volbracht
werde. dat leret ons die sone in desen worde. ¶
Toecome dijn rike . Den vader en comt
noch toe noch ave. alse hi in hem seluen een
gheweldech es ende nieuts en bedarf. want
des vaders rike es die sone. Ende alle die de
vader van den anebeginne sijnre godheit be
kint. ende mint sonelike salech in den sone met den
sone in der widergheboert des soens sonelike
verliende des vader in den sone. Ende dat dit in
ons toecome. ende volbracht werde alset die va
der ewelike bekint ende ghemint heeft. in ons te
volbringhene van sijnre godliker ghenaden. dat
leert ons de sone innerlike tanebedene ende te
biddene den vader in desen woerde. ¶ Ghe
werde de wille dijn alse in den hemel ende in der
erden . God de vader es een ommebevanc ende
een hemel alre hemele. ende die wille des vader
es sijn bekinnen ende sijn minnen ende sijn weten
ende sijn werken. Alsoe nu die wille des vaders
in den hemel in hem seluen es bekint ende ghe
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Note in the margin from another hand: allen sament as German translation of

algader.
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worden. ende in ons te ghewerdene: alsoe ghe
werde hi. Sal dit gescien soe moete wi lut
terlike gode ghelaten ende ghestoruen sijn alga
der dat wi sijn. ende dat onse vernueft bekinnen mach
beide van ghenaden ende van naturen in gode ende in
creaturen. Dies moete wi lutterlike arme des
willen staen. lutterlike ghesinken. ende ghelaten
in den verborghenen onbekinden bekinden wille
des vaders also hi in den hemel es. Ende dan es onse
vrie wille ons ontworden. ende es in den wille des
vaders die wille des vaders worden. also hi in
den hemel es. want wi ghenen anderen wille en
willen noch en minnen. Ende dan sijn wi een lijf
met christo ende een sone in den sone. ende een gheest
met gode. Ende dit gesciet hier in der erden daer
die ziele es in der erden des lijfs. in enen deele ende
bi blicke: maer hier na alse ons lijf op verstaet
ende salecheit besit metten gheeste. daer besitte
wi lutterlike des vaders eighen in den sone sone
like. ende es die eneghe onwandelbaer eweghe
wille des vaders in ons onse worden. in der erden
des lijfs: een ende ewech ende onwandelbaer also
hi in den hemele es. van den adele sijnre onsten .
Ende dat dit ghescie in ons dat leert ons die sone
in desen woerde. ¶ Onse daghelijc broet
gheeft ons heden . Hoe verstaen wi dat dat broet
onse es: alst gods dies vaders eighen es van
adele sijnre alvolcomenheit dat hi gheeft ende
vergheeft: alsoe eest onse eyghen van sijnre
godliker ghenaden dat wi sine gaue ontfaen.
Waeromme leert hi ons nu te biddene omme on
se eyghen: want wi van ons seluen niet en heb
ben een twint. maer al dat wi gods hebben van
ghenaden gods hebben ende ontfaen hebben. ende
want die ghaue dies vaders alsoe edel es. soe
leert hi ons innechlike te biddene ende tanebede
ne den vader in groter oedmoedecheit des gheests.
ende te bereidene ende bereit te sine die edele ghaue
gods dies vaders tontfane. Nu merket van
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dien daghe ende van dien dagheliken brode . Het
sijn drierhande daghe. Die eerste dach es tijtlec
ende vlietet enweghe met der tijt. onse daghelijc
broet an desen daghe es alle onse noedorft. daer
om leert hi ons te biddene den vader. hem teen
re ewegher eren. ende ons teenre ewegher rasten.
Nu sprect hi. heden . in desen woerde leert hi ons
dat wi wijsleike wachten in groter oedmoedech
eit dies ordeels gods dies vaders. ende anescou
wen onse onstadech tijtlijc leuen. in al selker
onbesittelecheit alre tijtliker dinghe die wi niet
met den wille gods in den wille gods gode niet
besetten en hebben. dan alse dese dach heden on
se jonxte dach ware. ende god in dier jonxter ston
de dies daeghs ordeel woude spreken ouer lijf
ende ouer ziele. ende wi dat bekinden. Die ander
dach es gheestelijc. Dat es ene gherechte wa
rachteghe vernueft die verlicht es met godliker
ghenaden. want ghelijc dat de tijdlike dach
negheen licht en heeft hi en werde verlicht metter
sonnen: alsoe en heeft die ghescepene vernueft
negheen licht si en werde verlicht met godli
ker ghenaden. Ende ghelijc dat onse lijflike
oghen niet en moghen ghesien onderscheet
lijfliker dinghe. si en hebbe ene hulpe eens
toeuallens lichts: alsoe en mach die oghe
der vernueft niet bekinnen onderscheet godliker
wareit sonder de hulpe godliker ghenaden.
Welc es onse daghelijc broet in desen daghe:
Die vader sprect sijn wort ewelike in den in
nechste der ziele. ende die redene sijns woerds
die heeft ene luttere vernueft. een vernueftech
invernemen : ende dat es onse daghelike broet.
Ende dese selue heilecheit ontfaen wi in die or
deninghe gods. in den heileghen sacramente
in den gheloue ende in wise ende in desen tijdliken
daghe. ende wi werden sijns ghenietende bouen
gheloue. ende bouen tijt ende bouen wise salechlike
in desen daghe der ewecheit. Ende des ghenietens
hebbe wi nu een vernueftech inne voergheuoe
len in dier vernueft. ende dat es dat ander daghe

dagheliken brode: underlined in red.
heden: underlined in red.
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like broet. Eer ic vorwert ga soe spreke ic van
die ontfankelicheit dies heilechs sacraments.
So wie dat dat werdelike ontfaet die werdt ghe
reinecht van allen sonden. ende ghesekert des ewichs
leuens. Dat derde daghelike broet. es een lu
ter anscouwen godliker waereit met claren
onderscede. ende die ordeninghe gods in deser hei
legher kerstenheit. ende daer toe alle dat dat van
beghinne deser werelt toten inde ons daer toe
ene hulpe ende ene stiere es. dat dat volbrocht
werde dat die vader bekinnet ende minnet te volbrin
ghene in ons te sire godliker eren. Nu seg
ghen wi. heden . In dien worde leert hi ons
dat wi die edele ghaue gods dies vaders alsoe
luterlike ontfaen dat wi negheenrande eyghenscap in gods eyghen ons en besitten.
dan die wi in den wille gods gode beseten heb
ben. dan alse dese dach heden onse jonxte
dach ware. ende in der jonxter vren des daeghs
god woude spreken ordeel ouer vleesch ende
ouer gheest ende wi dat bekinden. Die der
de dach es god. die een volcomen dach es alre
daghe ende ons daghelike broet. In dien
dach es ons eweghe salecheit. ende god es on
se salecheit. Wie werde wi ghenietende dit
broet: Alsoe hi hem seluen bekint ende mint
ende nvt in dier al volcomenre heilecheit sijns
wesens ende sijnre naturen ende alre sijnre godheit.
alsoe wilt hi ons na moghenlecheit hem ghe
uen te bekinnene ende te minnene ende te nvttene
in dier alvolcomenre heylecheit sijns wesens
ende sijnre naturen ende alre sijnre godheit van
den adele sijnre onste: heden. een god. een es.
een gheest. heden. in desen nuwen nv. Ende
alsoe werde wi ontfaende van dien lichte dat licht
met dien lichte dat licht. in dien lichte dat
licht des lichten licht. in desen eweghen nv
wen nv des ewechs daeghs. heden. Nu heb
di ghehoert. van den daghe ende van den dagheli
ken broede. ende hoe dat onse es: Nu merct. gheeft
ons . In desen woerde leert hi ons alle dat des
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mensschen vernueft ochte ingheuende vernueft ye ver
stont ofte emmermeer besitten sal. dat es dat wi
anebedende den vader vernueftelike bekinnen ende
hem minnetlike minnen. ende luterlike belien
den vader sijnre godliker eyghenscap. ende dat
es gheuen. Want ghelijc dat de vader spreken
de ghebaert van vrochtbarecheit sijnre natu
ren. alsoe gheeft hi ghebarende ende verlijt al
gader sijn eyghen in vrochtbarecheit sijnre
naturen den sone in vaderliker aert. In deser
seluer gheboert so sceppet hi ende gheeft leuen
ende wesen allen creaturen van godliker aert.
Aldus es des vaders eighen gheuen ende bliuen
de allen creaturen. Ons . In desen waerde leert
hi ons onsen euenkersten te onnene alles des
goeds dies wi ons seluen onnen alsoe alse
wijs ons seluen onnen. ¶ Dat ander wort.
Verghef ons onse scout. Alsoe wi vergheuen
onsen schulderen . Wie heeft schulderen dan
die algheweldeghe god in sijnre gherechtich
eit: hem sijn sculdech alle sondaren. want
niemen en darf spreken van hem seluen na
enegher wareit dat hi sonder sonde si. alsoe
en darf hi oec spreken dat hi schuldere heb
be. alsus en es nieman onsculdech noch en
heeft schuldare dan die enighe god. ende die hi
onschuldecht heeft met sinen reinen bloede.
Alsoe dit waer es. soe eest waer oec dat wi
schuldare hebben. Nu merct hoe dat wise
hebben. Die menssche es bi ghenaden van
naturen een bescheden vernueftech dier. Alse
dan hem de mensche anenemt van sinen eyghe
nen wille eneghe onbescedenheit ende met dier
aneghenomenre onbescedenheit sinen broeder be
droeft jeghen die bescedenheit: dier es een
schuldech gode ende sinen broeder. Want nv alle
scout met welkere hare creature weder crea
ture verschuldeghen mach also dorecleine es je
ghen die scout daer hare creature mede bescul
decht jeghen gode: so ne wilt ons god van si

f148r15-16
f148v5
f148v9-10
f148v21

gheeft ons: underlined in red.
Ons: underlined in red.
Verghef……schulderen: underlined in red.
bi: in superscript, in substitution for van (crossed out).
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re vrier gherechtecheit onse grote scout niet
vergheuen eer wi onsen broeder van onsen vrien wil
le vergheuen sine cleine scout doer die liefde gods.
ende alse wi vergheuen. so wordt ons vergheuen : ende
en vergheuen wi niet. so ne wordt ons nemmermeer
vergheuen. dit behoert anevaenden lieden toe.
Nu merct voertwaerts waer wi schuldaren
hebben. wie gode onneert hi onneert alle cre
aturen. alsus es die sondaer een schuldare
gods ende alre creaturen. Want nu gods ey
ghen es vergheuen. hoe moeghenwi vergheuen:
alse van dier ghenaden gods onse wille ghe
enicht es met gods wille. wat god wilt dat
wi dat willen. alse god van sijnre ontfarmech
eit den sondare wilt vergheuen. soe vergheuen wi
met gode in dier vereenbarecheit sijns willen.
Hoe moghen wi gheweten wanner god den sonda
re vergheeft : wi en moghen alle de werke gods
niet bekinnen. maer wi selen alle sinen wille lu
terlike willen. ende in allen sinen werken minnetli
ke minnen. Alsus vergheuen wi met gode. Ende dit
behoert goeden lieden toe. Dat derde behoert
volcomenen lieden toe. die daer sijn navolghe
re christi in armoede des gheests. Armoede des
gheests es niet hebben ende des seluen niet niet
hebben. dese hebben alle dinc alre eyghenstlike
ende vergheuen alre claerlicste. want dat rike
gods es hare spreket christus. Ende desen werdt claer
like vergheuen. want die vader en vergheeft nie
mene dan in den sone ende den sone. Ghelijc
dat die sone alle sine crachte ghestrect heeft
in die ghehoersamheit sijns vaders. ende onse
bordene ende om onse schulde gheleden heeft
die bittere doet van minnen : alsoe sijn dese
ghewareghe navolgheren in dier seluer ghe
hoersamheit streckende al hare crachte den
vader teren. onder onse bordene. in al selker
soenliker minnen op dat moghelijc ware dat
si onse bordene ghedraghen mochten alsse die
sone ghedraghen heeft. dat sise gherne drue
ghen. Ende si draghense van buten ende van
binnen in haerre soneliker minnen. Niet dat si
moeghenwi: in the manuscript written as a single word.
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met haerre verdienten ons loessen van der e
wegher doet : maer met harre verdientten
verdienen si ons dat wi ontfankelijc werden
dier verdienten die ons die sone verdient heeft
met sire heylegher martelien. Alse ghe
liker wijs alse Maria een oponthalt was al
ons gheloefs doe christus leet de martelie an den
cruce : also was si een oponthalt alles vleeschs
met haerre heylegher verdienten dat die vader
niet en wrac der werelt sonde noch die moert
die die joden beghinghen ane sinen eenghe
boernen sone. Ende die daer na sijn
worden die ghewareghe navolgheren christi
die wilt die vader hebben ont an der jonx
sten dach. want wi sijn heme noetdorstech.
Ende ghebrake ons deser ene stonde van enen
daghe. alle onse vleesch moeste bederuen van
onser vleescheliken sonden. ¶ Niet en leidet
ons in coringhen . ende dat en vermach die vader
niet van adele sijnre goede. wat leert ons dan
die sone in desen worde. Groete oedmoedecheit
des gheests. Oedmoedecheit des gheests es dat
die gheest een beuende ontsincken hebbe
alles dat hi es in sijn niet sijn. ende een verlien
des enechs heerber ewechs wesens. god een es.
Ende dat vernueftelike bekinnen ende minnelike minnen :
ochte god dat sine van ons name enen oghenblic dat
wi saen werden gheleidt in die becoringhe
des ewechs doeds. ¶ Maer verloesse ons van
evele . Euel es een mesval gods ane ons ane
den gheeste. dat ons ende den gheuallenen inge
len allene anehanghet. ende gode niet en twint
ane en ghaet. ende dat gode dat misval niet ane
en ghaet dat es in gode van adele sijnre got
heit. Nu merket wiet gode niet ane en gaet.
wi en hebben van eyghenre eyghenscap onser
naturen engheen euel noch oec die inghele.
want hadde wijt alsoe. so hadde god ghesca
pen evel ende goet. ende dat en es niet. want
doe god ghescoep alle creaturen. doe sach hi
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Niet en leidet ons in coringhen: underlined in red.
Originally: dien becoringhen; final n’s have been erased.
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ne moghen wijs niet van ons ghedoen met
onsen eyghenen wille jeghen dien wille goeds
[ane ons ghenomen soe ne moghen wijs niet
van ons ghedoen met onsen eyghenen wille] sonder
die ghenaden gods. Hier omme leert ons die so
ne innechlike te biddene ende tanebedene den
vader dat hi ons suuere ende loesse van alle dien
dat hem ane ons mesvallet. dies helpe ons god.
Amen . ¶ Nu vraghe ic ochte enech mensche
daer toe comen mach in deser tijt dat hi des
pater nosters ledech staen mach in alre wise.
Soe sprekic neen. Ende dat beweric in marien
die in haerre moeder liue gheloesset wart
van den euele der erfsonden ende ghestedecht
wart van dien heileghen gheeste. soe dat si
nemmer sonde ane hare ghenemen en mochte :
ende si en stonds niet ledech in alre wise. Noch
oec die apostelen. wat verstaen wi in marien
ghebede : Rechte oedmoedecheit herten ende
gheests. dat si hare alre dire wondere die
god in hare ghewondert hadde. alsoe lettel
anenam alse die armste sondere op erderi
ke. want si een luterre bekinnen hadde met
ten eweghen worde dan ye luter creature
hadde in der tijt. si vervolghde oec in minnen si
ne lere lutterlikerre dan ye creature in der
tijt. Dat wi gode den vader anebeden ende
bidden altoes sijn eengheboerne sone be
kint ende mint den vader eerlijc ende ons salech
lijc : dies helpe hi ons dore sine ontfarmech
ede. A M e N.
¶ Luter weten ende wa
nen es onghelijc. Weten es in den hemel :
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wanen es in der tijt. ¶ Dese redene ver
sta ic alsus wanende. ende late ende beslute
algader mijn wanen ende dese redene in den
onwandelbaren wetene gods. ende in der ghe
meinsamheit sijnre heylegher kerstenheit.
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APPENDIX III
GLOSSARY GHERAERT
APPELMANS’ GLOSE OP DEN

PATER NOSTER

A
Adel (168,173,258,368,382)
Aert (13,22,51,66,111,115,276,278)
Afgrond (38,39)
Algader (110,113,149,275,389)
Algheweldech (90,286)
Algheweldecheit (84,85,99 )
Altemale (104)
Alvolcomen (256)
Alvolcomenheit (173)
Ander (11,49,50,157,200,225,283)
Anebeden (4,27,29,33,42,74,138,181,
269,402,423)
Anebeghinne (51,131)
Aneghaen (381,382,383)
Anehanghen (380,390,392)
Anenemen (298,300,394,396,412,418)
Anescouwen (193,231)
Anesien (388)
Anevaende (312)
Ansichte (87)
Apostelen (414)
Arme (151,418)
Armoede (330)
Ave (90)
B
Becomen (40)
Becoringhe (376)
Bederuen (129,365)
Bedroeuen (301)
Beeld (95)
Beghaen (359)
Beghinne (234)
Begripen (55,60,70,72)

Bekinnen (61,64,71,122,132,136,143,
145,149,153,200,211,236,246,251,255,
269, 325,374,419,425)
Belien (31,50,52,53,75,270)
Bereiden (183)
Bereit (183)
Bescheden (297)
Bescedenheit (301)
Beschuldeghen (305)
Besetten / besitten (34,163,197,241,
242,268)
Besluten (430)
Beuallen (389)
Beuen (371)
Beweren (408)
Bidden (4,139,176,181,189,402,424)
Binnen (348)
Bitter (340)
Blicke (162)
Bliuen (279)
Bloede (293)
Bordene (339, 343,345)
Borne (79)
Broeder (300,302,308)
Broet(170,171,185,188,213,217,226,
251,265)
Buten (347)
C
Claerlik (333,334)
Clare (98,231)
Coringhen (367)
Cracht (36,87,337,342)
Creature(19,20,23,26,44,45,106,151,
278,280,303,305,315,316,388,420,422)

2

Creaturlik (22)
Cruce (356)
Christus (4,159,330,334,355,361)
D
Dagh (185,186,188,197,198,199,201,
203,213,221,223,243,244,247,249,263,
264,363,365)
Daghelijc(170,185,187,213,217,225,
230,264)
Deel (161)
Dier (297)
Dinc /dinghe (195,209,332)
Doet (340,350,377)
Doreclein (304)
Draghen (346,347)
Drierhande (186
Driuoldecheit (83,86,96)
E
Edel (180,183,239)
Eengheboernen (359,424)
Eengheweldech (129)
Eerlijc (425)
Eighen(164,172,174,177,241,275,
279,298,316,384,393,396,398)
Eighen eighens (41)
Eighenschap (32,240,271,384)
Eygenstlike (332)
Enech (165,289,299,373,405)
Enweghe (187)
Erde (141,160,161,166)
Erderike (418)
Ere (38,190,237,343)
Erfsonden (410)
Es (258,373)
Evel (265, 266,
271,378,385,387,390,395,
396,410)
Evenkersten (198,281)
Ewech (55,57,62,91,94,165,167,190,
229,249,262,263,350,373,377,420)
Ewecheit (36,223)
Ewelike (214)

G
Ghaue (175,180,183,239)
Ghebaren(de) (58,273,274
Ghebede (415)
Gheberen(de) (9,13,15,48,80)
Gheboerte (17,60,277)
Gheboren (14,53)
Ghebreken (364)
Ghedoen (397)
Ghedraghen (345,346)
Gheenecht (123,319)
Gheest (34,36,38,41,42,68,77,98,
116,117,159,163,182,246,259,330,
331,370,371,379,411,416)
Gheestlik (92,201)
Gheheylecht (106,120,122,124)
Ghehoersamheit (338,342)
Ghelaten (148,152)
Ghelijcheit (10,48)
Gheloue (220,222,355)
Ghemeinsamheit (433)
Ghenade (65,118,120,125,137,150,
175,179,203,207,212,296,318,401)
Ghenieten (221,223,250)
Gheraden (77)
Gherechte (201)
Gherechtecheit (286,307)
Ghereinecht (229)
Ghescapen /ghescepen (68,76,205,386)
Ghescien (147,160,169)
Ghesekert (229)
Ghesien (208)
Ghesinken (152)
Ghestedecht (410)
Ghestoruen (148)
Gheuallen (379)
Gheuen (19,171,173,254,265,272,277,
279)
Ghewarech (42,341,361)
Gheweldecheit (18)
Ghewerden (146,147)
Gheweten (323)
Ghewout (21)
Glorioes (101)
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God (40,72,75,78,103,118,119,141,150,
160,172,178,179,184,193,196,198,219,
232,239,241,242,245,247,249,258,286,
292,302,306,309,314,316,318,319,320,
322,324,327,334,373,375,378,380,381,
382,383,386,391,394,396,398,401,404,
417,423,432)
Godheid (18,79,81,84,88,99,103,131,
253,257,382)
Godlike (21,31,137,175,202,206,211,
212,231,237,271,278)
Godlijcheit (37)
Goed (282,328,368,387,389)
Grondeloes (37,61,75,78,82,92)
Guede (94)
H
Heden (171,191,197,238,258,259,263)
Heerber (373)
Heerscap (37)
Heilech (82,86,95,98,116,122,219,227,
233,353,357,411,433)
Heilecheit (102,218,252,256)
Helpen (326)
Hemel(87,89,90,92,104,140,142,145,
154,157,168,428)
Hert (97,415)
Heten (3)
Horen (28,264)
Hulpe (209,212,235)
I
Inbrande (98)
Inde (234)
Ingelen (25,379,385)
Innemen (35)
Ingheuende (267)
Inne (224)
Innech (30)
Innechste (215)
Innechlike (181,402)
Innerlike (138)
Invernemen (217)
Invloyende (80)

J
Joden (359)
Jonxte (198,243,244,362)
K
Kerstenheit (233,433)
L
Laten (430)
Ledech staen(407,413)
Leiden (366,376)
Lere (422)
Leren (3,74,126,138,169,176,181,189,
191,238,266,280,368,401)
Leuen (19,22,194,230,277)
Lettel (417)
Licht (204,206,210,260,261,262)
Liden (339)
Lieden (312,328,329)
Liefde (309)
Lien (64,69)
Lijf (158,161,162,167,199)
Lijflik (207,209)
Loessen (349,403,409)
Luttel (32)
Lut(t)er (30,105,216,230,419,420,427)
Lutterlike (148,151,152,164,240,270,
326,422)
M
Macht (16)
Maria (354,408,414)
Martelien (353,355)
Mensch(en) (26,70,267,296,298,405)
Merken (29,184,265,313,383)
Mesval (378,381)
Mesvallen (395,404)
Minne (340, 242, 245,293,344,348,421)
Minnelik / minnelec (31,71,97,270,326,
374)
Minnen (123,132,136,143,158,236,251,
255,270,327,374,425)
Moeder liue (409)
Moert (358)
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Moghelijc (344)
Moghenlecheit (254)
N
Naerre (32)
Name (107,109,117,119,121,124)
Nature (8,9,11,13,15,25,46,47,49,79,
81,101,102,150,253,257,273,276,297,
385)
Naturlike (50,52,89,121)
Navolghere (329,341,361)
Negheenrande (240)
Niet (40)
Nieuts (129)
Noetdorstech (363)
Noedorft (188)
Nu (259,263)
Nutten (252,255)
Nuwe (259,262)
O
Oedmoedecheit (182,192,369,415)
Oghe (208,210)
Oghenblic (375)
Ommebevanc (141)
Onbekind (153)
Onbescedenheit (299,300)
Onbesittelecheit (195)
Ondersceet (208,211,232)
Onderstaen (20)
Onghelijc (428)
Onnen (281,282,283)
Onneren (314)
Onsculdech(en) (291,293)
Onstadech (194)
Onstandechlec (137)
Onste (168,258)
Ont hebben (362)
Ontfaen (175,179,184,218,228,240,260)
Ontfanghen (392)
Ontfankelijc (351)
Ontfankelecheit (227)
Ontfarmecheit (93,320,426)
Ontsinken (371)

Ontworden (155)
Onwandelbaer (165,167,432)
Oponthalt (354,356)
Oponthouden (20)
Opverstaen (162)
Ordeel (193,199,245)
Ordeninghen (90,94,219,232)
Ouerbliuen (75,76)
Ouernemen (35)
Ouerste (70)
Ouervlietende (80)
P
Pater noster (1,407)
Persoen (11,12,49,50)
Persoenlijcheit (56,60)
R
Raste (190)
Rechte (415)
Redene (96,215,429,431)
Rein (293)
Rike (127,130,333)
Ruste (105)
S
Sacrament (219,227)
Saen (376)
Salech (132)
Salechlike (222,425)
Salecheit (163,249,250)
Sceppen (18,277,388)
Schuld (339)
Schulderen (285,290,292,295,313,315)
Sculdech (287,302)
Scout (284,303,305,307,309)
Segghen (237)
Sietlik (89)
Sinken (38)
Sondaren (287,315,321,323,418)
Sonde (229,289,358,366,412)
Sone / soen (10,12,48,50,52,62,63,
64,65,66,108,111,113,114,115,116,119,
126,130,132,133,134,138,159,164,169,
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276,336,337,346,360,369,401,424)
Sonelik / soenlik (54,64,113,115,132,
133,164,344,348)
Sonne (205)
Spreken (2,6,9,43,47,191,199,214,226,
245,272,288,290,334,408)
Staen (107)
Stam (83)
Stamelende (77)
Stark (101)
Stiere (235)
Stille (105)
Stonde (198,364)
Strecken (337,342)
Substantie (24,105)
Suueren (403)
T
Tijt (187,222,406,421,423,429)
Tijtlec (186,194,195,203,220
Toecomen (127,128,135)
Toeval (391)
Toevallen (210)
Twint (25,72,178,380)
U
Ure (244)
Ute richten (14, 84)
Utespronc (82)
Utevlieten (62)
Utevlotene (93)
V
Vader (2,6,14,23,28,30,31,33,40,45,52,
53,56,60,61,64,66,78,107,109,110,112,
114,115,116,119,120,122,124,127,130,
131,134,139,141,142,144,154,156,164,
166,172,180,182,184,189,193,214,239,
271,272,335,338,343,357,362,367,403,
423,425)
Vaderlik (12,21,32,51,66,97,109,111,
276,279)
Verborghen (153)
Verdienen (351,352)

Verdienten (349,350,352,357)
Vereenbarecheit (322)
Vergheuen (174,284,308,309,310,311,
312,317,321,324,327,333,335)
Verlicht (202,204,206)
Verlien (12,110,114,134,274,372 )
Verloessen (377)
Vermoghen (367)
Vernueft (34,70,149,202,205,211,216,
225,267)
Vernuftech (30,43,44,91,216,224,297)
Vernueftelike (71,269,374)
Verschuldeghen (304)
Verstaen (27,44,171,268,414,430)
Verstommen (68)
Vervolghen (421)
Vleesch (245,356)
Vleeschlik (366)
Vlieten (187)
Voerghevoelen (224)
Volbracht / volbrocht (125,135,235)
Volbringhen (236)
Volcomen(de) (10,48,247,252,329)
Vorbranden (104)
Vo(e)r(t)wert(s) (226,313)
Vraghen (405)
Vrie (155,307,308)
Vrocht (80,100)
Vrochtberecheit (7,8,15,46,47,273,275)
Vrochtber (79,81,96,100,101)
W
Wachten (192)
Wanen (427,429,430,431)
Warachteghe (202)
Wa(e)reit (212,231,289)
Wedergheboerte / widergheboerte
(54,59,133)
Wedergheboren (63)
Werdelik (228)
Werelds (234,358)
Werken (144,324,326)
Wesen
(16,19,22,35,88,102,252,256,278,373,
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Weten (69,143,427,428,432)
Wide (34)
Wijsheit (62,91,95)
Wijsleik (192)
Wille (140,142,144,152,153,155,156,
157,166,196,242,299,308,318,319,322,
325,393,394,396,398)
Willen (158,319,320,326)
Wise (220,222,407,413)
Woert/wort (6,9,27,28,43,47,55,56,57,
67,74,126,139,170,191,214,215,238,
266,280,283,369,420)
Wondere (85,416)
Wonderen (86,417)
Wonneber (100)
Worden (166)
Wortele (83)
Wraken (358)
Y
Yet(e) (39,103)
Z
Ziel (161,200,215)

APPENDIX IV
GLOSSARY MENGELDICHTEN
25 - 29

A
Achten (27.36)
Aert (26.8)
Afgrondich (27.23)
Afslaen (28.1)
Allene (26.16)
Altemale (26.32)
Antwerden (26.28)
Arm (26.15,26.19,26.26)
Ay (25.25,27.37,28.9)
B
Baraet (28.8,28.13)
Beelde (27.30)
Begheren (25.1)
Beghin (26.21)
Begrijpen (27.17)
Bekinnen (27.10)
Benemen (27.14)
Berichte (27.21)
Besluten (27.42)
Binnen (26.2,27.7,27.11,29.1)
Bliven (25.17,27.30,28.12)
Bloet / bloot (26.5,26.9,27.9,29.6,29.14)
Bouen (29.15)
Brenghen (29.2)
Broet (26.18)
Buten (27.32,27.40,28.19)
C
Cierkel (26.24)
Chiere (28.4)
Claerheit (27.17)
Comen (27.19)
Connen (26.2)
Cort (26.29)
Creaturen (26.4,26.10)
Cruepen (27.27)

D
Demsterheit (27.16,27.18)
Dencken (26.23)
Deus (25.25,27.37)
Dienen (25.8,28.14)
Diep (25.6)
Doghen (26.31)
Doncker (27.18)
Dringhen (26.1)
Driuen (28.8)
Duncken (26.23)
E
Edel (27.1,29.2)
Edelheyt (27.37)
Eenuoldegh (25.18,26.8,27.12)
Eenuoldicheit (26.20,26.25,27.14,27.28
29.9)
Eerdrike (26.15)
El (28.10)
Enech (27.5)
Enecheyt (26.26,27.42,29.6)
Ewangelist (27.15)
Ewegh (27.6,27.41,29.10)
Ewicheyt (26.28,29.10)
F
Fel (28.11)
Fijn (27.1)
Forme (27.30)
G
Gaen (26.17)
Ghebonden (25.20)
Ghedaen (25.21,25.23)
Ghedichte (27.22)
Gheest (26.15,28.19,26.26)
Gheheel (27.33)

Ghelaet (28.5)
Ghelike (26.14)
Ghelouen (28.2)
Ghemare (28.15)
Ghensterkijn (27.3)
Geschinen (27.25)
Ghescien (25.25)
Ghesichte (27.10)
Ghespreken (25.5)
Ghestaen (25.24)
Ghetonen (25.11)
Gheuen (28.20)
Ghevaen (25.3,25.20)
Ghewen (25.8)
Ghewen(n)en (27.28)
Ghiften (28.20)
God (27.5,27.6)
Godlec (27.12)
Goedertieren (28.21)
Goet (26.18)
Gronden (25.6)
Gront (25.2)
H
Hemelsch (29.2)
Hoede (28.20)
Horen (25.26)
Houden (25.14,26.16,29.4,29.8)
Houet (28.1)
I
Iacht (25.29)
Iaghen (25.27,25.30)
Iet (25.29)
Inde (26.21)
K
Kinnen (27.12,29.2,29.5)
L
Lam (28.22)
Lanc / langhe (26.30,27.25,27.26)
Ledich (27.2,27.20,29.4)
Ledicheit (26.27,29.8)

Leuelicheyt (27.4,27.38)
Licht (27.1,27.16,27.17,27.19,27.24,
27.29,27.32)
Lichten (27.1,27.6,27.16)
Liedekijn (26.3)
Lien (27.35)
Loen (25.8)
Luttel (25.23)
M
Maniere (28.24)
Mare (25.13)
Meester (27.35)
Menechfoldegh (28.18)
Meneghe (25.14,25.15,26.31)
Menen (27.26,28.10)
Menghen / minghen (25.7,26.4)
Menichfuldicheit (27.13)
Menschen (25.4)
Merken (26.23)
Minne
(25.16,25.21,25.24,25.29,26.1,26.5,
26.9,27.9,27.39,28.9,29.3)
Minnen (25.28,27.39)
Moede (28.18)
Molesteen (25.12)
Mont (25.5)
N
Namaels (28.6)
Nare / naerre (25.16,26.1)
Niet (25.30)
Noet (28.2,28.7)
Nuw (29.3)
O
Oerspronc (29.1)
Onbewonden (29.14)
Oncont (25.1)
Onghehiere (28.22)
Onghemeten (26.24)
Ongherenen (27.30)
Onghestichte (27.23)
Onghetemd (28.23)

Onghewesent (27.27)
Ontfaen (26.12,26.18,26.20)
Ontgaen (25.22)
Ontpaeren (26.7)
Ontprenden (29.11)
Ontsegghen (27.39,29.7)
Ontsien (25.28)
Onweten (25.2)
Openbare (25.15)
Orconden (29.13)
Ouerformen (27.10)
Ouernatuerleke (27.11)
Ouerscinen (27.29)
Ouervaert (26.6)
P
Paere (28.14)
Pertien (27.32)
Philosophien (27.34)
Prisoen (25.21)
Puer (27.3)
Q
Quale (26.31)
Quite (werden) (26.13)
R
Raet (26.10)
Rechte (26.15)
Redene (26.22,27.8,29.7,29.11,29.13,
29.15)
Rouen (28.3)
S
Saecht (28.22)
Salicheyt (27.41)
Scalc (28.21)
Scamen (27.25)
Scijn (27.6)
Scinen (28.19)
Scriftuere (29.12)
Segghen (25.10,26.29,27.15)
Seluesheyt (27.40)
Sen / sin (25.4,25.11,26.22,27.8,28.3)

Setten (28.18)
Sien (25.26,27.24)
Simpelheyt (26.12)
Singhen (26.3)
Slaen (26.11)
Slont (25.6)
Snel (28.9)
Soeken (27.32,27.40)
Sonder (26.24,28.30)
Spaeren (26.5)
Spoede (28.19)
Stappans (28.11)
Staerc (28.13)
Stare(n) (25.18,25.19)
Stont (25.3)
Storien (27.22)
Suet (28.11)
Swin (25.12)
T
Tale (26.29)
Toebringhen (26.2)
Toenen (28.5,28.10)
Toesetten (28.150
Toeual (26.7,27.13,27.26,29.5)
Toeuerlaet (26.9)
Toghen (28.4)
Trecken (28.4)
Treken (28.9)
U
Uutters (29.5)
V
Vare (25.14)
Vast (25.21)
Venden (25.3,26.27,29.15)
Verborghen (27.7)
Verholen (25.15)
Verre (25.24,26.17)
Versien (27.31)
Versinnen (27.8,29.4)
Verslaen (28.6)
Verslinden (25.18)

Versoffen (28.17)
Verstaen (25.4,25.19,29.12)
Vertien (27.36)
Vervremden (26.14)
Vite (26.16)
Vlieten (25.12,25.27)
Voeden (29.3)
Voeghen (29.9)
Voldoen (28.16)
Volghen (25.16)
Volproeuen (26.32)
Vonke (27.3,27.11)
Vorme (26.11,26.22)
Vraghen (25.8)
Vrie (27.38)
Vrien (27.33)
Vroede (28.17)
W
Waen(en) (25.4,26.19)
Waerheyt (29.6)
Ware (28.16)
Wech (26.30)
We(e)lde / wild (26.6,26.25,28.23)
Wesen (29.10)
Weten (25.10,26.23,26.30)
Wide / wijt (26.20,26.24,26.25)
Wille (28.16)
Willecome (29.1)
Wise (26.13,26.22,27.21,28.17)
Wonderlike (25.13)
Wonen (26.26)
Woustine (28.24)
Z
Ziele (27.4)
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APPENDIX V
CHECKLIST VOCABULARY APPELMANS’ GLOSE
AND RUUSBROECS BRULOCHT
+ = present in the Brulocht
- = absent in the Brulocht
-/+ = absent in the Brulocht, but present in other treatises of Ruusbroec

GLOSE

BRULOCHT

Adel
Aert
Afgrond
Algader
Algheweldech
Algheweldecheit
Altemale
Alvolcomen
Alvolcomenheit
Ander
Anebeden
Anebeghinne
Aneghaen
Anehanghen
Anenemen
Anescouwen
Anesien
Anevaende
Ansichte
Apostelen
Arme
Armoede
Ave

-/+
+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
-/+
-/+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+

Becomen
Becoringhen
Bederuen
Bedroeuen
Beeld
Beghaen

-/+
-/+
-/+
+
-/+

Beghinne
Begripen
Bekinnen
Belien
Bereiden
Bereit
Bescheden
Bescedenheit
Beschuldeghen
Besetten / besitten
Besluten
Beuallen
Beuen
Beweren
Bidden
Binnen
Bitter
Blicke
Bliuen
Bloede
Bordene
Borne
Broeder
Broet
Buten

+
+
+
-/+
-/+
-/+
-/+
+
-/+
+
-/+
-/+
-/+
-/+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+

Claerlik
Clare
Coringhen
Cracht
Creature

-/+
+
+
+
+
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Creaturlik
Cruce
Christus

+
+
+

Dagh(e)
Daghelijc
Deel
Dier
Dinc /dinghe
Doet
Doreclein
Draghen
Drierhande
Driuoldecheit

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Edel
Eengheboernen
Eengheweldech
Eerlijc
Eighen(s)
Eighenschap
Eygenstlike
Enech
Enweghe
Erde
Erderike
Ere
Erfsonden
Es
Evel
Evenkersten
Ewech
Ewecheit
Ewelike

+
+
+
-/+
-/+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+

Ghaue
Ghebaren(de)
Ghebede
Gheberen(de)
Gheboerte
Gheboren
Ghebreken
Ghedoen
Ghedraghen

+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+

Gheenecht
Gheest
Gheestlik
Gheheylecht
Ghehoersamheit
Ghelaten
Ghelijcheit
Gheloue
Ghemeinsamheit
Ghenade
Ghenieten
Gheraden
Gherechte
Gherechtecheit
Ghereinecht
Ghescapen /ghescepen
Ghescien
Ghesekert
Ghesien
Ghesinken
Ghestedecht
Ghestoruen
Gheuallen
Gheuen
Ghewarech
Gheweldecheit
Ghewerden
Gheweten
Ghewout
Glorioes
God
Godheid
Godlike
Godlijcheit
Goed
Grondeloes
Guede

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-/+
-/+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-/+
-/+
-/+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Heden
Heerber
Heerscap
Heilech
Heilecheit
Helpen

+
-/+
+
+
-/+
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Hemel
Hert
Heten
Horen
Hulpe

+
+
+
+
+

Inbrande
Inde
Ingelen
Innemen
Ingheuen
Inne
Innech
Innechste
Innechlike
Innerlike
Invernemen
Invloyen

+
+
-/+
-/+
+
+
+
+

Joden
Jonxte

+
+

Kerstenheit

+

Laten
Ledech
Leiden
Lere
Leren
Leuen
Lettel
Licht
Liden
Lieden
Liefde
Lien
Lijf
Lijflik
Loessen
Luttel
Lut(t)er
Lutterlike

+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Macht

+

Maria / Marien
Martelien
Mensch(en)
Merken
Mesval
Mesvallen
Minne
Minnelik
Minnen
Moeder liue
Moert
Moghelijc
Moghenlecheit

+
-/+
+
+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+
+

Naerre
Name
Nature
Naturlike
Navolghere
Negheenrande
Niet
Nieuts
Noetdorstech
Noedorft
Nu
Nutten
Nuwe

+
+
+
+
-/+
+
-/+
-/+
-/+
+
+

Oedmoedecheit
Oghe
Oghenblic
Ommebevanc
Onbekind
Onbescedenheit
Onbesittelecheit
Ondersceet
Onderstaen
Onghelijc
Onnen
Onneren
Onsculdech(en)
Onstadech
Onstandechlec
Onste

-/+
+
+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+
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Ont hebben
Ontfaen
Ontfanghen
Ontfankelijc
Ontfankelecheit
Ontfarmecheit
Ontsinken
Ontworden
Onwandelbaer
Oponthalt
Oponthouden
Opverstaen
Ordeel
Ordeninghen
Ouerbliuen
Ouernemen
Ouerste
Ouervlietende

+
+
+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+
-/+

Pater noster
Persoen
Persoenlijcheit

-/+
+
+

Raste
Rechte
Redene
Rein
Rike
Ruste

+
+
+
-/+
+
+

Sacrament
Saen
Salech
Salechlike
Salecheit
Sceppen
Schuld
Schulderen
Sculdech
Scout
Segghen
Sietlik
Sincken
Sondaren

+
+
+
-/+
+
+
-/+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+

Sonde
Sone / soen
Sonelik / soenlik
Sonne
Spreken
Staen
Stam
Stamelende
Stark
Stiere
Stille
Stonde
Strecken
Substantie
Suueren

+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
-/+
+
+
-/+
+
+

Tijt
Tijtlec
Toecomen
Toeval
Toevallen
Twint

+
+
+
+
-/+
-/+

Ure
Ute richten
Utespronc
Utevlieten
Utevlotene

+
+
+

Vader
Vaderlike
Verborghen
Verdienen
Verdienten
Vereenbarecheit
Vergheuen
Verlicht
Verlien
Verloessen
Vermoghen
Vernueft
Vernuftech
Vernueftelike
Verschuldeghen

+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
-/+
+
-/+
-

5

Verstaen
Verstommen
Vervolghen
Vleesch
Vleeschlik
Vlieten
Voerghevoelen
Volbracht / volbrocht
Volbringhen
Volcomen(de)
Vorbranden
Vo(e)r(t)wert(s)
Vraghen
Vrie
Vrocht
Vrochtberecheit
Vrochtber

+
+
-/+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-/+
+

Wachten
Wanen
Warachteghe
Wa(e)reit
Wedergheboerte
Wedergheboren
Werdelik
Werelds
Werken
Wesen
Weten
Wide
Wijsheit
Wijsleik
Wille
Willen
Wise
Woert/wort
Wondere
Wonderen
Wonneber
Worden
Wortele
Wraken

-/+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
-/+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Yet(e)

+

Ziel

+

